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ABSTRACT 
Three readback signal detection methods are inyestgated for real-time flying height or 
head disk spacing variation measurement under vibration conditions. This is carried out 
by theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and experimental study. The first method 
(amplitude detection) provides a simple way to study the head disk spacing change. The 
second method ( PW50 parameter estimation) can be used effectively for real-time 
spacing vruiation measurement in normally operated hard disk drives, primarily in low 
frequency spacing variation conditions. The third method (thermal signal detection), on 
the other hand, is more effective and suitable for high frequency spacing variation 
measurement. By combining the PW50 estimation and thermal signal detection 
methods, a noval spacing variation detection method for the whole frequency range is 
constructed. This combined signal detection method not only has been used to study the 
head disk spacing variation itself, but also has the potential of being used for real time 
flying height control. 
Analytical models are developed for head disk assembly and head position servo control 
mechanisms to analyse the operation failure of hard disk drives under vibration 
conditions. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation show their good agreement 
with experimental results. 
A novel active flying height control method is proposed to suppress the flying height or 
head-disk spacing variation in hard disk drives under vibration conditions. Simulation 
results show that this active flying height control can effectively suppress the head-disk 
spacing variation, therefore the performance and reliability of HODs can be well 
improved when working in vibration conditions: The method has a good potential to be 
applied to future ruggedized hard disk drives. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
The need for ever-greater storage capacity has resulted in the data-storage recording 
densities of magnetic hard disk drives growing at a rate of about 60% every year in the 
past one and a half decades. In order to support these developments, work has been 
undertaken in parallel to improve the heads, media, channel, and electronics. However, 
one of the most critical and effective parameters in increasing area! density is the flying 
height or spacing between the read-write head and the recording disk medium. Since 
1990, the flying height has been reduced from above 140nm to under 1 Orun for the 
leading-edge products of the magnetic recording industry, which is illustrated in Figure 
1-1. 
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Figure 1-1 Flying height history for the leading-edge products of the magnetic recording 
industry 
The current state of the art head-disk spacing of high-density hard disk drives has 
reached the level of around 5 nm. 
Although it is very desirable to reduce the head-disk spacing or flying height to increase 
the recording area! density, head disk contact is undesirable during disk operation since 
that will deteriorate the tribological performance of the head disk interface and its 
reliability. Hence high accuracy head-disk spacing measurement and characterisation 
becomes more and more important and necessary. Especially when hard disk drives are 
operated in vibration conditions, the chance of head disk contact is getting high and this 
may be one of the main reasons for disk read/write failure. Therefore, it also becomes 
very important to make high accuracy real-time head-disk spacing measurements, which 
can then be used for real-time head-disk spacing control to prevent the head disk 
contact. This project was proposed from such a background to meet this technical 
challenge. The thesis is outlined in the following. 
In Chapter Chapter I, the background of this research work and an overview of the 
development of magnetic hard disk drives are given. 
In Chapter 2, head disk spacing measurement methods are reviewed 
In Chapter Chapter 3, three readback signal detection methods are presented for real-
time head disk spacing variation measurement under vibration conditions, which are 
amplitude of read back signal detection method, PW 50 (pulse width at 50% of the peak 
value) of readback signal measurement method, and thennal signal detection method. A 
special PW so measurement method, the PW 50 parameter estimation method, is 
particularly presented. 
In Chapter 4, theoretical analysis is given to hard disk drive operation failure under 
vibration conditions. This is carried out from two aspects, first from the mechanics of 
the head suspension ann, the rotating disk, and the aerodynamics of the head-slider's 
air-bearing, second from the characteristics of the head position servo control 
mechanism. Analytical models are developed for head disk assembly and head position 
servo loop. 
2 
Also in Chapter Chapter 4, a novel active flying height control method is presented for 
the suppression of head-disk spacing variation in hard disk drives under shock or 
vibration conditions. Thermal signal detection method is used for real-time derivation of 
spacing variation signal for feedback control. Design details of the servo control system 
are g~ven. 
In Chapter Chapter 5, experimental studies are carried out to verify the presented 
methods and theoretical analyses through out the thesis. Simulation results, 
experimental results, and discussion are detailed. 
Chapter Chapter 6 draws conclusions and provides recommendations for further 
research. 
In Appendices (Chapter 7), modelling and simulation software developed throughout 
this research project are presented. Plots of more readback signals under different 
vibration frequencies are also provided here. 
1.2 Advances in HDD industry 
Since the invention of the hard disk drive, it has undergone both evolutionary and 
revolutionary changes at a tremendous pace. The progress of area! data density is shown 
in Figure 1-2, which indicates an annual compound growth rate of about 30% in the 
1970s and 1980s, but an even more astonishing rate of about 60% in the 1990s due to 
the introduction of magnetoresistive (MR) heads and partial-response maximum 
likelihood (PRML) detection channels. 
3 
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Figure 1-2 Leading-edge magnetic hard disk drive area! density vs. year of production 
introduction (including prediction) [Wang & Taratorin, 1999]. The line is for visual 
guidance only. 
Hard disk drives, also called rigid disk fi les, were first developed by IBM, San Jose, 
Califomia in the late 1950s. The very first hard disk drive was introduced in 1956, 
which contained 50 disks each with a diameter of 24 in., provided a data capacity of 5 
MB and a data rate of 70.4 Kb/s. The area! density was about 2 Kb/in2. In 1973, a 
generation of hard disk drive, the IBM 3340, also named Winchester was introduced, 
which contained two or four disks with a diameter of 14 in., providing a data capacity of 
35 or 70 MB, a data rate of 6.4 Mb/s, and an area! density of 1.69 Mb/in2. Around two 
decades on in 1997, the highest area! density of any hard disk drive reached 2.6 Gb/in2, 
which was found in the IBM Travel star 4GT. It had a data capacity of 4 GB and a data 
rate of 83 .2 MB/s, and contained four disks with a diameter of 2.5 in. The following are 
news releases from the HOD industry: 
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In March 1998, IBM announced the highest capacity hard disk drive for notebook 
computers, Travelstar 6GT. It had a capacity of 6.4 GB and an area( density of 4.1 
Gb/irl. 
In October 1998, IBM announced the highest capacity hard disk drive for premium 
notebook computers, the Travelstar 14GS. it had a capacity of 14.1 GB and an area! 
density of 5.0 Gb/in2. Its Travel star I OGT and travel star 6GN had a capacity of I 0.0 GB 
and 6.4 GB and an areal density of 5.6 Gb/in2 and 5. 7 Gb/in2 respectively. 
In November 1998, IBM announced its highest capacity desktop PC hard disk drive in 
the world, IBM Deskstar 25GP, the area) density of which was 3.74 Gb/in2. It had a 
capacity of25 GB, a data rate of 195.6 Mb/s, and contained 5 or 4 disk platters. 
In June 1999, IBM announced the world's highest capacity hard disk drive for desktop 
PCs, Deskstar 37GP. it had a capacity of37.5 GB, a data rate of248 Mb/s, and an area) 
density of 5.3 Gb/in2• 
In October 1999, IBM announced the world's highest capacity server hard disk drive, 
Ultrastar 72ZX, which contained 11 disk platters, and had a capacity of 73.4 GB and 
areal density of7.04 Gb/in2• 
In March 2000, IBM announced the highest capacity hard disk in the world drive for 
desktop computers, the Deskstar 75GXP. It contained 5 glass disk platters, and had a 
capacity of 75 GB, a data rate of 444 Mb/s, and an area) density of 11.2 Gb/in2• Its 
Deskstar 40GV had an area) density of 14.3 Gb/in2. 
In April 2000, IBM announced its world's highest capacity notebook computer hard 
disk drive, the Travelstar 32GH, which contained 4 glass disk platters and had a 
capacity of 32 GB and an area I density of 14 Gb/in2• Both its Travel star 30 GT and 
Travelstar 20 GN had an area) density of 17.1 Gb/in2. 
In January 2003, Hitachi introduced its high-end enterprise hard disk drive, the Hitachi 
Ultrastar I 5K73 which had an area) density of 31 Gb/in2• 
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In May 2003, Fujitsu bolstered its mobile hard disk drive market growth by introducing 
its new 80GB, 5400RPM MHT-AH mobile drive in a 2.5" 9.5mm fonn factor, with an 
areal density of up to 69Gb/ in2• 
In August 2004, Toshiba added 30GB and 60GB models to its 1.8in hard drive line-up, 
which were used in iPod. The two models featured one and two 30GB platters 
respectively. Both offered an areal density of93.5 Gb/in2• 
In December 2004, Toshiba paved the way for 80GB iPods when it said it would ship 
an 80GB 1.8in hard drive in Q3 2005 - a year after it introduced the 60GB version that 
was found inside the iPod Photo. Toshiba claimed the drives marked the first ever use 
of a perpendicular recording system with an areal density of 133 Gb!in2• By this time, 
almost all the other HOD manufacturers were pursuing perpendicular technology as the 
next stage in the evolution of magnetic storage. 
In June 2005, Seagate pledged to be the first hard disk maker to bring to market 2.5in 
HODs with perpendicular recording technology. Seagate said it was to implement the 
technology in a 2.5in notebook drive rwming at 5400rpm but offering a capacity of 
160GB and 138 Gb!in2. 
In January 2006, Seagate began shipping its first laptop sized, 2.5 inch hard drive using 
perpendicular recording technology, the Seagate Momentus 5400.3. 
In April 2006, Seagate began shipping the world's first 3.5 inch perpendicular recording 
hard drive, the Cheetah 15K.5, which provides up to 300GB storage. Seagate also 
announced the availability of Barracuda 7200.10, a series of 3.5 inch HODs utilizing 
perpendicular recording with a maximum capacity of750 GB. 
In June 2006, Toshiba announced a 2.5-inch hard drive of 200-GB capacity with mass 
production starting in August. 
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In August 2006, Fujitsu extended its 2.5-inch lineup to include SAT A models utilizing 
perpendicular recording, offering up to 160GB capacity with an area! density of 138Gb/ 
. 2 
m. 
In December 2006, Toshiba said its new I OOGB two-platter HOD was based on 
perpendicular magnetic recording and was designed in the "short" 1.8-inch form factor. 
This new drive offered a footprint that was I 0 percent smaller than first-generation 1.8-
inch drives. With an area! density of 155.3 Gb/in2, the drive was specially designed for 
thin and light mobile computers. In addition, Toshiba's new 1.8-inch capacity leader 
featured the same tunnel magneto-resistive (TMR) head technology combined with 
perpendicular recording that delivered the company's world-leading 200GB capacity in 
the 2.5-inch HOD class with an area! density of 178.8 Gb/in2• 
Also in December 2006, Fujitsu announced the global launch of its MHX2300BT series 
of2.5-inch hard disk drives, with capacities of250 and 300GB. 
In January 2007, Hitachi announced the first I Terabyte Hard Drive usmg the 
technology, and started shipping since May. 
Let us now consider attainments in research: In February of 1999, Seagate set a new 
data-storage density mark of 16.3 Gb/in2. In May, IBM demonstrated an even higher 
data-storage density of 20 Gb/in2• Five months later, IBM revealed their state-of-the-art 
hard disk drive with a data-storage density of 35.3 Gb/in2• In March 2000, Seagate 
announced that they have demonstrated the wo~ld's highest area! density of 45 Gb/in2• 
In 2002, by using perpendicular recording technology, Seagate demonstrated an area! 
density of I 00 Gb/in2• In April 2005, Hitachi demonstrated an area I density of 
230Gb/in2 on perpendicular recording technology. In September 2006, Hitachi 
demonstrated an area! density of345 Gb/in2. 
In order to achieve such a high data-storage density, the corresponding head flying 
height has to be lower than I 0 nm. 
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1.3 Physics of Magnetic Recording 
1.3.1 Basic principles 
Magnetic hard disk drives, floppy disk drives, and tape drives are all based on the same 
fundamental principle of magnetic recording which involves an inductive recording 
head (magnetoresistive (MR) read heads are being used nowadays) and a recording 
medium, as shown in Figure 1-3 . [Wang & Taratorin, 1999] 
Write Signal Read Signal 
Write Head Read Head 
Write 
Current I 
Read 
Voltage 
Clock 
Window 
Data 0 0 0 1 1 
Figure 1-3 Schematic principle of magnetic recording 
The inductive recording head is a transducer essenti ally consisting of some coils wound 
around a horseshoe-shaped soft magnetic material (with a low coercivity and high 
permeability) which has an air gap (called the head gap). The recording medium is 
made of a hard magnetic material with a large coercivity. 
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There are three possible modes of magnetic recording. One is the longitudinal 
recording, in which the medium magnetisation is parallel to the disk plane, as shown in 
Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4. 
V read 
"Ring" 
Inductive Write Element 
A -
Shield 2 
P1 
-- I 
P2 
M.:~gnetlzations 
~ecording J Medium 
Figure l-4 Longitudinal recording (Courtesy of Hitachi Global Storage Technologies) 
The second mode is petpendicular recording, in which the medium magnetisation is 
nonnal to the disk plane, as shown in Figure 1-5. 
Monopole 
Inductive Write Element 
I Shield 2 ,.'-----.., 
Return Pole 
9 
ecordlng 
Medium 
Soft 
Underlayer 
Figure 1-5 Perpendicular recording (Courtesy of Hitachi Global Storage Technologies) 
The third mode is transverse recording, where the medium magnetisation is normal to 
the page. Before 2004, longitudinal recording was adopted in all commercial magnetic 
recording systems. Since 2005, perpendicular recording has been used in the high end 
HOD products. Transverse recording is not being actively pursued due to various 
technical constraints. 
During the write process, a write current is passed through the head coils to produce a 
magnetic write field in the medium near the head gap. The write field must be larger 
than the medium coercivity to magnetise the medium along the field direction. By 
switching the direction of the write current, magnetisation transitions can be written in 
the medium. In reality, the magnetic transition length is finite, but it is shown to be zero 
in Figure 1-3 for simplicity. 
During the read process, the medium with written transitions is passed underneath the 
head gap, as shown in Figure 1-3. The relative motion between the head and the 
magnetostatic stray field produced by the magnetic transitions generates induced 
voltage pulses in the coils due to Faraday's law. Each transition corresponds to a 
voltage pulse that has finite amplitude and a finite half-amplitude pulse width PW 50, 
which limits how close the voltage pulses can be spaced and still be resolved. 
In a simple coding scheme of digital magnetic recording called non-return-to-zero 
modified (NRZI) coding, the presence of a transition or a voltage pulse in a given clock 
window (timing window) represents a "I", while the absence of a transition or pulse 
represents a "0". Therefore, the linear data density is fundamentally limited by the value 
ofPW5o. 
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1.3.2 Overview of magnetic hard disk drives 
Among the magnetic storage systems, magnetic hard disk drive is the dominant mass 
storage device for computers because of its storage capacity, low cost per megabyte, 
reasonably fast access time, and a mature manufacturing infrastructure. 
A magnetic disk drive is mainly composed of the following four parts: 
I. Magnetic read/write heads and magnetic disks (platters). Each write/read head, 
which is too small to be visible to the eye, is located on the trailing edge of a slider 
(or called head-slider). The slider is mounted on the end of a stainless steel gimbal-
suspension, forming the so-called head-gimbal assembly (HGA). The write/read 
head and a recording disk surface are often called a head-disk assembly. 
2. Data detection electronics and write circuit, which are mostly located on a printed 
circuit board with many very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) chips. 
3. Mechanical sen'o and control system, including spindles, actuators, suspensions, 
and control chips. 
4. Jntetface to microprocessor, located at one edge of the printed circuit board, through 
which the microprocessor input information from or output information to the disk 
drives. 
Photographs of hard disk drives are shown in Figure 1-6 and Figure 1-7. 
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Figure 1-6 A photograph of a hard disk drive (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 
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Figure 1-7 Another photograph of a hard disk dri ve (Courtesy of Western Digital 
Corporation) 
The operation of the head-disk assembly is based on a self-pressured air bearing 
between the slider and the spmmng disk. This air bearing maintains a constant 
separation called flying height between them, as shown in Figure 1-8. By positioning 
the head-slider along the radial direction, different data tracks can be written on the 
disk. Each data track is divided into many data sectors. The state-of-the-art flying height 
is of the order of LOnm, while the relative speed between slider and disk is extremely 
high (about 10 m/s or higher). 
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(a) 
Rotary 
actuator 
l Disk rotation 
Slid er 
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(b) 
(c) 
Figure 1-8 Schematic diagram ofhard-disk assembly: (a) top view, (b) side view, (c) 
magnified view of slid er. 
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1.4 Flying Height and Recording Density 
This section will illustrate that flying height is an important parameter of increasing the 
area! recording density. The read process in longitudinal magnetic recording will be 
analysed to demonstrate the relationship between the flying height and area! density, 
which is shown in Figure l-9. 
X 
V 
z 
Figure 1-9 Read process in longitudinal magnetic recording 
Reciprocity formula. When a magnetic recording medium with written magnetic 
transitions passes underneath an inductive recording head, the magnetic flux produced 
by each transition is picked up by the head. The vmiation of the magnetic flux produces 
an induced voltage in the head coil, that is, a readback signal. Assume that the head 
produces a field H x(x,y,z ) in the x direction. Then, for a medium with magnetisation 
of M x, the conesponding output voltage fl_, at time t can be derived using the principle 
of reciprocity as below [Mee & Daniel, 1995]: 
-
V(~)=_ v['"'2 dz £ +6 d [dMx(x-x) H x(x, y,z )dx 
x Jlo / 2 d y d . 
w X l 
(I. I) 
-
where x = vt 
Jlo =permeability of free space 
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v =medium velocity 
w = track width 
d = spacing from head to medium 
t5 = thickness of medium 
i =current in head coil which produces above-mentioned field 
Equation ( 1.1) can be simplified when the track width w is much larger than other 
dimensions in the system, hence it may be assumed that there is no variation of 
magnetisation with the z dimension. 
Thus the above formula can be simplified to 
V(- ) f d+o d r·CT)dM X(x-x) Hx(x,y )d X = - Jl VW y X 
X 0 d d . 00 X I 
(1.2) 
This equation forms the basis for the study of the reproduce or read process and is often 
referred to simply as the reciprocity fo rmula. 
Read back from single transition . The real magnetic transition is not an infinitely sharp 
step transition, but rather a finite width transition, which is often approximated by an 
arctangent function : 
( 1.3) 
where a is the transi tion parameter. It can be observed that the arctangent transition 
becomes a step transition if a = 0 . 
From the reciprocity fom1Ula, and Karlqvist equation for the head field expression, the 
readback voltage output produced in a short gap (almost zero gap-length) read head can 
be obtained [Mee & Dani el, 1995]: 
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(1.4) 
where H g is the field in the gap, and g is the gap length. 
The amplitude of this voltage output pulse is obtained by putting x = 0 in the above 
equation, while pulse width is another important parameter as shown in Figure 1-10. 
50% 
0 
X 
Figure 1-10 Readback voltage output pulse from a single transition 
The pulse width at 50 percent of peak amplitude ( PW50 ) can be derived by solving the 
-
equation V_.(O) I 2 = f/_, (x) to give: 
( t.S) 
When the reproduce gap length is not negligible, a suitable general case approximation 
for PW50 is given below: 
(1.6) 
For thin media, equations ( 1.5) and ( 1.6) reduce to the following fonn: 
PW50 = 2(d +a) (1. 7) 
From equation (1.5)- ( l. 7), it is clearly seen that to increase the recording density, or to 
achieve a narrow readback voltage pulse, one of the most effective ways is to decrease 
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the head-disk spacing or the fl yi ng height, assuming other parameters can not be 
changed. A similar result can also be obtained in the reproduce process using MR read 
heads [Wang & Taratorin, 1999]. These are the reasons why the fl ying height of the 
hard disk drive is getting lower and lower. 
1.5 Hard Disk Drive Head Disk Interface 
A schematic of the head gimbal assembly (HGA) of the hard disk drive is shown as in 
Figure 1-1 I. 
Gimbal bearing 
between flexure 
and slider 
Heads 
Figure 1-11 A schematic ofthe head gimbal assembly 
The disk head slider is attached to a thin leaf spring (referred to as load beam and/or 
fl exure) suspension, which supports the slider over the disk surface in an attitude that in 
part determines its flying characteristics. The suspension design allows the head slider 
to move freely around the load point and pennits freedom of motion in the vertical 
direction as well as rotational motions about the pitch and roll axes-pitch and roll. The 
fl ying attitude of the air-bearing slider is usually described by three important 
parameters: the trailing-edge air fi lm thickness or flying height, pitch angle, and roll 
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angle. Lower air film thickness or flying height are achieved by changing one or more 
of the many slider parameters in a way that reduces the load bearing capacity of the 
slider. 
The governing equations and analysis for a particular kind of slider can be found in the 
literature [White, 1984; Hu & Bogy, 1997]. For a conventional two-rail taper-flat slider 
(e.g. IBM 337-type), from a theoretical point of view, the flying height and the pitch 
and roll angles can be determined by a number of equations. To show this, the relevant 
parameters are shown in Figure 1-12. 
z 
lr= 
-
X 
a) 
h(x,y,t) 
mg 
mg 
b) 
Disk 
Disk 
Slider 
y 
Figure 1-12 Physical model of a head slider flying above a rigid disk surface. Flexure 
damping coefficients ( C, , Ca, C P) are not shown [White, 1984]. 
The air-bearing fi lm will be determined by the following modified Reynolds equation 
[Bhushan, 1996]: 
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( 1.8) 
where x and y are the spatial coordinates, t is the time, a is the surface correction 
coefficient, M is the Knudsen number at ambient conditions, Pa is the ambient 
pressure, hm is a reference film thickness, 'la is the viscosity at ambient conditions, v.r 
and v Y are the disk velocity components in x and y directions (if the skew angle of the 
head slider is zero, v Y will be zero.), p is the local pressure of the air, and h is the local 
air film thickness or fl ying height. 
The rigid body motion equations for the head slider attached to the flexture that 
provides three degrees of freedom are given by: 
d 2z dz 
m-2 +Cz-+Kzz+ mg+F = W(t) (1.9a) dt dt 
and 
where the bearing load is: 
W(t) = r r (p - Pa)dxdy ( l.9d) 
the load point location (air-film centre of pressure) can be detennined from : 
~(t) = - 1- r f x(p- p )dxdy 
W(t) 1 a (l.9e) 
and 
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y (t) = _1_ re f y(p - Pa)dxdy 
W(t) 1 1 
and the resultant fluid friction forces in the x and y direction are given by: 
F re r-{ 77aVx h op Lvd 
rx = 1 1 h[1+(2aMpahm I ph)] +2 ox r y 
and 
F = re r-{ 7JaVy +!!... op Lxd 
n · 1 1 h[l + (2aMpahm I ph)] 2 8y r· y 
(1 .9f) 
(1.9g) 
(1.9h) 
where B and L are the bearing breadth and length of the slider, C,, Ca and C P are the 
flexture 's damping coefficients, K, , Ka and K P are the fl exture' s stiffness coefficients, 
F is the applied force at the pivot location x P and y P, I a and I P are the slider's 
moments of inertia, M a and MP are the static moments, m is the slider's mass, x cg ,ycg 
and zcg are the coordinates of the slider's mass centre, a is the pitch angle, and f3 is the 
roll angle. Full analysis of the slider dynamics requires a simultaneous solution of 
equation (I. 7) and ( 1.8), which can be found in the literature [White & Nigam, 1980; 
White, 1984; Aruga et al., 1986; Hendriks, 1988; Bhushan, 1996], though it is very 
complicated. 
1.6 The Vibration Problem in Hard Disk Drives 
1.6.1 Limitations of hard disk drive operation 
Conventional hard disk drives are very reliable under normal operating conditions. 
However, they can suffer from data read/write failure when operated in hostiile 
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conditions [Tunstall et al., 2000]. In areas where vibrations exist, hard disk drives can 
fail catastrophically and reading or writing data can no longer be successful. At least the 
data transfer rate becomes very slow. 
In addition to typical mobile envirinments, environments such as military and aerospace 
are featured with large shocks and vibrations. Ocean going craft can also have 
difficulties with hard drives as the engine and waves transmit vibrations through hull. 
Dennis [Dennis, 1997] evaluated many proposed solutions, mainly employing large 
vibration isolation cages and mountings that passively damped the vibrations. However, 
addtional isolation mountings are not the ideal solution. The extra space and weight 
needed precludes this method from many key areas. Passive dampers, which are only 
effective over a limited bandwidth, are all that is ued in the 'ruggedised' laptops. 
Another approach to passively damp the hard disk drive was to develop laminate disks 
constructed from three sections [McAllister, 1997; Heo & Shen, 1999; and Kuo et al., 
2000], two noma) disks with a damping sandwich layer in between. However, passive 
damping bandwidth limitations still exist and the disks thickness increases, thus again 
increasing the disk drive's physical size. 
Hard disk drive manufacturers have invested a large amount of research in how and why 
drives can become damaged in non-operation. This is primarily not to provide the end 
user with more robust and reliable drives but to reduce failure costs. Drives can 
experience large shocks during transportation which may cause severe damage and 
failure during initial usage [Ishimaru, 1996; Jiang, 1992; Kumar et al., 1994; Schrek, 
1994; Kouhei, 1995]. This is costly for the manufacturer as the drive has to be replaced, 
and inconvenient for the end user as well. 
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1.6.2 Hard disk drive operation failure 
It is important to understand precisely what happens within the disk drive, and which 
parts and areas fails under shock and vibration conditions. When mechanical 
components are vibrated they bend and distort, and this is further compounded when 
vibrated at resonant frequencies. 
There are two major mechanical components t~at, when excited at resonance, can result 
in data transfer failure. One is the suspension arm (i.e., the actuator arm and loading 
beam) that pre-tensions the head against the disk to counterbalance its aerodynamic lift. 
This is desi!,rned to control the disk head flying height during normal operating 
conditions. The other is the hard disk (i.e., the data storage medium) itself. In vibration 
conditions, air bearing resonance will be produced. This resonance is very important 
since it causes a few kinds of vibrations in the head-disk interface [Harrison et al., 
1999]. First, it will cause head disk spacing (i.e., flying height) fluctuation which 
modulates the amplitude of the read-back signal. This resonance is also important from 
a tribological point of view since it can cause interface contact force fluctuation. 
Second, it will cause transversal vibration of the head (i.e. vibration in the direction 
orthogonal to the data tracks) which will result in position error variation of the head 
servo control system, i.e. track mis-registration (TMR), introducing off-track 
interference noises to the signal read back, and amplitude modulation of the read back 
signal. Figure 1-13 shows the track mis-registration. 
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Track mis-
registration 
data track 
suspension arm 
Figure 1-13 Diagram showing track mis-registration 
Last, this resonance may cause longitudinal vibration of the head, i.e. vibration in the 
direction along the data tracks, which will cause freq uency modulation of the signal 
read back by the head, and this will in fact introduce peak position j itter noise which 
will deteriorate every kind of detector's performance and increase the Bit Error Rate. 
Figure 1-14 and Figure 1-15 show the readback signals with and without the existence 
of jitter noise. The solid line is the readback signal without jitter noise, whle the dotted 
line is the readback signal with jitter noise. The curves are obtained by simulation with 
no other noise added. 
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Figure 1-14 Readback from randomly recorded bit sequence, w ith and without random 
peak position jitter 
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Figure 1-15 Readback from recorded high density isotropic (1 ,-1) bit sequence, with 
and without random peak position jitter 
In Chapter Chapter 4, theoretical analysis will be given to analyse the reasons of disk 
operation failure under vibration conditions. Experimental investigation will be given in 
Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Head Disk Spacing 
Measurement Review 
Because of its importance, many contributions have been made to the development of 
methods for the measurement and characterisation of the flying height or the spacing 
between the head slider and the disk medium. Over the past few decades, a variety of 
methods have been developed and used to measure this parameter. The methods can be 
classified into two general categories: optical methods and electrical methods. Optical 
interferometry is a well established technique to measure film thickness. As early as 
1919, interference colours were utilised to measure the thickness of lubricating films on 
glass. The extension of its application to the measurement of lubrication film for rolling 
clement bearing was made by Archard and Kirk (1963) and later by Cameron and Gohar 
(1966) and Foord et a! (1969-1970). Since then, this optical technique has been 
extensively used for various tribological applications, including the head-medium 
interface. A number of optical interferometry methods have been used for the 
measurement of the head disk spacing. A classical method is the intensity-based 
interferometry technique, in which monochromatic light or white light is used for the 
light source. Modem electronics and computational techniques have made the testing 
accuracy of this intensity interferometry method much higher than before. Polarisation 
interferometry is another popular method in which both intensity and phase information 
are utilised to detem1ine the flying height. The main advantage of this method is that it 
is able to overcome the loss of sensitivity of the intensity interferometry method when 
the flying height is near-contact. The above two methods were called direct spacing 
measuring (DSM) methods in which a special transparent glass disk is used in place of 
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the real magnetic disk, and the flying height is determined by analysing the interference 
phenomena between the slider and the rotating glass disk [Ohkubo & Kishigami, 1988; 
Lacey et al., 1992; de Groot, 1998a; Cl egg et al., 200 I; Liu et al., 2005). Other optical 
methods include Laser Doppler Interferometry (LDI), Phase Demodulated Laser 
Interferometry (PDLI), etc., in which the head-disk spacing is detennined by measuring 
the relative motion between the head-slider and the disk by using dual-beam 
interferometry [Briggs & Talke, 1989; McMillan & Talke, 1994; Lee & Wu, 1995; 
Staudenmann, 1998; Liu et al., 2000). These methods were called relative displacement 
measuring (ROM) methods, in which a real magnetic disk and head-slider assembly can 
be employed. The DSM method has the advantage that the absolute head-disk spacing 
can be directly measured, while the ROM method has the advantage of using a real 
magnetic disk. Typical electrical methods are the capacitance probe technique 
[Sonnenfield, 1993] and the readback transducer method [Shi et al., 1987). The 
electrical resistance or acoustic emission measurement techniques are other electrical 
methods for the measurement of frequency and intensity of contact between the 
asperities of the surfaces of the head slider and disk. 
In the following sections, a detailed review and analysis is given of several important 
head disk spacing measurement techniques. 
2.1 Traditional Optical Interferometry 
A typical situation where interference occurs is shown in Figure 2-1. A thin parallel film 
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Figure 2- l Parallel plate optical interferometry 
of a ir is bounded on one side by the transparent medium (e.g. glass disk) and the other 
side by the air-beari ng surface of the head si id er. The refractive indices of the glass and 
a ir are n gtnss and nmr respectively and it is known that n gtnss > n mr. Monochromatic light 
of wavelength A. originated from the source S is divided into a transmitted ray U and a 
refl ected ray IL at the glass-air interface AA. LJ is reflected at J and emerges along KN 
parallel to IL. To simplify the explanation, we neglect the reflected ray KM, although 
multiple reflections should be accounted for to get maximum accuracy. After 
superposition at F, the two parallel rays IL and KN give rise to interference phenomena 
due to their path difference. Referring to Figure 2-1, the optical path difference o is 
obtained as: 
o= 2nair IJ - n-I + del (2. 1) 
where del is the additional delay caused by the advance in the phase produced by the 
reflection at the air slider interface at J. Using Snell 's law of refraction, it follows from 
equation (2.1) that 
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(2.2) 
where 00 is the angle of incidence of the beam in the air film. It is common knowledge 
that if the two rays are in phase after superposition, maximum reinforcement occurs. On 
the other hand, if the path-length difference leads to a phase difference of 180°, 
maxmum cancellation occurs. So the resulting beam is of maximum intensity if the path 
difference ois a multiple of wavelength A, that is. 
o = mA, m=l,2,J, ...... (2.3a) 
On the other hand, the minimum intensity occurs if 
0 = 2m +I A 2 ' 
m=l,2,3, ...... (2.3b) 
In the case of the head slider being a dielectric material, the phase change on reflection 
from the air-slider interface will be 180°, that is, del= A I 2. Since the refractive index 
of air is I, for normal incidence, the bright fringes are located at the film thickness 
corresponding to 
h = 2m +I A 
4 ' 
while the dark fringes are located at 
A h=m-, 
2 
m = 0, 1. 2, 3, ...... (2.3c) 
m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...... (2.3d) 
Jf the light source is white rather than monochromatic, the interference pattern from a 
thin film will consist of continuous colour fringes instead of alternating bright and dark 
fringes of the monochromatic light. Each wavelength of the white light forms its own 
interference pattern. Hence the colour of the interference pattern at any point is due to 
the superposition of those colours whose wavelength intensities are strengthened 
through constructive interference, and the absence of those colours the wavelength 
intensifies of which are weakened because of destructive interference at that particular 
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film thickness. From Newton's colour chart, it is known that the colour is a function of 
the film thickness. The zero spacing corresponds to a very dark (almost black) fiinge. 
As the spacing increases, a sequence of well-defined colours appears beginning with 
grey, followed consecutively by white, yellow, orange, red, violet, indigo, blue, green, 
etc. At spacing larger than I J.lm, the contrast becomes weaker, and at a distance over 
1.5 J.tm, only alternating green and red colours remain. 
For visual measurement of air-film thickness of less than 1.5 J.tm, this white light 
interferometry is normally used. In white light interferometry, for a film thickness from 
0 to 0.5 J.lm, only one single wavelength in the visible spectrum gains maximum 
intensity. The colours are quite pure and distinct, except from 0 to 0.15 ~tm, where the 
wavelengths in the visible spectrum reach their first intensity maximum so close 
together that the combined interference pattern appears as one fringe, changing from 
black at zero through grey to white at 0.125 J.tm before the first yellow occurs at 0.175 
)lm. From 0.5 to 1.0 J.tm, there are two wavelengths in the visible spectrum that reach a 
maximum intensity at any given film thickness. From 1.1 to 1.5 ~tm, there are three such 
wavelengths, and so on. As the number of wavelengths that reach their maxima 
simultaneously increases, the colour of the interference fringe appears less distinct, until 
the superposition is such that the result is practically white illumination. By comparison 
of the colour of the fringes with the Newton's fringe chart (called the calibration chart), 
a minimum film thickness of about 0.05 J.tm can be readily detected. The accuracy and 
resolution are about 0.025 ~tm for film thickness between 0.05 and 0.5 J.tm. This 
resolution decreases to about 0.10 J.tm at a film thickness of about 1.5 ~tm. It is clear that 
the most useful operating range for this white light interferometry method lies within 
the spacing range from 0.05 J.tm to 1.0 J.tm [Lin & Sullivan, 1972; Tanaka et al., 1984; 
Mitsuya & Ohkubo, 1987]. 
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The drawback of the white light interferometry method discussed above is apparent: the 
resolution is too low and the measurement speed is too slow. Tllis problem can be 
overcome by using a monochromatic light and a solid state photodiode detector 
[Fleischer & Lin, 1974; Nigarn, 1982; Mizoshita et al., 1985; Best et al., 1986; Yamada 
et al. , 1986]. The intensity of the monochromatic interference fringe is converted into 
electronic signals by a photo-detector. Referring to Figure 2- 1 again, as the head 
medium spacing changes, the intensity at the detector positioned at F is given to be 
(2.4a) 
where I 1 is the intensity of light reflected from the glass disk surface (IL) and I 2 is the 
intensity of light reflected from the slider' s air bearing surface (KN). 
The maximum intensity occurs when cos(2m5 I 1) = I , and the minimum intensity 
occurs when cos(2m:5 I 1 ) = - I . Therefore, 
Imax = I , + / 2 +2N, 
Imin = I, + / 2 -2N, 
The clarity of fiinges is usually described by their visibility: 
I max -/mm 
r= 
I max + J min 
(2.4b) 
(2.5) 
which has a maximum of one when 11 = / 2 • Although hjgh reflectivities of the surfaces 
are not a necessary requirement for this two-beam interferometry to achieve a good 
visibility, they are impot1ant to make an efficient use of the total light input, and obtain 
sharpened fiinges of good visibility. 
If the phase shift on re fl ection from the air slider interface is known (del = 1 I 2 for the 
head slider being dielectric material), the average film thickness can be calculated from 
(2.4a) using the d. c. part of the intensity signal. The ac intensity fluctuations are caused 
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by the dynamic vibrations of the slider [Best et al. , 1986]. If the values of I max and 1111;, 
of the d.c. intensities are known, dynamic measurement can be calibrated in peak-to-
peak height without the knowledge of del. Figure 2-2 shows the simulation result of the 
d.c. output of the photo-detector as a function of flying height. 
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Figure 2-2 D.C. output of the photo-detector as a function of flying height 
From [Best et al. , 1986], the flying height variation /).h , causing an observed intensity 
-
fluctuation M arround an average intensity I , is given to first order by 
(2.6) 
where ()is the angle of incidence. The sign of this equation depends on which quadrant 
-
the data are taken in. The maximum M for a given 11h occurs when I = I 1 + ! 2 (i .e. 
the mid value points between I,na, and I min of the d.c. intensity curve). Second order 
effects become important when the dynamic data are taken near the maximum or 
minimwn of the de intensity curve. 
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2.2 Modern Intensity Interferometry 
Intensity Interferometry is one of the popular methods used by the majority of the 
industry to determine the absolute flying height. Its popularity is based on its accuracy, 
with no modification to the slider, and ability to view the complete air-bearing surface. 
The operating principle of this technique is straightforward: A mechanism loads the 
slider onto a rotating glass disk, the light source illuminates a measurement point on the 
slider, and the thin film of the air bearing modulates the reflected light over portions of 
the modulation curve. The flying height is determined by measuring the reflected 
intensity. Single-wavelength testers are limited by the periodicity of the interference, 
which introduces ambiguities and a severe loss of measurement sensitivity near the 
extrema of the curve. To overcome this problem, Phase Metrics Corporation introduced 
a three-wavelength design for high speed single point measurement [Lacey et al., 1992]. 
In the meantime, considerations were made and incorporated to compensate the Phase 
Change on Reflection Phenomenon (PCOR) [Lacey et al, 1993; Lue & Lacey, 1994; Li, 
1996; Li & Menon, 1996; Li, 1997], which requires an entirely separate ellipsometric 
analysis to determine the PCOR for each of the three wavelengths. 
Figure 2-3 shows the schematic of a modem intensity interferometry flying-height 
tester. 
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Single or Three 
Wavelength 
Light Source 
D Single or Three Wavelength Photo Detector 
Glass Disk 
Figure 2-3 Schematic of single or three-wavelength monochromatic interferometer 
A beam of light E; emitted from the light source passess into the glass disk, as 
illustrated conceptually in Figure 2-4. At the glass air interface, E,,, a portion of E;, is 
reflected back into the glass disk. The remaining light Et, transmits through the ai r 
spacing between the glass disk and the slider air-bearing surface. Similar to that at the 
E. I glass disk 
h 
Slider 
Figure 2-4 Light beam at disk slider interface 
glass air interface, a portion of Et, , labelled as E, 2 , is reflected off at the air slider 
interface. Et3 of this reflected light transmits into the glass disk, and interferes with 
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£, 1 • For such a single reflection at normal incidence, the intensity of the interfered light 
beam is 
(2.7) 
where I = ( £ 2 ) = time average of the electric field squared, Is is the intensity of the 
interfered light beam, /... is the wavelength of the light, h is the head disk spacing or 
flying height, and r/Js is the phase shift of light when it is reflected off the slid er air-
bearing surface. This phase shift can be calculated from 
-1( 2n0k1 J r/Js = Tr - tan 2 2 2 
n - n - k 0 '"l I 
(2.8) 
where n0 is the real index of the air above the slid er and (n1 + ik1) is the complex index 
of the slider material [Born & Wolf, 1989]. If the slider is made of a dielectric material, 
this phase shift will be re (180°). Because the popularly-used slider material (Al20 3/TiC 
ceramic) is not complete ly dielect1ic (k1 -:f:. 0 ) , equation (2.8) does not yield a value of re 
for r/Js . A typical flying height tester using this single reflection theory is the Phase 
Metrics Dynamic Flying Height Tester (DFHT) [Lacey et al. , 1992; McMillan & Talke, 
1994]. 
2.3 Oblique Polarisation Interferometry 
As stated by de Groot ( 1996b ), a fundamental difficulty of Intensity Interferometry 
relates to the loss of measurement sensitivity near contact. The intensity modulation for 
all wavelengths has a vanishing derivative at low flying height. It became evident to 
many researchers that simply measuring the reflected intensity from the slider-glass 
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interface is not adequate for production testing of the next generation of disk drives in 
which head-sliders fly very near to contact, i.e., in the 5 to 20nm height range, even in 
the presence of substantial PCOR. A polruisation interferometry method was proposed 
by de Groat ( 1996a, 1996b ), which includes both phase detection and intensity 
detection. Figure 2-5 shows the basic optical geometry of this polarisation 
interferometry f1 ying height testing configuration. 
<0ser diode 
Polarizer 
Slid er 
PD 
Homodyne receiver 
Glass disk 
PD : Photodetectors 
Figure 2-5 Polmisation interferometer for fl ying height testing 
The oblique beam incidence defines two orthogonal polarisation components 'sI and 
'p 1, where 'pI pola1isation is parallel to the plane of incidence. By using Jones' vectors 
[Azzam & Bashara, 1987; Born & Wolf, 1989], the electric fie ld of the incident beam 
can be written as 
(2.9) 
For example, if the incident beam is linearly polarised with equal s and p components, 
then jE.j =lE PI =I I .J2jEj. The electric fi eld components E. and E P are complex 
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numbers, so that any relative phase shift between the two polarisation components can 
be represented as a complex phase angle. The combined reflections from the slider 
surface and the surface of the glass disk modify the polarisation state of the beam. The 
electric field of the reflected beam is given by 
E ,. = SE (2. 1 0) 
where 
S=(rs 0) 
0 rP 
(2.11) 
and rs , rP are the effe<;tive reflectivities of the slider-glass combination (interface), 
which can be represented by the standard thin-film equations for layered media and are 
given by [Born & Wolf, 1989] 
rs(fl) = 'Is +r2s exp(i~) 
I + '1sr2s exp(t/3) 
r.1 + r2 exp(ifJ) 
r (/3) = P P 
P I + r1Pr2P exp(ifJ) 
where the phase tenn f3 is given by 
f3 = 2khcos(B) 
(2.12a) 
(2 .12b) 
(2.13) 
The reflection coeffi cients r1s and r1P are for the glass-air boundary, and r2s and r2P for 
the air-slider boundary. The phase f3 depends on the wave number k = 21r I A. , the angle 
of incidence B, and the flying height h. The nmmalised intensity of the reflected beam is 
l (fl) = Is (/3) +I p (/3)) (2.14) 
where 
Is (jJ) = "~ (fJ)j 2 (2. 15a) 
I P (/3) = h (flf (2.15b) 
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The phase difference between the two polarisation components of the reflected beam is 
(2.16) 
The intensity 1(/3) and the phase difference ~{/]) are measured with a homodyne 
interferometric receiver, which basically consists of a polariser, a beam splitter, two 
Wollaston prisms, one A/4 plate and four photodetectors as shown in Figure 2-5. The 
components of this homodyne receiver are selected and arranged so that the four 
intensities It, 1;, h 14 detected by the four photodetectors correspond to a sequence of 
four interference signals separated in phase by exactly rr./2 radians and are given by 
(2.17a) 
(2.17b) 
(2.17c) 
14 = a(Is + JP -2)IJP sin~) (2.1 7d) 
where a IS a constant coefficient. Then the phase difference between the s and p 
polarisation components can be extracted by means of the formula 
(2.18) 
Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7 show the plots of the intensity !(/]) and the phase ~(/3) as 
functions of flying height. 
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Figure 2-6 Reflected intensity as a function of flying height 
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Figure 2-7 Phase di fference between the two polarisation components as a functi on of 
flying height 
The importance of the intensity and phase curves of this polarisation interferometer is 
that they are complementary. When the intensity curve has a steep slope, the phase is 
fairly constant; when the intensity is nearly constant, the phase is changing rapidly. 
Using both curves together means that there is always a way to measure flying height 
with good sensitivity. Of particular importance is the region near to zero flying height, 
where the intensity l (fJ) varies slowly and is therefore a poor measure of flying height, 
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whereas the phase B(fJ) varies rapidly in this reg~on, with max1mum sensitivity at 
contact (if neglecting the phase change on reflection effect). 
2.4 Dual-Beam Normal Incidence Polarisation 
Interferometry Method 
This is the flying height measurement method developed in our laboratory. In the 
oblique incidence polarisation interferometry method described in the last section, 
intensity information and phase information are used together to determine the flying 
height down to contact. However, since the light beam is obliquely incident on the glass 
disk, the sensitivity of its intensity channel is reduced by a factor of I I cos(} ( (} "" 50°) 
compared with that of the normal incidence. Besides, because all the above mentioned 
interferometry methods can only perform one point measurement at a time, they cannot 
measure head slider's pitch and roll, which is also important for the study ofhead-slider 
dynamics. In addition, when a real head and magnetic disk assembly needs to be tested 
for the flying height, they become unsuitable because a specially-made transparent glass 
disk has to be employed in place of the real magnetic disk. The normal incidence 
polarisation interferometry method described here can overcome these problemes [Liu 
et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2005]. 
2.4.1 Dual-beam normal incidence polarisation interferometry 
The schematic diagram of the dual-beam normal incidence polarisation interferometer is 
shown in Figure 2-8. The main part of the interferometer utilises a polarising beam 
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splitte~ PBS 1, two quarter-wave plates QW 1 and QW2, two mirrors M 1 and M2, and a 
non-polarising beam splitter NPBS 1 as both a beam splitter and phase shifter. 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
:Interferometric receiver 
....----. 
PBS I 3 
Glass disk 
Laser diode 
Slid er 
Figure 2-8 Dual-beam nonnal incidence polarisation interferometer 
Mirror M 2 is driven by a piezoelectric translator PZT 1, which can be used to perfonn 
system calibration. M2 can also be micro-positioned manually to adjust the spacing of 
the two measurement beams. A laser diode is usd as the light source. The p-polarised 
object beam is focused onto the slider ' s air-bearing surface and then reflected to the 
interferomehic receiver. The s-polarised reference beam is focused onto an adjacent 
point on the glass disk and then also refl ected on to the interferometric receiver. The 
interferometric receiver is used to measure the intensity of the returned interfered beam 
and the phase difference between the two polarised beams. It consists of a non-
polarising bean1 splitter NPBS2, two polarising beam splitters PBS2 and PBS3, a quarter-
wave plate QW3, and four photo-detectors. 
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For the glass disk being used, anti-reflection coatings are applied to the top surface as 
shown in Figure 2-9 where h represents the head-disk spacing to be measured. 
AR-coating S-pol ~ P- pol ~ 
Figure 2-9 Flying height measurement (single layer reflections) 
According to the standard thin-film equation [Bom & Wolf, 1989], the reflection 
coefficient of the p-polarised beam is 
r p20 + r po t exp(i/3 P ) 
r = -'---'-----'--
P 1 + r p20 r po t exp(ifJ P ) (2. 19) 
n - (n + ik ) 4Jr . . 
rP01 = 
0 1 
. 
1 
, f3 P = - n 0h , A. IS the wavelength, h IS the 
n0 + (n1 + 1k1 ) A. 
head-disk spacing, and n2 , n0 and ( n 1 + ik 1) are the refractive indices of the glass disk, 
air, and slider material respectively. So the intensity and phase change of the reflected 
p-polarised light are 
(2.20) 
and 
(2.2 1) 
respectively, where I pO is the intensity of the incident p-pol beam. 
The intensity and phase change of the reflected s-pol beam are 
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(2.22) 
(2.23) 
n -n 
where r520 = 
2 0 
, l so is the intensity of the incident s-pol beam. 
nl +no 
Therefore, the intensity I and the phase difference f; between the two polarisation 
components of the return beamed are: 
(2.24) 
r + r exp(ifJ ) 
A. _ ( ) ( p20 pOI p ) fJ 
'I' - arg r s20 - arg . + 0 
l + rP 20 r P01 exp(tfJ P ) 
(2.25) 
where fJo is the initial phase difference between the two beams. The intensi ty I and phase 
difference f; can be detected by the interferometric receiver to be: 
(2.26) 
$ = tan - ' 2 I (
I - I ) 
13- / 4 
(2.27) 
where h h I3 and 14 are the intensities detected by the four photo-detectors 
respectively. 
From (2.24) and (2 .25), the intensity I and the phase difference 8 = ($- 8 0 ) as a 
function of the head-disk spacing lz are plotted in Figure 2- 1 0, where the refractive 
index of glass disk is 1.5, the index of head-slider is n1 + ik1 = 2.2 + 0.4i, the 
wavelength of light source (e.g. laser diode) is 670 run, and I 0 = I pO = I 5 0 is assumed. 
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Figure 2-10 Intensity and phase difference as functions ofhead-disk spacing. 
From the intensity curve and phase-difference curve in Figure 2-10, it can be seen that 
with the measured intensity and phase information, the head-disk spacing can be 
determined. 
2.4.2 Relative displacement measuring method 
With this dual-beam polarisation interferometry method, when a real magnetic disk is 
used, the head-disk spacing can be measured as the relative displacernnent between the 
head-slider and the disk. ln this case, the measurement beam is focused on the back 
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surface of the head-slider and the reference beam is focused on an adjacent point on the 
disk, which is shown in Figure 2-11 . 
P-pol Head-slider 
~ 
S-pol ~ -·-·-·-·-·-·-:1~: h 
Magnetic disk 
Figure 2- 11 Relati ve displacement measuring method 
The head-disk spacing h has a simple relationship with the phase difference fjJ detected 
by the interferometric receiver: 
4nlz / A.+80 = $ (2.28) 
where A. is the wavelength of the laser and B0 is the initial phase difference between the 
two beams. 
2.5 Laser Doppler interferometry 
Laser Doppler interferometry was also used to measure the dynamics of the head slider 
in a hard disk drive [Miu et al. , 1984; Bogy & Talke, 1985; Miu & Bogy, 1986; Riener 
& Talke, 1988; Riener et al. , 1988; B1iggs & Talke, 1989] . Laser Doppler vibrometry 
(LDV) is used to measure the out-of-plane velocities of the four comers from which the 
out-of-plane velocity of the geometric centre as well as the pi tch and roll of the slider 
can be calculated. LDV is based on the fact that an acousto-optically modulated light 
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beam, when reflected from a moving surface, is frequency modulated by the motion of 
the surface. Such a phenomenon is a particular case of the well-known Doppler effect. 
The frequency modulation is proportional to the velocity component of the moving 
surface parallel to the direction of the li ght beam, which is nonnally incident on the 
surface. The resolution limit of the LDV is a function of the resolution capability of the 
frequency demodulator. Figure 2-12 shows a schematic diagram of the optical and 
electronic systems of the LDV [Miu & Bogy, 1986]. The output of this instrument is 
proportional to the n01mal velocity of the measured surface. 
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Figure 2-12 Schematic diagram of(a) the optical and (b) electronic systems ofthe Laser 
Doppler Vibrometer [Bogy & Ta1ke, 1985] 
2.6 Capacitance Technique 
The measurement of capacitance between two sliding surfaces was extensively used to 
measure film thickness. Crook (1958, 1961) used the capacitance technique to measure 
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the film thickness in the contact zone between oi l lubricated rollers. Archard and Kirk 
( 1961) also used this technique to measure the film thickness between oil lubricated 
crossed cylinders. Licht (1968) used the capacitance technique to measure dynamic air 
film thickness in self-acting foi l bearings. This teclu1ique has also been used in head 
medium interfaces. 
Neglecting edge effects, the capacitance between the two parallel flat plats of area A 
and spacing h is given by 
(2.29) 
Regardless of edge effects, the capacitance C of a plate oriented with arbitrary pitch 
angle a and roll angle ,B relative to the disk (see Figure 1-1 2) can be written as [Millman 
et al. , 1986] 
C = Co f I. dxdy 
h,", + xtan a - y tan ,B 
(2 .30) 
where c0 is the dielectric constant of the ambient air and L and B are the length and 
width of the rai l. The minimum film thickness h
111 
is related to the effective minimum 
film thickness h~, by the following relation: 
L I 
'1 , /1 + _!_ + _c m= m (2.3 1) 
so that the lubricant and magnetic coating thickness (11 , 1 c ) can be included with their 
corresponding dielectric constants c1 and cc. Millman et al. (1986) derived the 
following expression from equation (3.30): 
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C - Eo {[s tana( L h,~ )][I [B tan fJ( l h,:, ))] 
- tan e + tan fJ + tan a n tan a ~ + tan a 
-( B +~)[In( B tan fJ + ~)] 
tan fJ tan a tan a (2.32) 
- [ tana(L+~)][ln(L+~)] +(~)[ ln(~J]} tan fJ tan a tan a tan fJ tan a 
This equation has three unknowns ( h~, tan a, and tan fJ) and can be solved 
numerically if the capacitance is known at three different locations. At each location, 
the film thickness variation, h, , causing an observed capacitance fluctuation, !!.C, is 
given by [Best, 1987] 
(2.33) 
2.7 Summary 
The major disk head fl ying height measurement methods that have been used in hard 
disk drive industry are reviewed in this chaper. Almost all o f them employ optical 
interferometry techno logy. The features of these methods are sumarrised in Table 2- 1. 
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Method Light source Testing disk Measurement Pitch and roll 
resolution measurement 
Traditional White light or Glass disk Low No 
optical monochromatic 
interferometry light 
Modem Laser Glass disk high No 
intensity 
interferomery 
Oblique Laser Glass disk high No 
polarisation 
interferometry 
Dual-beam Laser Glass disk or high Yes 
normal real disk 
incidence 
polarisation 
interferometry 
Laser doppler Laser Real disk medium Yes 
interferometry 
Capacitance Not required Specially low No 
technique modified head 
slider and disk 
Table 2-1 Features of hard disk head flying heght measurement methods 
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Chapter 3 Real Time Head Disk 
Spacing Measurement Methods 
The readback transducer method is a non-invasive flying height measurement method 
by which the flying height or head-disk spacing variation can be determined from the 
readback signal. Three methods are described here, including amplitude of the readback 
signal measurement method, PW50 (pulse width at 50% of the peak value) of readback 
signal measurement method, and thermal signal detection method. A special PW 50 
measurement method, the PW50 parameter estimation method, is particularly presented 
and described in detail. Experimental study and result analysis are perfonned in Section 
5.2. 
3.1 Analysis of Amplitude of Readback Signal 
Measurement Method 
This method is used to measure the head-disk spacing change by detecting the variation 
of the read back si!,'llal amplitude [Shi et al., 1987; Eaton & Baldwinson, 1997; Schardt, 
1998; Novotny & Hsiao, 1998]. The magnitude ofthe readback signal depends on many 
parameters. Assuming longitudinal magnetisation and unit permeability of the recording 
medium, Wallace (1951) derived the following equation for the readback voltage of a 
sinusoidally recorded signal: 
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8 ( p ) - 2m5 - 27((5 ( 27fVt) e(t) = 47r(IO- )NaW -- Mv[l-exp(--)]G(A.)exp(--)cos -
l+,u A. A. A. 
(3.1) 
where 
e(t) voltage of read back signal (V) 
I time (s) 
N number of turns of the readback coil 
a head efficiency 
w head width (cm) 
ll core permeability 
M peak remanent magnitisation of the recording medium (EMU/cc) 
V tangential velocity (cm/s) 
0 medium thickness (cm) 
A. wavelength of recorded signal (cm) 
d spacing between the head and medium (cm) 
For a given disk file operating at a given track, the quantities N. a, ,u. v, A are constants. 
Let E denote the amplitude of e(t), then from (3.1) 
E = f(M,t5)exp(-27rd I A.) (3.2) 
where f(M, t5) is a function deducible from (3.1 ). Since f(M, t5) is non-negative, it 
can be further written as 
f(M,t5) = Cexp[-2m-(M,t5)/ A.] (3.3) 
where C is a positive constant. 
Thus, 
E = C exp[ -2JT(d + s) I A.] (3.4) 
SI 
Here we may view s(M, o) as a "virtual spacing variation" introduced by the non-
uniform M and 8, and we note that d and s are linearly superimposed. We wi ll neglects 
in the foll owing further discussion. 
Now let d0 denote an arbitrary reference spacing (not necessarily the steady flying 
height), t::.d the spacing variation, and A the amplitude modulation of the readback 
signal resulting from the spacing variation defined by 
(3.5) 
and 
A= [E(d)- E(d0 )]1 E(d0 ) (3.6) 
then it follows from (3.4)- (3 .5) that 
A A E(d) v E(d) 
t::.d = - - ln(l + A)= - - In-- = --ln--
2Jr 21r E(d0 ) 2nf E(d0 ) 
(3.7) 
where f is the recording frequency, E(d0 ) and E(d) are amplitudes of the readback 
signal at spacing of d0 and d respectively. 
From (3. 7), it is seen that the head-disk spacing change can be determined by measuring 
the amplitude of the readback signal before and after the change. It should be stressed 
that equation (3. 7) is not accurate for modem disk drives because of the assumptions 
being made in its derivation process. Therefore this method is suitable to be used for 
qualitative evaluation of the head disk spacing variation. 
3.2 PW50 ofReadback Signal Measurement Method 
The PW so of read back signal measurement method is based on the detection of the pulse 
width of the read-back signal. Since the head disk spacing variation provides a 
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proportional change in pulse width by measuring the pulse width change, flying height 
variation can be dete1mined [Klaassen & van Peppen, 1994]. In Chapter Chapter I, from 
equation ( 1.7), it has been shown that under some conditions, the PW5o has a linear 
relationship with head disk spacing or fl ying height. Another rational derivation of the 
relationship between the flying height change and the pulse width variation is given 
below. 
A readback signal is shown in Figure 3- 1, which is supposed to be read from a series of 
+ 50% 
Time 
Figure 3-1 Defini tion of PWx, the pulse width at a slicing level of x % 
( - I 00 $ x $ +I 00 ) . 
isolated transitions written on the disk. The shape of this wavefonn will be 
characterised by its pulse width PW x at x percent ( - I 00 $ x $ + I 00) of the peak to 
base-line amplitude. The pulse length at x percent is represented by PLx which is the 
length of the pulse projected along the track. For a disk travell ing at velocity v wi th 
respect to the head, PL.x = vPWx. Wallace (195 1) demonstrated that the magnetic 
spacing loss can be represented by a non-causal (no phase shift) low-pass fil ter whose 
cutoff freq uency decreases with increasing flying height. For an increase 11d in the 
flying height d, this "spacing loss fi lter" has a transfer function H (w) given by: 
H (w) = exp(-11dlwl/v) = exp(-27rl1d I A.) (3.8) 
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where A. is the wavelength along the track of a sinusoidal signal at an angular frequency 
m. This filter is applied to the readback signal at flying height d to anive at the signal at 
flying height d +M . 
For pulses with Lorentzian shape (which is usually the close approximation of the 
readback signal shape), we can easily calculate what happens to the pulse width for a 
varying flying height. A Lorentzian readback pulse shape is given by: 
e(O) 
e(t) = I ( 2t )2 
+ PWso 
(3.9) 
where e(O) is the peak amplitude, and PW50 is the pulse width at half maximum value. 
The Fourier transform of this Lorentzian pulse is: 
Fj(m) = 7! e(O)PW50 exp(-JmJPW50 12) 2 (3.1 0) 
Filtering the Lorentzian pulse of (3.9) by the spacing loss filter of (3.8) produces an 
output pulse whose Fourier transform F0 (m) is equal to the product of Fj(m) and 
H(m): 
7! [ (PW50 M)J J] F0 (m) = 2e(O)PW50 exp - - 2-+-1-, m (3 .11) 
Transforming F0 (m) back to the time domain gives out the Wallace spacing loss 
weighted pulse: 
e'(O) 
e'(t) =I+( 2t )2 
PW'so 
(3.12) 
which, again, has a Lorentzian shape. A Lorentzian pulse is obviously shape invariant 
under the Wallace head medium spacing loss. 
The pulse width at half maximum value is now: 
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Pw' - ur 2 t'ld - PLso + 2/'ld so-Prrso+ ----""----
v V 
(3.13) 
From (3.13) we can conclude that (for Lorentzian pulses) pulse width measurement 
yields an incremental measurement of flying height d. If we conduct a difference 
measurement before and after a change of t'ld in the flying height d, the increment in 
pulse width is: 
t'lPWso = PW'so-PWso = Sso t'ld 
V 
where the'measurement sensitivity factor S50 is defined as: 
S - MLso 
50 - t'ld 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
For a Lorentzian pulse obviously S50 = 2. More generally, for a slicing level of x 
percent, it can be shown that for Lorentzian pulse: 
t'lPW'.=PW'.-PW =2M JIOO-~.~ 
.\ .\ X V lxl (3.16) 
and therefore, the sensitivity factor at slicing level xis given by: 
(3.17) 
It looks from equation (3.17) that the sensitivity S, increases when lowering the slicing 
level x. However, the uncertainty in the measurement will also increase due to baseline 
noise and the more shallow slope of the readback pulse towards its base (see Figure2.1 ). 
Klaassen and van Peppen ( 1994) provided a method and circuitry, which can directly 
measure the pulse width from isolated read-back pulse signals. Some advanced Digital 
Storage Oscilloscopes/Disk Drive Analyzers (e.g. products of Lecroy and Tektronix) 
provide as well the function of measuring the PW50 from isolated read-back pulse 
signals. Zhu et al. ( 1998) also tried to provide a digital sampling technique to measure 
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the PW50 of isolated rcadback pulse signals. 1t was claimed the method could be used 
under relatively low sampling rates. In section 3.3, a parameter estimation method will 
be presented, which can be used to dctcnnine the PW50 without the restriction of the 
readback pulse signals being isolated. 
3.3 PW 50 Parameter Estimation Method for Flying 
Height Determination 
It has been mentioned in section 3.2 that the PW50 measuring method is one of the non-
invasive readback transducer flying height testing methods. The methods developed by 
researchers so far provided ways which can only be used to measure or determine the 
PW so from isolated read back pulse signals. A good question is thus, is it possible to 
measure or determine the pulse width from a nonnal readback signal from a hard disk 
drive? In this section, we propose a parameter estimation method that can be used to 
measure the PWso so as to detennine the flying height. Different from other PW50 
measurement methods, this method is not restricted by the isolated readback pulse 
signal requirement. So it has the potential of being able to be used to measure the flying 
height variation in real time in a nonnally operated hard disk drive, thus may further 
provide a possibility for the measured flying height variation to be used for real time 
flying height control. The theoretical basis of this method is presented in the following 
discussion. 
The write/read process in digital magnetic recording is generally modelled as a pulse 
amplitude modulation system of the fonn 
s(t) = L akp(t- KT)+ n(t) 
k 
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(3.18) 
where ak E {-1, 1} is the input sequence, P(t) is the effective channel impulse response 
(or dibit response), T is the symbol period, and n(t) is the additive noise [Moon & 
Carley, 1990; lmmink, 1989]. Equivalently, the readback signal can be written as 
s(t) = L bkh(t- KT)+ n(t) 
k 
where h(t) is the transition response and bk is the transition sequence given by 
bk E {- 2, 0, 2} 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
The effective channel impulse response and transition responses are therefore related by 
p(t) = h(t)- h(t- T) (3.21) 
The transition response is generally approximated using a Lorentzian function given by 
h(t) = Ah I 
PWso ( 2t )
2 
I+--
PWso 
(3.22) 
For a given head-disk assembly, Ah is a constant, which must be known in order to use 
this estimation method. In real application or in calibration process, this constant can be 
determined from isolated readback signal pulses. In simulation, it can be selected as a 
reasonable value, and here we set it to I. An equivalent discrete time model of the 
storage channel can be obtained by passing the readback signal through a matched-filter 
and a symbol-rate sampler. The schematic diagram for the resulting discrete time 
system is shown in Figure 3-2, where the readback sample 'i< is given by rk = Yk + nk, 
y k and nk denote signal and noise samples respectively [Shatiee & Moon, 1996]. 
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Figure 3-2 PWSO estimation model 
The problem now in fact becomes a channel identification problem. As in all channel 
identification methods, it is assumed that linear superposition holds for the channel to 
be estimated. For Lorentzian transition response, since it is a function of only one 
parameter, channel identification reduces to estimation of the PW50 parameter, which is 
just what we need. With the same method as that used by Shafiee and Moon (1996), our 
approach is to minimise the mean square error between rk and the predicted channel 
output xk, with respect to the desired channel parameter PW so. 
xk is given by 
L 
xk = I b(k- m)c(m) =eT Bk (3.23) 
m=-L 
where L is an integer that should be selected large enough so that c(k)jlki>L are small 
enough to be neglected, Bk is a vector of length 2L + 1 containing transition sequence, 
C is a vector of length 2L +I containing estimated transition response coefficients, 
which is given by 
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I I 
c(m) = 2 
PWso ( 2m J I+--
PWso 
(3.24) 
With PW 50 as the only parameter to be estimated, the mean square error (MSE) can be 
written as 
(3.25) 
To find the mm1mum mean square error (MMSE) estimate of PWSO, taking the 
derivative of the MSE function with respect to p = PW50 , we obtain 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
Where Rb is the correlation matrix of Bk , and u denotes the cross-correlation of rk and 
Bk. This derivative is equal to zero for the optimal value of p. If the channel is 
perfectly Lorentzian, this occurs when RhC- u is zero, which corresponds to the 
unbiased minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) solution. When the channel deviates 
from Lorentzian, RbC- u will no longer be zero for the optimal value of p, which 
corresponds to a biased MMSE solution. 
To obtain an expression for adaptive or on-line estimation of p, we drop the 
expectation in Equation (3.26) which then yields 
(3.28) 
This expression represents the gradient of the square error function with respect to p . 
To follow the real (optimal) value of PW50, the value of p should be updated in the 
opposite direction of the gradient according to the following equation [Hayes, 1996] 
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(3.29) 
where fJ is the step size. The update process of the value p continues until it 
converges to the optimal value. This adaptive updating algorithm is called the least 
mean square (LMS) algorithm [Hayes, 1996]. For the updating process to be 
convergent, the selection of the step size fJ must be within a certain range. This is left 
to be investigated in the experimental study section. 
The above adaptive estimation scheme originates from the mean-square-error strategy. 
This problem, however, could also be formulated in terms of maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation of the unknown PW50 parameter. Assuming the noise is additive white 
Gaussian (A WG) and with PW50 as the only parameter, a likelihood function is defined 
as 
[ 
/V-1 l I -1 2 
P(r I p) = 2 N 12 exp - 2 I (r(k)- x(k,p)) (2Jra n) 2a n k;O (3.30) 
where N is the number of observation made, a; is the noise variance, and x(k, p) 
shows the explicit dependence of the read back signal on the unknown parameter. With 
C denoting the transition response and x(k, p) = er Bk, the first and second order 
derivatives of the logarithm of this function with respect to p are given by 
aJnP(r I p) = ~ ~(r(k)-x(k,p)) acT Bk 
ap 0' n k=O ap (3.31) 
(3.32) 
The ML estimate is found by setting the derivative of the likelihood function (Equation 
(3.31)) equal to zero. The solution to this equation can be obtained by using numerical 
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methods such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm [Kay, 1993], which will not be further 
investigated here. 
3.4 Thermal Signal Detection Method 
Thermal signal detection is another head-disk spacing measurement method proposed in 
recent years. It is intended to be used for the measurement of disk topography or 
dynamic flying height by detecting and processing the readback signal from a 
magnetoresistive (MR) head in a hard disk drive [Abraham, 1996; Smith, 1999; 
Sundaram et al., 1999]. Changes in flying height or head-disk spacing modulate both 
the envelope of the readback signal and its mean value. To clarify the statement, we 
introduce two nomenclatures: magnetic spacing and thermal spacing, although both of 
them refer to the flying height or head-disk spacing. While the envelope is related to the 
magnetic spacing, the mean value is a function of the thermal spacing. The thermal 
spacing signal is the result of Joule heating whereby some of the thermal energy 
generated in the MR head dissipates into the air film between the head and disk. 
Changes in head flying height alter the localised heat transfer and hence the temperature 
and resistance of the MR head. Abraham (1996) has shown that the MR head voltage 
resulting from thermal spacing can be approximated as: 
(3.33) 
where e1hermal is the MR voltage due to its temperature, t is time, C0 and C1 are 
constants that depend on the geometry and thermal properties of the MR element and 
adjacent shields, fJ is the temperature coefficient of resistance for the MR material, I 
and R are the MR current and electrical resistance respectively, and d is the head disk 
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spacing or flying height. From (3.33), we note that the flying height can be detennined 
from the measured thennal signal. However, most disk drives use an ann-mounted 
electronic module circuitry (AEM) which is used to amplify the head output signal and 
usually includes a high pass filter. The filter provides the necessary AC coupling for the 
read channel but also distorts the thennal signal. This filter can be generally represented 
by a first order approximation as: 
.1" 
f{ AEM(s) = KAEM --
s+a 
(3.34) 
where K 4w is the gain of the AEM at recording frequencies, and a is the cut-off 
frequency of the high pass filter. The AEM output signal is thus the convolution of 
ethemwl and the impulse response of the filter which is given by: 
e AEM (t) = K AEM f,emwl (I - r)[ 6( r) - a cxp( -a r)]dr 
The transfer function for an inverse filter that will correct for the AEM filter is: 
I s +a 
H!Nv(s)=--
KAEM s+b 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
where b is a suitably chosen pole so that the inverse filter can be easily realized as an 
analogue circuit if desired, whereas the flying height variation component we are 
interested in can still be restored. If the AEM output voltage is sampled with a fixed 
sampling time interval, the true therrnal signal of the MR head can be estimated by 
applying the matched z-transforrn to (3.36) and using the resulting infinite impulse 
response (IIR) digital filter to process the sampled sequence e AEM(n). it should be 
noted that although an inverse filter can partly correct this distortion, it is impossible for 
some low frequency components to be restored completely. Therefore, in that case, the 
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thennal detection method is suitable only for the measurement of spacing variation 
above a certain changing rate. 
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Chapter 4 Hard Disk Drive 
Operation Failure and Head Disk 
Spacing Variation Suppression 
Some background introduction has been given in Section 1.6. In this chapter, analyses 
are canied out first to reveal the reasons of hard disk drive operation failure under 
vibration conditions. Then an active flying height control method is proposed to 
suppress the head disk spacing variation under vibration conditions. Experimental study 
and simulation are performed in section 5.3 and 5.4. 
4.1 Analysis of Hard Disk Drive Operation Failure 
under Vibration Conditions 
Analyses will be performed from two aspects, firstly from the mechanics of the head 
suspension arm, the rotating disk, and the aerodynamics of the head-slider's air-bearing, 
secondly from the characteristics of the head position servo control mechanism. 
4.1.1 Related research within the Lab 
Some research has been performed within the laboratory with regard to the 
characterisation of disk drive operation under hostile conditions [Tunstall et al., 2000]. 
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Firstly, tinite element analysis software was used to model the resonant characteristics 
of the disk itself. Secondly, a test rig has been constructed to allow the hard disk drive 
to be vibrated at accelerations of up to SOg [Jenkins et al., 1999]. A personal computer 
is used to control the sweeps of the vibration and acceleration that the disk drive 
receives. When the disk drive is being vibrated, the computer can write and read data to 
and from it, and monitor the time taken for the data to be correctly transferred. As the 
amplitude of the vibration increases (with fixed vibration frequency), the disk drive's 
data transfer rate slows down, eventually leading to a completely failure of data transfer. 
Thirdly, piezo materials were used to construct micro sensors to characterise the 
resonance properties of the disk platter and suspension arm. To measure the bending of 
the suspension arm, a thin (28 Jlm) sheet of poly vinylidine fluoride (PVdF) was bonded 
to the suspension arm to measure the average strain. Another PVdF sensor was used to 
measure the disk's displacement. The sensor used was a cantilever that only introduces 
subtle changes to the system, with one end rigidly bonded to the drive's chassis in a 
manner that pre-tensions the cantilever against the disk. Any movement of the disk 
would therefore bend the cantilever from its static position. To record the signals from 
the sensors, they were connected to a 12-bit data acquisition board that is capable of 
sampling the signal at up to 200 kHz. Some experimental results can be found in 
[Tunstall et al., 2000]. 
4.1.2 Analysis on head-disk spacing variation 
The Mathcad simulation software used for this section is listed in section 7.1.2. In this 
section, a theoretical model is developed for head disk spacing variation under vibration 
conditions. 
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ln a hard disk drive, the head slider is mounted through a flexure or a gimbal to the load 
beam, which is mounted to the ann of the rotary or linear servo actuator. To analyze the 
head disk spacing variation under vibration conditions, the displacements of head s lider 
and d isk need to be first derived. The head suspension and disk assembly is shown in 
Figure 4- 1. 
! Vibrating direction 
Head slider 
Disk 
Figure 4-1 Head suspension and disk assembly in a hard disk drive. 
To make the discussion simple, we assume both the actuator arm and the load beam 
have only one vibration mode respecti vely. The fo llowing derivation is made based on 
the theory of vibration [Shabana, 1996]. 
The hard disk drive is assumed to be vibrated vert icall y with a frequency of m. The 
actuator ann is forced to vibrate and the end displacement of the actuator ann (i.e., the 
end connected with the load beam) re lati ve to the disk drive base can be derived as 
(4. 1) 
where Y0 is the vibration amplitude of the hard disk drive, 1f1 A is the phase angle given 
as 
(4.2) 
rv A and c;A are the natural frequency and damping factor of the actuator ann 
respectively, and fJ A is the magnification factor given by 
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(4.3) 
The displacement of the head slider relative to the end of the actuator ann (i.e. , the end 
connected with the load beam) can thus be approximated by: 
(4.4) 
where the phase angle lfl L IS given as 
(4.5) 
the magnification factor fJL is given by 
(4.6) 
{J) L is the natural frequency of the load beam with the effect of air bearing considered, 
and c; L is its damping factor. The displacement of the head slid er relative to the d isk 
drive base can therefore be derived as: 
c/Sl = c/ A +c/SA 
= Y0 · /3" · ~ (l + f3~. cos lfl L ) 2 + (/3 L sin lfl L) 2 · s in({J)l -v1 A - ljl AL) 
(4.7) 
where the phase angle !JI AL is given by 
(4.8) 
Similarly, we assume the disk platter has only one vibration mode as well. In the same 
vibration, the displacement of the disk platter relative to the disk dtive base can be 
wri tten as 
(4.9) 
where the phase angle lfl 0 is given by 
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-I ( 2~ DO.J I O.J D ) If/ D = tan 2 1- (m!mD) (4.10) 
O.J D and ~ D are the natural frequency and damping factor of the disk platter 
respectively with the effect of air bearing considered, and the magnification factor fJ 0 
ts gtven as 
(4.1 1) 
The disk vibration will act on the head slider and produce an additional displacement 
via the air bearing. The induced slider displacement relative to the disk platter can thus 
be approximated as 
(4.12) 
The induced displacement of the head slider relative to the disk dri ve base can be thus 
derived as 
d s2 = d o + dso 
= Y0 · fJ 0 · ~(I + fJ L cos If/ L) 2 + (fJ L sin If/ L) 2 · sin( rot - If/ 0 - If/ DL ) (4. 13) 
where the phase angle If/ DL is given by 
(4.14) 
The total displacement of the slider relative to the disk drive base can thus be derived 
as: 
d s = d s, +ds2 
= Y
0 
~·(l_+_/3_'--co_S_If/_L_)--::-2 +_(_fJ_L_s_i n- lf/-L )- 2 · 
~({JA COS If/ A + /30 COS If/ D )2 + ({JA Sin If/ A + /30 Sin If/ D )2 · 
sin( O.Jl -If/ AL -If/ AD ) 
where the phase angle If/ AD is given by 
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(4.15) 
_1 ( {JA sin 'If A + {JD sin 'lfo ) 
'I' AD = tan {JA COSIJI A + {JD COSIJI D 
(4.16) 
Since the mass and sti ffness of the disk are far bigger than those of the head slider 
suspension, the displacement of the disk induced by the slider vibration can be 
neglected. So the displacement of the head slider relative to the disk, i.e. the head disk 
spacing variation can be approximated as 
(4.17) 
The amplitude of d can be deri ved to be: 
(4.18) 
A2 = o sin(IJI AL +'I' AD ) - {J0 sin IJI 0 , and 
0 = ~(I+ {JL COSIJI L ) 2 + ({JL Sill IJf L ) 2 · 
~({JA COS(/IA +{J0 COS(/10 )2 +({JASillljfA +{J0 sill (/10 / 
From equation ( 4.18), the frequency response of the amplitude of the head-disk spacing 
vari ation is plotted in Figure 4-2, where the natural freq uencies of disk, load beam, and 
actuator am1 are 700Hz, I OOOHz, and 2300Hz respectively, all the damping factors are 
chosen to be 0.02 (Note these are typipcal parameter values from previous experimental 
measurement.) 
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Figure 4-2 Frequency response of the amplitude of head disk spacing vatiation. 
From simulation result, it can be seen that all the vibration modes will induce large 
amplitude of head disk spacing variation, which will result in data read/write fa ilure 
under vibration conditions. 
4.1.3 Head position servo control mechanism. 
It has been known that disk vibration will a lso produce head position etTor or track 
misregistration (TMR) [Srikrishna & Kasetty, 2000]. The block diagram of the servo 
control loop of a hard disk drive is shown in Figure 4-3, where Gc (s) is the controller 
transfer function, GP (s) is the mechanical plant (including the actuator) transfer 
function, R is the reference position input, Y is the position output, PES is the position 
eiTor signal, Nr (s ) is the torque disturbance, N E(s) is the electrical noise, and N D(s) 
is the disk vibration disturbance. 
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Nr(s) 
Gc(s) 
Figure 4-3 Block diagram of head position servo loop. 
We do not discuss torque disturbance Nr(s)and electtical noise NE(s) here. What we 
are interested in is the amplitude of the position error signal (PES) resulted from the 
disk vibration disturbance N 0 (s). From Figure 4-3, we have: 
PES(s) = S(s) = ____ _ 
N 0 (s) l+Gc (s)Gp(s) 
(4.10) 
where S(s) is the sensitivity function of the servo loop. Its frequency response has the 
general shape as shown in Figure 4-4 (which is generated by simulation described in 
section 7.1.2.2). 
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Figure 4-4 Frequency response of the sensitivity function. 
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The frequency response of the sensitivity function reflects the disturbance suppression 
performance of the servo control loop. It is apparent that the wider the servo loop 
bandwidth, the higher its disturbance suppression capability is. When the disturbance 
frequency is higher than the bandwidth, the servo loop loses its suppression ability for 
such frequency. It should be mentioned that if the vibration direction is absolutely 
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vertical to the disk surface, the vibration induced TMR should have less effect on disk 
read/write failure than the vibration induced head-disk spacing variation. 
Experimental study and result analysis are performed in Section 5.3. 
4.1.4 Summary 
Analytical models are developed for head disk assembly and head position servo control 
mechanisms to analyze the operation failure of hard disk drives under vibration 
conditions. Theoretical and experimental results show that all the vibration modes of the 
head disk assembly will induce larger amplitude of head disk spacing variation and tend 
to result in read/write failure under vibration conditions. The TMR resulted from disk 
vibration can be suppressed by the servo control loop to some extent when the vibration 
frequency is within its bandwidth. When the frequency is beyond the bandwidth, the 
servo loop loses its capability. Therefore, under vibration conditions, the read/write 
process in a hard disk drive will tend to become failure more likely around the vibration 
modes of the head disk assembly. Vibrations above a certain frequency, say, the servo 
loop bandwidth, also have the tendency to result in operation failure because of the 
weakening of the suppression ability of the servo loop. 
4.2 Head Disk Spacing Variation Suppression via 
Active Flying Height Control 
4.2.1 Introduction 
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With the flying height getting lower and lower, it becomes more important to keep the 
head-disk spacing constant during disk operation. This is because the flying height 
variation will cause modulation of the read back signal due to the spacing loss [Wall ace, 
1951] and increase the bit-error-rate of the read channel. Drives operating under shock 
and vibration conditions have a high possibility of undesirable head disk contact, which 
will deteriorate the tribological performance of the head disk interface and its reliability. 
Therefore, active flying height control is highly desirable. Because of the difficulty of 
real time detection of the flying height variation in a real operated hard disk drive, very 
little research has been reported in this area. [Gao et al., 2000] investigated the active 
actuation and control of a miniaturised suspension structure in HDDs to reduce head-
disk friction/wear and suppress induced vibrations. However, since the displacement of 
the head suspension arm is used for the feadback control signal, their investigation falls 
into the active vibration control of the suspension ann itself, not the control of head disk 
spacing variation. 
4.2.2 Research on micro actuators within the Lab 
Significant research work has been carried out with regard to the development of micro 
actuators and their applications to hard disk drives (Jenkins et al. 1999]. The main 
applications involve fine data tracking and head flying height control. In this laboratory, 
three possible routes have been identified to develop actuators for these applications 
(Jenkins et al. 1999]: bonded piezoelectric actuators, embedded piezoelectric actuators, 
and composite piezoelectric arms. 
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4.2.2.1 Bonded piezoelectric actuators 
Piezoelectric bulk ceramic element such as lead zirconate titante (PZT) can be attached 
close to the root of the load beam suspension arm to either move the arm up or down, or 
suppress induced motion of the arm at resonant frequencies [Cunningham et al., 1995]. 
When operated in this way, the actuator should be as thin as possible, but of comparable 
thickness to that of the cantilever. This is because of the two main reasons: one is to 
optimise the cantilever actuation [Cunningham et al., 1997]; the other is to prevent the 
actuator from affecting the cantilever's dynamic characteristics. l11is technique has been 
used previously for micro-positioning and active vibration control [Jenkins et al., 1997]. 
Another route involving bonded actuators is the use of composite piezoelectric 
materials. It is possible to make a piezoelectric thick film by combining piezoelectric 
powder and epoxy resin [Clegg et al., 1997]. However, films produced in this method 
have a much lower piezoelectric activity compared to bulk ceramics. And due to the 
flexibility of the film, it is difficult to couple this activity adequately to the underlying 
structure. ln order to circumvent this problem, glass fibre and/or carbon fibre have been 
used to reinforce composite films [Chilumbu et al., 1999]. These films offer much 
improved rigidity, compared to standard composites, resulting in increased effective 
bending moments of the arm. 
4.2.2.2 Embedded piezoelectric actuators 
A simple method to form a micro actuator is to embed piezoelectric stacks into the head 
suspension system. The piezoelectric stacks are embedded at the end of the aluminium 
frame ann, while the current stainless steel load beam remains unchanged. On stack is 
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embedded such that when actuated, it produces motion of the arm in x-y plane, i.e., for 
fine tracking. The other stack is embedded such that it produces motion in z-axis. As 
both piezoelectric stacks are embedded at the end of the aluminium frame, resonance 
effects within the aluminium ann do not affect the performance of the piezoelectric 
stacks. 
4.2.2.3 Composite piezoelectric arms 
The idea is that the whole load suspension arm is fabricated from carbon and glass fibre, 
with PZT distributed within the composite framework to make it active. The composite 
arm would be used for the head flying height control, while the current aluminium 
frame would have a piezoelectric stack embedded to produce fine motion for data 
tracking. However, the fabrication of such composite arms is time consuming and 
requires several stages of intricate work, and thus may be unattractive for commercial 
adoption in current disk drive mass producing factories. 
4.2.3 Real time active flying height variation control 
In this section, a real time active control method is presented to suppress the flying 
height or head-disk spacing variation, in which thermal signal detection method is used 
for real time detection of the flying height variation. In Section 3.4, we discussed the 
thermal signal flying height variation detection method, where we have known that 
most disk drives use arm-mounted electronic module circuitry (AEM) to amplify the 
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head output signal and this usually includes a high pass filter. This filter can generally 
be represented by a first order approximation as: 
s 
H AEM (s) = K AE.w --
s+a 
(4.1 1) 
where K AEM is the gain of the AEM at recording frequencies, a is the cut-off frequency 
of the high pass filter. 
The adjustment of the head suspension arm can be accomplished in a number of ways in 
real applications [Jenkins et al. , 1999]. We can ei ther use embedded piezoelectric 
actuators [Chilumbu et al. , 2000) or bonded piezo films to the suspension arm [Gao & 
Swei, 2000]]. In the case a piezo film is used, the film is bonded to one side of the 
suspension ann (beam), as is shown in Figure 4-5. 
Suspension beam 
Coil Piezo film 
Figure 4-5 Head assembly in HDDs with bonded piezo fi lm on the suspension ann. 
When a voltage V is applied to the piezo fi lm, a steady state displacement at the slider 
end will be produced as: 
d=K V I (4. 12) 
where K 1 is a constant. In a working HDD where the disk is rotating at a constant 
speed, the displacement dynamics will be determined only by the characteristics of the 
suspension ann (beam) and the aerodynamics of the slider' s air bearing. As the response 
of the piezo fi lm actuator itself has a very wide bandwidth, its dynamic mode can be 
neglected here. Therefore, the dynan1ic relationship between the voltage applied to the 
piezo fi lm and the displacement resulted can be simplified as: 
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(4.13) 
where (1)511 and c;s are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the suspension beam, 
(1)011 and ego are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the slider's air bearing, K is 
a constant. (1) 011 (a few tens of kilohertz) is usually much larger than (1)5 11 (a few 
kilohertz). In the case we only consider vibrations below one kilohertz, the model can 
be further simplified as: 
(4.14) 
Now, the flying height variation suppression mechanism can be shown in Figure 4-6. 
Signal processing 
(Filtering) 
Controller 
Power amplifier 
Figure 4-6 Flying height variation suppression mechanism 
The block diagram of the closed-loop control system for flyin g height variation control 
is shown in Figure 4-7. 
Figure 4-7 Block diagram of closed-loop control system 
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In the diagram, r is the reference input, e is the error between the reference input and the 
head-disk spacing signals KMR = C1PI 3R2 consists of parameters from equation (3.33), 
C0 is the constant shown in equation (3.33) in section 3.4, Ym is the output of the 
measurement point, d1 is the displacement output of the piezo film actuator, d2 is the 
disk spinning resulted head-disk spacing or flying height which can be treated as a 
constant, d3 is the vibration resulted head-disk spacing whose effect on the total 
spacing is intended to be suppressed here, and d is the total head-disk spacing. 
The single pole of the high-pass filter is usually around a = 325000. Typical parameters 
for the suspension and slider's air bearing are given in the plant transfer function as: 
G(s) = K 902500 • 2025000000 
s
2 + 32.3s + 902500 s 2 + 5220s + 2025000000 
( 4.1 S) 
The values of the constant parameter K MR, K AEM and K do not need to be known at 
this stage. They are to be considered and compensated in the following controller design 
procedure. 
The problem now becomes designing a servo control system to suppress the effect of 
vibrational disturbances on the head-disk spacing. For a good servo control system, the 
following performance is usually desired: 
a) good static performance that means zero or small static error; 
b) good dynamic performance that means fast response or wide bandwidth but low 
overshoot; 
c) good robustness that means system performance is invariant to or less affected 
by parameter variations and disturbances. 
For this of our particular problem here, from the engmeenng point of view, a 
conventional controller that is easy to be designed and implemented will be practical 
and good enough. If we use a proportional-integral (PI) compensator to compensate the 
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high-pass filter HAEM (s), a proportional-integral-differential (PID) and two lead 
compensators to compensate the two second-order vibrational modes of the plant, the 
transfer function of the controller becomes: 
G ( ·)_s+z1 s+z2 s+z3 K (s+I!Td)(s+IIT;) C .I ------- PID (4.16) 
s s + p 2 s + p 3 s 
The selection of controller parameters values, simulation experiments, and result 
analysis are performed in Section 5.4. 
4.2.4 Summary 
A novel active flying height control method is proposed to suppress the flying height or 
head-disk spacing variation in hard disk drives under vibration conditions. Real-time 
spacing variation signals derived from the readback signal of MR or GMR read/write 
heads are used for feedback control. Simulation results show that this active flying 
height control can effectively suppress the head-disk spacing variation, therefore the 
performance and reliability of the HODs can be well improved when working in 
vibration conditions. 
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Chapter 5 Experimental Study 
5.1 Experimental Equipment 
5.1.1 Electrodynamic shaker 
The test facility has been constructed by previous researchers to allow the hard disk 
drive to be vibrated over a I OkHz bandwidth at accelerations of up to 50g (where g is 
the unit for acceleration due to gravity, 9.8lms-2) [Tunstall, 2002], which is depicted in 
Figure 5-1 . 
Signal generator 
Piezo-electric 
accelerometer~ Hard drive 
Vibration~ ~g~~~~~~~~~~-~ 
Signal 
conditioning 
Controller 
Power amplifier 
Pe rsonal computer 1+---..J 
Figure 5-1 Block diagram of the electrodynamic shaker and its control system 
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The hard disk drive is rigidly clamped to an aluminium plate and is vibrated by an 
electro-dynamic shaker, Environmental Equipments Ltd type 150 I. The axis of 
vibration is arranged to be through the spindle of the drive so as to simulate, closely, a 
drive mounted in a desktop PC experiencing vibration. A piezo-electric accelerometer 
sensor mounted to the plate (see Figure 5-2) monitors vibrations experienced by the disk 
drive, and provides a feedback signal to the control system. 
6.35mm 
Piezo-electric Hard disk drive 
165rnm 
3.2mm aluminium 
Right-angle clamps 
Figure 5-2 Mounting plate of the electrodynamic shaker 
It is therefore critical to ensure that the disk drive is solidly mounted to the plate, and in 
turn the plate to the shaker. [t is also extremely important for meaningful results that 
vibrations detected by the accelerometer match closely with those experienced by the 
drive. These have been done by several improvments in the design of plate and 
mountings (Tunstall, 2002). 
5.1.2 Shaker control system 
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A block diagram of the system used to test hard disk drives under vibration is shown in 
Figure 5-1. The whole apparatus is located in a laminar air flow bench, the Lamarflo 
from Laminar Flow Systems Ltd, which provides a filtered air source with positive 
pressure. This ensures that the local environment is free of contaminates that could 
potentially damage any drive operating without its lid. A personal computer (PC) is 
used to control the sweeps of vibration and acceleration that the drive receives, but this 
function is not needed in the experiments performed for my research. 
When the drive is vibrated, the control PC is able to transfer data with it, while 
simultaneously monitoring the time taken for the data to be correctly transferred. 
Software developed by Jepson [Jepson, 1997], enables the control PC to transfer a file 
comprising solely of 'l's, 'O's, or a pseudo random file to the drive under test. The 
software also has the ability to allow the selection of the data transfer direction. The 
performance of the drive can be assessed by either reading directly from the drive, or 
written to the drive. In the case of the latter, the data must then be read back to confirm 
that the data was correctly written. As will be shown in the experiments, and can be 
easily understood, the transfer rate of a drive is found to be dependent on the frequency 
and acceleration at which it is vibrated. As the magnitude of vibration increases the 
drive's transfer rate slows down, eventually leading to total data transfer failure. This is 
the result of the error-correction system becoming progressively defeated, and calling 
for increasingly more track re-reads. 
The Environmental Equipments Ltd 1531 power oscillator is used as a final stage 
amplifier that is capable of providing a driving source for the shaker with frequencies of 
up to I 0 kHz and sinusoidal accelerations of up to 50 g. The power amplifier can accept 
an external input or provide sinusoidal waveforms by itself. 
Software written by Tunstall [Tunstall, 2002] using the basic input/output (BIOS) 
commands, controls which sector and track is read or written with which head. It 
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enables the head to be positioned at different circumferential points on the disk of the 
drive to be tested. 
5.1.3 Digital storage oscilloscopes 
A Lecroy LT344 Waverunner Digital Oscilloscope is used. Its main specification data is 
listed below: 
• Number of channels: 4 
• Frequency range: DC to SOOMHz 
• Sample rate: SOOMS/s max sampling rate 
• Memory depth: 250kpts per channel 
• Others: Flat panel TFT-LCD colour display with VGA, GPIB, RS-232-C, Built-in 
3.5 inch floppy disk drive, Centronics. 
5.1.4 FIR filter 
In this chapter, lowpass and bandpass digital filters will be used to extract useful signals 
from the raw signals obtained from experiments. The general form of the difference 
equation for a linear, time-invariant, digital filter is [Shenoi, 2006]: 
M N 
y(n) = ~)kx(n-k)- ~>ky(n-k) 
k=i 
The above equation represents an IIR filter. 
The difference equation describing a FIR filter is given by: 
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M 
y(n) = :~)kx(n-k) 
k=O 
= b0x(n) + b1x(n -I)+ ... + bMx(n- M) 
The FIR filters have the following features: 
• The FIR filters are always stable because there is no feedback from past outputs. 
• The FIR filters can be designed easily to meet the required magnitude response 
in such a way that it achieves a constant group delay. Group delay is defined as< 
= -(d9/dw), where 9 is the phase response of the filter. The phase response of a 
filter with a constant group delay is therefore a linear function of frequency. It 
transmits all frequencies with the same amount of delay, which means that there 
will be no phase distortion and the input signal will be delayed by a constant 
when it is trat1smitted to the output. 
• The samples of the unit impulse response of an FIR filter are the coefficients of 
the difference equation describing it. 
• The higher of the order of FIR filter (i.e., the bigger the M in the equation is), 
the closer it is to the ideal filter. 
The process of deriving filter coefficients that satisfies a given specifications is called 
filter design. Computer-aided design tools are widely available for designing digital 
filters. In this work, Matlab is used. 
5.2 Real Time Head Disk Spacing Measurement 
5.2.1 Amplitude of readback signal measurement method 
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Experiments are made to evaluate the amplitude detection method. The experiments are 
carried out by mounting a commercial hard disk drive on the electro-dynamic shaker 
[see Section 5.1]. Readback signals under vibration conditions are sampled and stored 
by a digital storage oscilloscope [see Section 5.1.3]. Figure 5-3 shows the readback 
signal from the hard disk drive that is vibrated vertically at a frequency of 5.8 kHz by 
the shaker. From measurement we know the recording frequency f of the hard disk 
drive is 12.8 MHz. Here in this experiment, the sampling rate of the digital oscilloscope 
is selected as 50 MHz. Note that the selection of the sampling rate of the oscilloscope 
fs depends on the vibration frequency /, under testing, and has little to do with the 
recoding frequency for the purpose of this experiment. As the maximum number of 
samples Ns of a stored data file by the oscilloscope is 50000 and we set the parameter 
to this value all the time, the sampling rate is also determined by the number of 
modulation cycles Ncycle that is needed for the reliable detection of the amplitude of the 
readback signal. Therefore, we use 
(5.1) 
Normally we need Ncycle larger than 5. 
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Figure 5-3 Readback signal at a vibration frequency of 5.8 kHz 
The obtained readback signal is the spacing variation signal modulated by the high 
frequency recording signal. It can be noted that the readback signal stored by the digital 
oscilloscope has a constant DC offset which is caused by the setting of the oscilloscope. 
For the modulation amplitude of the readback signal (i.e., the envelope of the readback 
signal) to be read out conveniently, digital signal processing is applied to the recorded 
signal (see Section 7.1.3). First the readback signal data are processed by local area 
moving average to get rid of the DC component, and full-wave rectified, then followed 
by a linear phase low-pass FIR filter to get the envelope. The cut-off frequency of the 
low-pass filter should be selected high enough (e.g., 10 times the useful frequency, i.e., 
10 times the vibration frequency in this case) so that all the useful signals will be 
attenuated by the same filter gain. The full-wave rectified signal of the readback under 
5800Hz vibration is shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4 Fullwave rectified signal ofthe readback shown in Figure 5-3 
Figure 5-5 shows the modulation amplitude of the readback signal extracted by a 60-
order (i.e., M=60 for the FIR fi lter in Section 5. 1.4) lowpass FIR filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 58 kHz. 
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Figure 5-5 Extracted envelope of the readback signal under 5800Hz vibration by a 60-
order lowpass FIR fi Iter 
If desired, higher order FIR filter can be used to obtain improved quality amplitude 
envelope of the read back signal (note that the process time will be longer), which can be 
seen in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 Extracted envelope of the read back signal under 5800 Hz vibration by a 500-
order lowpass FIR filter 
As has been stated earli er, the amplitude detection method can onl y provide a rough 
evaluation of the head-disk spacing variation, hence a simple signal processing should 
be good enough. Let's now calculate the head-disk spacing variation according to 
equation (3.7). 
In the experiment, the disk rotation speed is n,. = 6000 r/m, the recording frequency is 
J = 12.8 MHz, and the read/write head position is r = 0.035 m. 
The tangenti al velocity of the head relative to the read point of the disk is: 
v = nr · 2JU I 60 = 21.99 m/s 
From Figure 5-6, it can be read out that Emax(d) = l8mV, and Emin(d) = IOmV. From 
(3 . 7) the maximum head-disk spacing variation can be calculated as: 
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Ad = __ I_' I Emin(d) = 160 7 
'-'max n .nm 
27fj Emax (d) 
5.2.2 PW50 of read back signal measurement method 
Klaassen and van Peppen (1994) provided a method and circuitry, which can directly 
measure the pulse width from isolated read-back pulse signals. Zhu et al. {1998) also 
tried to provide a digital sampling technique to measure the PW50 of isolated readback 
pulse signals. It was claimed the method could be used under relatively low sampling 
rate. Some advanced Digital Storage Oscilloscopes/Disk Drive Analyzers (e.g. products 
of Lecroy and Tektronix) also provide the function of measuring the PW50 from 
isolated read-back pulse signals, which makes the measurement of PW50 much easier. 
Let's have a look at how much a head-disk spacing variation will be resulted from a 
variation of PW50 . 
Assuming the disk rotation speed is n, = 6000 r/m and the head position IS at 
r = 0.035 m, the tangential velocity of the head relative to the read point of the disk is 
v = n, ·2m·/60 = 19.78rnls. 
If the recording frequency is 25MHz, then the symbol period is T = 4 X I o-8 s. 
If the variation of PW50 is Ml¥50 = 0.4T = 1.6x 10-8 s, from (3.13) the resulted 
spacing variation will be fld = v · MW50 I 2 = 176 nm. 
5.2.3 PW50 parameter estimation method for flying height 
determination 
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Both simulation and experiments are perf01med to study the effectiveness of the 
est imation method that is detailed in section 3.3 . 
5.2.3.1 Estimation using isotropic (1, -1) recorded sequences 
In the simulations within this section, isotropic (I, -1) recorded bit sequences are used. 
The channel transition response is assumed to be a Lorentzian function with 
PW50 = 2T, where T is the symbol period. The initial estimate of PW50 is set to 0.5T. 
The simulation software is presented in section 7. 1.5.1 
A. Readback signal with no noise 
In this simulation, no noise is added to the reacback channel. The readback signal is 
shown below in Figure 5-7. 
Sample time (T) 
Figure 5-7 Readback signal with no added noise 
With /3 = 0.20 , the PW50 estimation process and result are shown below in Figure 5-8 . 
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Figure 5-8 Estimation of PW50 from readback signal with no noise 
It can be seen that the estimation converges to the real parameter value quickly. 
B. Readback signal with noises 
In this simulation, heavy random noises are added to the readback channel with 5% of 
signal amplitude for the additive noise, and 25% of sample period (i.e., recording bit 
period) for pulse width jitter noise and position jitter (i.e. , timing jitter) noise 
respectively. The readback signal is shown below in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9 Readback signal with added noises 
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With fJ = 0.20 , the PW50 estimation process and result are shown below in Figure 
5- 10. 
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Figure 5-10 Estimation of PW50 from readback signal with noises 
It can be seen that the estimation still converges to the real parameter value quickly. 
5.2.3.2 Estimation using random bits recorded sequences 
For the simulations within this section, random bits recorded sequences are used. The 
transition sequences are 5-bit Pseudo Random Binary Sequences (PRBS) of + l and - l 
[Hsia, 1977]. The channel transition response is assumed to be a Lorentzian function 
with PW50 = 2T, where T is the symbol period. The initial estimate of PW50 is set to 
0.5T. The simulation software is presented in section 7. 1.5.2. 
A. Readback signal with no noise 
In this simulation, no noise is added to the reacback channel. The readback signal is 
plotted below in Figure 5- 11 . 
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Sample Time (T) 
Figure 5-11 Readback signal with no added noise 
W ith fJ = 0.25, the PW50 estimation process and result are shown below in Figure 
5-1 2. 
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Figure 5- 12 Estimation of PW50 from readback signal with no noise 
It can be seen that the estimation converges to the real parameter value very quickly, 
quicker than that with isotropic ( I , - 1) input sequence case. 
B. Readback signal with noises 
In tlUs simulation, heavy random noises are added to the readback channel with 5% of 
signal amplitude for the additive noise, and 25% of sample period (i.e., recording bit 
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period) for pulse width jitter noise and position j itter (i .e., timing j itter) noise 
respectively. The readback signal is shown below in Figure 5-13. 
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Figure 5-13 Readback signal with noises 
With fJ = 0.25 , the PW50 estimation process and result are shown below in Figure 
5-14. 
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Figure 5- 14 Estimation of PW50 from readback signal with noises 
It can be seen that the estimation still converges to the real parameter value very 
quickly, quicker than that with isotropic ( I, -1) input sequence case 
5.2.3.3 Convergence and tracking properties of the parameter 
estimation method 
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In this section, we examme both the convergence and tracking properties of the 
estimation method with regard to the step size p. For the simuiations in this section, 
recorded data bit sequences are read back from a hard disk drive with a bit-rate of 
I OOMb/s. Both random bit sequence and isotropic ( l , -I) bit sequence are used for the 
study. TI1e PW50 (or fl ying height) of the readback channel is made to vary in a lO kHz 
sinusoidal waveform. Heavy random noises are added to the readback channel with 
2.5% of signal amplitude for the additive noise, and 25% of sample period (i .e., 
recording bit period) for timingjitter noise respectively. A range of values of step size p 
in equation (3. 12) has been used in the simulation to see the tracking property of the 
estimation algorithm. The simulation software is presented in section 7. 1.5.3. 
A. Using isotropic bit sequences 
In this simulation, isotropic {l , - I) bit sequences are used in the estimation. With a 
range of different parameter values of step size j3 in equation (3. 12), the real time 
estimation process and results are shown from Figure 5- 15 to Figure 5- 18. 
With p = 0.2, and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-1 5. 
0~-----------L------------~-----------L----------~ 
0 5000 1 ·104 1.5 ·104 
Sample time (T= IO ns) 
Figure 5-15 PWSO estimation convergence and tracking process with P = 0.2 
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With f3 = 0.5, and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16 PW50 estimation convergence and tracking process with f3 = 0.5 
W ith f3 = 0.7 , and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-17. 
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Figure 5-17 PW50 estimation convergence and tracking process with f3 = 0.7 
With f3 = 1.0 , and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation process will not 
converge as shown below in Figure 5-18. 
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Figure 5-18 PW50 estimation convergence process with fJ = 1.0 
From the simulation results in this section, it can be seen that if the step size fJ is too 
small, the convergence is slow and there exist a large steady state estimation error. With 
fJ being increased, the convergence becomes quicker and the steady state estimation 
error becomes smaller. But with fJ being further increased, the convergence becomes 
slower again. If fJ is too big, the estimation will not converge. For a good estimation 
performance of both convergence and tracking, the step size fJ should be selected 
between 0.5 and 0.7. 
B. Using random bit sequences 
In this simulation, random recorded bit sequences are used in the estimation. The bit 
sequences are generated by a 5-bit Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence generator. With a 
range of different parameter values of step size fJ in equation (3 .12), the real time 
estimation process and results are shown from Figure 5-19 to Figure 5-22. 
With fJ = 0.2, and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5- 19. 
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Figure 5-19 PW50 estimation convergence and tracking process with J3 = 0.2 
With J3 = 0.5, and initial estimate of PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-20. 
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Figure 5-20 PW50 estimation convergence and tracking process with J3 = 0.5 
With J3 = 0.7, and the initial estimate PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-21. 
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Figure 5-21 PWSO estimation convergence and tracking process with f3 = 0.7 
With f3 = 1.0 , and the initial estimate PW50 = 0.5, the estimation convergence and 
tracking process is shown below in Figure 5-22. 
Sample time (T= lO ns) 
Figure 5-22 PW50 estimation convergence and tracking process with f3 = 1.0 
From the simulation results in this section, it can be seen that the selection rule of step 
size f3 summarised in the last section also holds here, wi th regard to the convergence 
and tracking performance of the estimation. One extra point is that with the same f3 
value, the convergence and tracking performance with random bit sequence input in this 
section is better than that with isotropic bit sequence input in the last section. For a good 
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performance of both convergence and tracking, the step size fJ should still be selected 
between 0.5 and 0.7. 
5.2.3.4 PWSO estimation using readback signals of real hard disk 
drives 
In this section, estimation is made by using readback signal data from a real hard disk 
drive, which is a Quantum ProDrive LPS-1 70M hard disk drive. The readback signal is 
acquired with a sampling rate of 500MHz/s and saved by the Lecroy digital storage 
oscilloscope. Part of the readback signal is shown in Figure 5-23 using Mathcad. 
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Figure 5-23 Part of readback signal from a real hard disk drive 
The disk recording timing is derived within the estimation software itself. ln the 
estimation algorithm, the recording bit rate o f the hard disk drive is used as the 
estimation sample rate T. Detai ls of the estimation software and estimation process are 
presented in Section 7. 1.5.4. The estimation result is shown below in Figure 5-24. 
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Figure 5-24 Estimation of PW50 using readback signals from a real hard disk. 
5.2.3.5 Summary 
From the simulation results of Section 5.2.3, it is found that for PW50 (or flying height) 
estimation, the recorded bit sequences are not restricted to just random bit sequences. 
With other types of input binary sequences, e.g., isotropic (I , - I) sequences, the 
estimation still converge to the correct PW50 value quickly. However, in regard to the 
convergence and tracking properties of the estimation process, using random bit 
sequences is superior to using isotropic (I, - I) sequences. This can be observed from the 
simulation results in section 5.2.3.3. Also from the simulation results in section 5.2.3.3, 
it is found that if the variation frequency of PW50 gets higher, the tracking error of its 
estimation will get bigger. According to the simulation result, for a hard disk drive with 
a recording bit-rate of I OOMHz, the PW 50 that can be accurately estimated should have 
a variation frequency less than I 0 KHz. 
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The proposed parameter estimation method is effective to measure the PW50 so as to 
determine the flying height. Different from other PW50 measurement methods, this 
method is not restricted by the isolated readback pulse signal requirement. So it can be 
used to measure the flying height variation in real time in a nonnally operated hard disk 
drive, which may further provide a possibility for the measured flying height variation 
to be used for real time flying height control. 
5.2.4 Thermal signal detection method 
Since no hard disk drive with MR heads is currently available in the Lab for the 
vibration experiments, the following simulation method is used to demonstrate the 
thermal detection method. A sinusoidal them1al signal with frequency and phase the 
same as that of the testing vibration, is generated by the computer, which is then mixed 
with the readback signal obtained from the vibration experiment in section 5.2.1. The 
resulted readback signal is shown in Figure 5-25, which contains both the sinusoidal 
thermal signal component and an amplitude modulation. 
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Figure 5-25 Readback signal of a disk drive with MR heads at a vibration frequency of 
5.8kHz 
To filter out the thennal signal, a 500-order linear phase band-pass FIR filter with cut-
off frequencies of200Hz and 11.6 kHz is applied to the combined readback signal (note 
that a 200-order FfR filter can also do the job with a bit heavier noise observed). The 
extracted thennal signal is shown in Figure 5-26, from which it can be seen that the 
signal is successfully restored. 
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Figure 5-26 Extracted thermal signal by using signal processing 
From (3.1 8), it can be seen that the spacing change and the thermal signal change have a 
linear relationship. The constant factor between the two needs to be calibrated before 
the real application. Thermal signal detect ion method is very promising for real-time 
head disk spacing variation detection, which can be used in the active flying height 
control, which has been detailed in Chapter 4 .2. 
5.3 Analysis of Hard Disk Drive Operation Failure 
under Vibration Conditions 
In this section, a series of experiments were made to investigate the disk operation 
failure under vibration condi tions. The experiments were carried out by mounting a 
commercial hard disk drive on the electro-dynamic shaker in the lab (see Section 5.1 ). 
Readback signals under a range of vibration frequencies were acquired and saved to 
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tiles by digital storage oscilloscope (see section 5. 1.3). Figure 5-27 shows a typical 
plotted readback signal under the fo llowing condition: the vibration frequency is 
4500Hz, the acceleration is 23.2g, the sampling frequency is 25MHz, and the number of 
samples is 50000. 
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Figure 5-27 Readback signal under 4500Hz vibration 
The read back signals under other vibration frequencies are plotted from Figure 7-1 to 
Figure 7-12 Appendices 7.2. 
By applying the same signal processing method desctibed in section 5.2. 1 to the above 
readback signals, the extracted envelope of the 4500Hz vibration readback signal by 
using a 500-order lowpass FIR filter is shown below in Figure 5-28. 
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Figm e 5-28 Extracted envelope of the readback ~ignal under 4500Hz vibration 
The extracted envelopes of the readback signals of the other vibration frequencies are 
plotted from Figure 7-1 3 to Figure 7-23. 
If the vibration direction is absolutely vertical to the disk surface, the TMR caused by 
the vibration will be relati vely small and have less effect on the modulation of the 
readback signal. ln real vibration experiments, e.g. , by using the electro-dynamic shaker 
in our lab, the vibration also contains quite a big horizontal component and the readback 
signal is in fact modulated by the combination of head disk spacing variation and TMR. 
However, we can still use the method described in section 3.1 to determine the spacing 
variation. This detennined spacing variation can be referred to as the effective spacing 
variation, which contains also the contribution ofTMR. 
In all the experiments performed in this chapter, the disk rotation speed is 
n,. = 6000 rim, the recording frequency is f = 12.8 MHz, and the read/write head 
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position ts r = 0.035 m. Using the same method as described in section 5.2.1, the 
maximum effective head-disk spacing variation under each vibration frequency can be 
determined according to (3.7) by: 
!J.d (I)= -~In Emin(ft) 
max J I 27if Emax (ft) (5.2) 
where ft is the vibration frequency under testing. 
As the vibration is sinusoidal, the amplitude of the disk drive vibration A vibralion is 
(5.3) 
where Aacc is the measured amplitude of the acceleration. 
The frequency response of the head-disk spacing variation to the vibration amplitude of 
the disk drive with respect to the vibration frequency is 
!J.dmax (ft) = !J.d ( r). (2'"" )2 / A 
max J 1 "J 1 ace 
Avibration (ft) 
(5.4) 
According to (5.4), the measured frequency response of the effective spacing variation 
is plotted in Figure 5-29. 
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Figure 5-29 Frequency response of the effective head-disk spacing variation to the 
vibration amplitude of the disk 
The plot in Figure 5-29 shows that, below 2KHz, vibrations around 500Hz and 11OOHz 
will result in read/write failure more easily (this should be caused by the large real 
spacing variation induced by vibration). Vibrations above 2 KHz are all detrimental to 
disk operation, depending on the vibration amplitude (the TMR caused by the vibration 
should contribute more to this due to the loss of tracking ability of the servo control 
loop subject to higher frequency disturbance). Results in [Tunstall et al., 2000] also 
demonstrated this point. The above explanation is made when only considering the 
vibration induced spacing variation and TMR. Other adverse factors mentioned in 
section 1.6 are not considered. 
5.4 Active Flying Height Variation Control 
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We choose the parameters of the above controller as z1 = 200000, z2 = z3 = 22500, 
p 2 = p3 = 1125000 , Td = 0.0005 , Tj = 0.01 , and KMRKPIDKAEMK = 198. Note that 
we intentionally choose z1 as 200000 instead of 325000 to make partial compensation 
to see the system's robustness to parameter variation. The open loop frequency response 
of the servo control system is given by simulation as shown in Figure 5-30. 
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Figure 5-30 Open loop frequency response of the compensated servo control system. 
The phase margin is about 70° at the gain crossover frequency of 219900 rad/sec. To 
help understand the performance of the system, the step response is given in Figure 
5-3 1. 
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Figure 5-31 Step response of the servo control system. 
To verify the fl ying height variation suppression ability of this servo control system, we 
have made a large number of simulation experiments. A series of sinusoidal signals 
from low to high frequencies are applied as the system's disturbance input. The resulted 
head-disk spacing outputs or suppressed spacing variations are given as shown from 
Figure 5-32 to Figure 5-35. For comparison purpose, the disturbance input d3 is also 
illustrated. 
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Figure 5-32 500Hz unit-amplitude sinusoidal disturbance input, and the resulted head-
disk spacing variation. 
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Figure 5-33 1OOOHz unit-am plitude sinusoidal disturbance input, and the resulted head-
disk spacing va1iation. 
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Figure 5-34 2000Hz unit-amplitude sinusoidal disturbance input, and the resulted head-
disk spacing variation 
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Figure 5-35 35000Hz unit-amplitude sinusoidal disturbance input, and the resulted 
head-disk spacing variation 
From Figure 5-32 through to Figure 5-35, it can be seen that with the active flying 
height control in action, a 2000 Hz head disk spacing variation will be suppressed to 
about 17% of the amplitude without active control. it is apparent that variations with 
frequencies lower than 2000 Hz will be better suppressed. Although we have found that 
in the frequency band from 5000Hz to 9000Hz, the suppression results are even better 
than that at frequency of 2000Hz, which rests with the frequency response of the servo 
control system, generally speaking, With the increase of the variation frequency, the 
suppression effect will be gradually reduced, which depends on the bandwidth of the 
servo control system. The good news is that large head-disk spacing variations usually 
happen in the frequencies below 5000 Hz [Tunstall et al., 2000), which are caused by 
the vibration induced mechanical resonance. Another point we should make is that in 
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real applications, the benefit of even a I 0% spacing variation suppression would be 
tremendous for the increase of the perfonnance and reliability of the HODs. 
We should also note that at present, this method is only suitable for head-disk spacing 
variation/change suppression. It is not suitable for general flying height control since in 
that case, KMR and H AEM ( s) need to be known accurately, for which, further work 
need to be carried out. This can be understood from the expression of the measurement 
point output : 
Ym( s) = (( r( s )- d( s))KMR - C0)H A£M( s) 
= rKMRH AEM(s) -(Co + KMRd(s))HAEM(s) 
(5.5) 
where the second tenn is the thennal signal measurement output. In the case of flying 
height variation suppression, r is constant, thus the first tenn wi ll be zero since 
H AEM ( s) is a high pass filter. In the case of general flying height control, K MR and 
H AEM ( s) need to be accurately known so as to generate the value of the first tenn. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and 
Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
6.1.1 Real time bead disk spacing measurement 
Four readback signal detection methods (including the PW50 parameter estimation 
method) have been investigated in this thesis for real-time measurement of head disk 
spacing variation. Different from other PW50 measurement methods, the proposed 
PW50 parameter estimation method is not restricted by the requirement of isolated 
readback pulse signals. Thus it can be used for real-time spacing variation measurement 
in normally operated hard disk drives, which may further provide a possibility for the 
measured flying height variation to be used for real time fl ying height control. However, 
this method is more effective for low frequency spacing variation conditions. Thermal 
signal detection method, on the other hand, is more effective for high frequency spacing 
variation measurement. Therefore, by combining these two detection methods together, 
a spacing variation detection method for the whole frequency range could be 
constructed. The amplitude detection method gives a rough but simple way to study the 
head disk spacing change. 
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6.1.2 Analysis of hard disk drive operation failure under 
vibration conditions 
Analytical models are developed for head disk assembly and head position servo control 
mechanisms to analyze the operation failure of hard disk drives under vibration 
conditions. Theoretical and experimental results show that all the vibration modes of the 
head disk assembly will induce larger amplitude of head disk spacing variation and tend 
to result in read/write failure under vibration conditions. The TMR resulted from disk 
vibration can be suppressed by the servo control loop to some extent when the vibration 
frequency is within its bandwidth. When the frequency is beyond the bandwidth, the 
servo loop loses it capability. Therefore, under vibration conditions, the read/write 
process in a hard disk drive will tend to become failure more likely around the vibration 
modes of the head disk assembly. Vibrations above a certain frequency, say, the servo 
loop bandwidth, also have the tendency to result in operation failure because the 
weakenking ofthe suppression ability of the servo loop. 
6.1.3 Real time active flying height control 
A novel active flying height control method is proposed to suppress the flying height or 
head-disk spacing variation in hard disk drives under vibration conditions. Real-time 
spacing variation signals derived from the readback signal of MR or GMR read/write 
heads are used for feedback control. Simulation experimental results show that this 
active flying height control will effectively suppress the head-disk spacing variation, 
therefore the performance and reliability of the HODs can be well improved when 
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working in vibration conditions. The method has a good potential to be applied to future 
ruggedized hard disk drives. 
6.2 .Future Work 
The following research work can be carried out by future researchers: 
I . Build up a real flying height control system to suppress the head-disk spacmg 
variation by applying the flying height detection methods and servo control mothod 
developed in this thesis. This system will serve as a demo for the applications to the 
future ruggedized hard disk drives. 
2. Develop an adaptive equalisation and detection method to accommodate the flying 
height variation and minimise its adverse effect on the read channel performance. 
This can be done by using adaptive filter theory [Haykin, 1996). Adaptive neural 
and fuzzy equalisation and detection methods can be developed, since their 
advantages have been shown to combat the transition noise, non-linear inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) and offtrack interference in high density disk drives [Lin & Juang, 
1997; Nair & Moon, 1997; Choi et al., 1997; Obemosterer et al. , 1997; Haykin, 
1994; Gibson et al. , 1989). 
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Chapter 7 Appendices 
7.1 Software Developed During This Research 
The software routines are all written in Mathcad or Matlab. 
7.1.1 Magnetic recording channel modelling and readback 
simulation software 
The fo llowing Mathcad simulation software is used to study the characteristics of 
readback signal, and used in Chapter Chapter 3 as well . 
7.1.1.1 Readback from an isotropic (1,-1) recoded bit sequence 
A. Isolated read-back pulses 
When the recording bit density is very low, there will be no inter-symbol interference, 
and the readback pulses are isolated. 
//******************************************************************** 
Ill Isolated read-back pulses 
V******************************************************************** 
Ah := 1.0 
w = 1.0 //Here w represents PW _50 
t ·=- IO·w,- 9·w .. IO·w 
//The transition response is 
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h(t , w) - - ·---
w (2·1)2 
l t- --
2 
w 
/ffhe following is a single isolated transition response 
h( t, w) 0.5 1- -
//Generate an isotropic 1, -I input series: 
b0 := 1 j := o .. I5oo 
bj+ I := -bj 
//Obtain transition sequence of the above input series: 
a0 := 1 i := 1.. 1500 
(bi- bi-t) 
a ·= -'------'-i . 2 
/la _i is the transition series read back from the disk. We divide by 2 to make the series 
be 1,-1 as well. 
liT is the recording bit period. When simulating isolated read-back pulses, T should be 
//selected much larger than PW _50 (e.g., 20 times PW _50). In that case, there will be no 
//inter-symbol interference in the readback signal. 
T := 20 
w := 0.05-T 
//Storage density (or bit density) is wff. 
t := O,O.O.ST .. 4·T 
//Note: here the sample rate is 1 /(0.05T) 
//Generate timingjitter and PW _50 variation noise 
j := 0 .. 1500 
~tj := md{OS w) - 0.25 w 
~Wj := md(OS w) - 0.25- w 
k =- 50, - 49 .. 50 
I/ Theoretically, k should be from -infinite to +infinite, but because h(t-kT) will be 
//decreased to nearly zero when k> 1 OPW _50, so it is enough to choose k _ rnin<-
//(10PW _50+t_start), and k_max>( 10PW _50+t_end), where t_start and t_end are 
//integers defined by the simulation range oft. 
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/ffhe readback signal with all sorts of noises (including timingjitter and PWSO 
variation) can be written as: 
z(t) := L[ ak+ 50·h[ t - k·T - {6tk+5o) , w + {6wk+50)J] + (rnd(O.I·A) - O.OSA) 
k 
//Note: In the above expression, h(t-kT) is associated with a_k+SO. We use this 
//expression because the subscript can not be negative. 
//If not considering any noise, the readback wavefonn is given by: 
zl(t ) ='\' fa · h(t - kT w)) ~ \ k+50 , 
k 
/!Without any noise, the isolated readback pulses are plotted below: 
I 
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/!With all sorts of noises (including timingjitter and PWSO variation), the readback 
waveform is pla ted as below: 
2 
.1 .249, 
z(t) 0 
.- 1.266, -2 .__ __ .._ __ .....__ _ _._ __ ___._ _ ___.. __ _...JL..._ _ ...__ _ __, 
0 10 20 30 
.o, 
B. High density recording readback 
40 50 60 70 80 
.80, 
When the recording bit density is high, there will be inter-symol interference, i.e., the 
readback signals from the adjacent transitions will affect each other. 
H******************************************************************** 
If/ Readback from high density recording of isotropic (1,-1) bit sequence 
H******************************************************************** 
I!T is the recording bit/symbol period. When recording density w/T gets high, there will 
/!be inter-symbol interference in the readback signal. 
T := 1.0 
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w:= I·T 
//Storage density (or bit density) is wrr. 
t := 0,0.05T .. 2Q.T 
I /Note: here the sample rate is I /(0.05T) 
//Generate timingjitter and PW _50 variation noise: 
j := 0 .. 1500 
6 1j := md(O..S. w) - 0.25 w 
Wj := md(O..S. w)- 0.25- w 
k - 50, 49 .. 50 
/I Theoretically, k should be from -infinite to +infinite, but because h(t-kT) will be 
//decreased to nearly zero when k> I OPW _50, so it is enough to choose k_min<-
//( I OPW _50+t_ start), and k _max>( 1 OPW _ 50+t_ end), where t_ start and t_ end are 
//integers defined by the simulation range oft. 
//The readback signal with all sorts of noises (including timingjitter and PWSO 
variation) can be written as: 
z( t) := L[ '\+50·1{ t - k·T- (6tk+so), w + (6wk+so)]] + (md(O.l·A) - O.OSA) 
k 
//Note: fn the above expression, h(t-kT) corresponding to a_k+50. We use this 
//expression because the subscript can not be negative. 
//1 f not considering any noise, the read back waveform is given by: 
zl( t ) - L ('\+50-h(t - k·T , w)) 
k 
//Without any noise, the readback signal is plotted below: 
I 
,0.683, 
zl (t) 0 
.- 0.682, -I L.__ ____ L.__ ____ J....._ ____ ...._ ____ _. 
0 5 10 15 20 
.o. ,20, 
//With all sorts of noises (including timingjitter and PW50 variation), the readback 
waveform is ploted as below: 
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7.1.1.2 Readback from a random bits recorded sequence 
Here we simulate the cases when the recording bit density is high. 
V******************************************************************** 
Ill Readback from a recorded sequence of random bits 
V******************************************************************** 
/ffhe following part is used to generate a Pseudorandom Binary Sequences (random 
//data bits) being written on the disk. Note the value selection of a I to aS. The 
theoretical basis is [Hsia, 1977] : 
a t .. an 
I 0 · · · 0 0 
I/ x(k + I) = 0 0 0 x(k) 
0 . · · 0 I 0 
I/ y(k) = (0 ... 0 l )x(k) 
I/ y(k) is the output. Modular 2 addition is used here for the add operation. 
//Note that b_m is the data bit sequence, a_m+ l =(( l-2*b_m+l)- ( 1-2*b_m))/2 is the 
//transition sequence (divided by 2 to make it a I, 0, -1 series). 
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a := I;IH- 0 
x10 ~ 1 
x~~ I 
x30 ~ I 
x40 ~ I 
xS0 ~ I 
a l ~ 0 
a2 ~ I 
a3 ~ 0 
a4 ~ 0 
aS~ I 
for j l E 0 .. 1500 
xl 1 ~ iflifiifiiria l·xl = a2·x2 ,0, 1) = a3·x3 ,0, 1) = a4·x4 ,0, 1) = aS·xS ,0, 1) rn+ '\ '\ '\ '\ rn rn rn m rn 
x2 1 ~x i rn+ rn 
x3 1 ~ x2 rn+ m 
x4 1 ~ x3 m+ m 
xS 1 ~ x4 m+ m 
b I ~ xS 
m+ m 
m(- m + I 
a 
j2 = 1.. 40 
a_psrb(j2) = a j 2 
a_psrb(J2 ) 0 
10 15 20 25 30 35 
j2 
trr is the recording bit/symbol period. When recording density wrr gets high, there will 
//be inter-symbol interference in the readback signal. 
T := 1.0 
w := I·T 
//Storage density (or bit density) is wrr. 
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40 
t := 0,0.05T .. 4(}T 
//Note: here the sample rate is l/(0.05T) 
//Generate timingjitter and PW _50 variation noise: 
j := 0 .. 2000 
61j := md(0.5 w) - 0.25 w 
6wj := md(0.5 w) - 0.25 w 
k =· 50, - 49 .. 50 
I/ Theoretically, k should be from -infinite to +infinite, but because h(t-kT) will be 
//decreased to nearly zero when k> IOPW _50, so it is enough to choose k_min<-
/ /(I OPW _ 50+t_ start), and k _ max>( I OPW _ 50+t_ end), where t_ start and t_ end are 
//integers defined by the simulation range oft. 
//The readback signal with all sorts of noises (including timing jitter and PW50 
variation) can be written as: 
z( t) := L[ ak+ 50·t{t - k·T- (6tk+5o) . w + (6wk+5o)]] + (md(O.l·A) - 0.05A) 
k 
/!Note: In the above expression, h(t-kT) corresponding to a_k+50. We use this 
//expression because the subscript can not be negative. 
//If not considering any noise, the read back waveform is given by: 
zl(t) ::. L ('ic +so· h(t - k·T , w)) 
k 
//Without any noise, the readback signal is plotted below: 
,0.945, 
z l (t) 0 
.- 0.97 1, -, L._ _ __. __ _J. _ ___!__J. __ __J_ _ __J_ _ _.._ _ _.._ _ __, 
0 5 I 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 
,40, 
//With all so11s of noises (including timingjitter and PW50 variation), the readback 
waveform is plated below: 
,1.171, 
2 r---,,-~-.---.---.---.---.---.--~ 
z( t) 0 
.- 1.162, - 2 '------''------'---____. __ __,_ _ __,_ _ _._ __ _._ __ __. 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
,40, 
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7.1.2 Hard disk drive vibration analysis software 
7.1.2.1 Analysis of head-disk spacing variation 
The following Mathcad simulation software is used in section 4.1.2. 
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Simulation of the frequency response of the suspension arm, load beam, and disk under 
vibration conditions. 
w := 1, 5 .. 3000 //frequency range of simulation (Hz) 
w a := 2300 //natural frequency of the suspension arm 
w 1 := 1000 //natural frequency of the load beam with the action·of air bearing 
w d := 700 //natural frequency of the disk. 
w 
r_a(w) := --
w a 
S__a := 0.02 
w 
r l(w) := -
- w I 
1;__1 := 0.02 
w 
r d( w) := --
- w d 
S__d := 0.02 //damping factors 
I P _a ( w) := --;=========================~ 
J(l - r_a( w)2)2 + (2·r_a(w)·S__a ) 2 
I 
P I( w) := --;=:================= 
- J(l - r_l( w)2) 2 + ( 2· r_l(w) ·1;__1) 2 
. I 
p d ( w) := ---;:::==================== 
- J(,-r_d( w) 2) 2 + (2· r_d( w) ·S__d)2 
( 
2·r a(w)·S__a J ljl_a(w):= atan 
2 I - r_a(w) ( 
2·r l( w) ·S__I J 41 _I( w) := atan 
2 1 - r_l( w) 
( 
2· r d (w) ·S__d J ljl_d(w) := atan 
2 I - r_d( w) 
cr_L(w) := J (I - P_l( w) ·cos ( ljl_l(w))f + (p_t(w) ·sin(ljl_l( w)))2 
cr_AD_I (w) := (p_a(w) ·cos ( ljl_a( w)) + P_d (w)·cos ( ljl_d (w)))2 
a AD 2 (w) := (p a(w) ·sin(ljl a(w)) + p d (w)·sin(ljl d (w)) )2 
- - - - - -
cr_AD (w) := ~cr_AD_ I (w) + cr_AD_2 (w) 
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a_AD(w) := ~a_AD_ l(w) + a_AD_2(w) 
//From equation (3.15), the amplitude of the total/combined displacement of the slider 
relative to the disk drive base is: 
g_slider(w) := a _L(w)·a_AD(w) 
//The amplitude frequency response is shown in the following figure: 
.74.022_ 100 I I I I I 
g_ slidel( w) 50 I- ~ A. -1\ J \ ..
....._, \ 
__ /' \ . , 
-~ ' ··-I J 
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
w 
., 
.2 997x 1 o-·-
) ( 
p_l(w)·sin(l.jJ_ I(w)) ) ~~ AL( w : = a tan ___:.-=-.;____;__c..:..=..:.........;-'-::-
- I + p_l(w)·cos(\jJ_l(w)) 
( 
p a(w)·si n(IJI a(w}) + p_d(w)· sin( \jJ d(w))) \jJ AD( w) := a tan 
- p_a(w)·cos(~,_a(w)) + p_d(w)·cos ( \jJ_d(w)) 
g_spacing_ l ( w) := {g_slider( w) ·cos ( ~1_AL{ w) + \jJ_AD( w)) - p_d( w)·cos( l.jJ_d( w)))2 
g_spacing_2(w) := (g_s lider( w)·sin( l.jJ_AL(w) + l.jJ_AD(w)) - p_d(w)·sin( l.jJ_d(w)))2 
//From equation (3.18), the amplitude frequency response of the slider displacement relative 
to the disk (i.e. head disk spacing variation) is: 
g_spacing( w) := ~ g_spacing_ l ( w) + g_spacing_2 ( w) 
//The amplitude frequency response of the head disk spacing is shown in the following 
figure: 
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40 
g_spaci n~ w) 
20 
,1.615, 0 0 
500 1000 1500 2000 
\V 
7.1.2.2 Head position servo control 
The following Mathcad simulation software is used in section 4. 1.3. 
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2500 3000 
3 
,2.997xl0, 
//Disk head position servo control simulation 
w : = I , I I .. I 0000 //angular frequency range of simulation (radian/second) 
s (w) := i ·w 
G ( 0.05 p w) :=---------- //transfer function of the controlled object 
O.OI ·s(w)2 +0.004 ·s(w)+ 10 
/ffhe magnitude and phase of the frequency response of the controlled object are: 
mag_s ( w) := 20·1og URe(Gp( w) )2 + Im(Gp( w) )2 ) 
180 phase s (w) :=arg(Gp(w)) ·-
7! 
K : = 2.6424 · I 06 
Gc(w) :=K· s(w) + 32.5 /ffransfer function of the servo controller 
s ( \V) + 100000 
H( w) :=Gc(w)·Gp(w) 
G cls ( w) := Gc( w) ·Gp( w) /ffhe closed loop transfer function of the control system 
- I+ Gc(w)·Gp(w) 
/ffhe magnitude and phase of the frequency response of the closed loop system are: 
mag_lg_cls (w) :=20 ·1og URe(G_cls (w))2 + Im(G_cls(w)/ ) 
mag_cls (w) :=~Re(G_cls(w)) 2 +im(G_cls (w)) 2 
180 phase_cls (w) :=arg(G_cls (w)) ·-
7! 
Ge r( w) := /ffhe sensitivity function of the servo loop 
- I + Gc(w) ·Gp(w) 
//The magnitude and phase of the frequency response of the sensitivity function are: 
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mag_lg_e_r ( w) := 20 · log (~ Re( Ge_r ( w) / + I m( Ge_r ( w) )2 ) 
mag_e_r (w) :=~Re(Ge_r(w )) 2 +Im(Ge_r( w )) 2 
180 phase e r ( w) : = arg ( Ge _ r ( w ) ) ·-
rr 
//The magnitude frequency response of the closed loop servo system is plotted below: 
mag_cls ( w) 
0.5 
o L_----~~-L--~ ______ i_ ________ ~~==~~==~ 
10 100 I ·10 3 
w 
//The magnitude frequency response of the sensitivity function of the servo system is 
plotted below: 
1.5 
mag_c_r( w) / 
J 0.5 
0 
10 100 
//The magnitude frequency response of the sensitivity function of the servo system is 
plotted below: 
20 
.0 .0 11, 
0 
mag_lg_e_1{w) -20 
• -43.28 1..- 60 
. 
10 
-v 
--
I 
. •· 
100 
w 
l 32 
I ·104 
.9.99 1·103, 
7.1.3 Readback signal processing sofnvare 
The following signal processing routine wri tten in Matlab is used in section 5.2.1 and 
5.3. 
~- ------------ ---------------------------------------------
~Digital signal ~rocessing for readback signal u~der 
lshaking cond~tio~ : 
~ The reado~~~ signal data f~rst pass throuo~ iocal 
l averaging ~o ge rid o f t~P DC componen ; che n pas5 
% through ~ ~-1 wave rec ificacion . Th e rect~fied signal 
"; then go ::·:.!:ough the 10\•Jpass FIR filter f\)r the 
' envelope ~ t che readback 5ignal eo be obtained . 
*------------- -- ------------------------------------- ------
clc ; 
clear; 
%----------------------------------------------------------
%Open the readback signal data file saved by the digital 
%oscilloscope. For this data file , the conditio n of the 
%experiment can be known from the file name : vibration 
%f requency i s 2040 Hz , acceleration is 31.2g, sampling 
%frequency is lOMHz. 
%Th e number o f samples in a readback data fi le has been 
%always set to 50000 . 
%----------------------------------------------------------
fid=fopen ( 1 a204 OH10M31p2g . dat 1 , I r 1 ) ; 
%----------------------------------------------------------
%We take the first 25000 samples to be processed , which is 
%equivalent t o 25000*f t/f s=5 . 1 modulation cycles. We can 
%use the whole 50000 samples but the procssing time becomes 
%l o nger . 
%--T-------- -------------------- ---------------------- -----
v=fscanf(fid , 1 %f 1 , 25 000) ; 
f_s=lO* l OOOOOO ; tSampling freque n =y 
f t=2040 ; %Vibration testi ng freq ue ncy 
num=25000 ; %Number o f samples to be process ing (maximum 
%50000) 
%------------ ----- -----------------------------------------
%Set the parameter for local averaging. It ca n be seen from 
%the following that (2*num_local+l) samples are u sed for 
%local averaging . 
%--- ---------------------- ---------------------------------
num local =l OO ; 
nsamp=num-2*num_ l ocal; %This is the actual number of 
%s amples to be processed 
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*------------------------ ---------- ---------- - - ----------- -
'Local averaqing and full wave cectifi~dtion . After local 
~averaging , [he DC component o f the readnack signal is 
';elimina tee! . 
~ -------- --- ---- ------------------------------------------ -
for n =l+num loca l:num-num loca l 
loca l a verage= O; 
for n l =n-num l ocal :n+num l oca l 
- -
local_average=local_average+v(nl) ; 
end 
l oca l _average= l oca l_average/(2*num_ l oca l+l ) ; 
if v (n )>=local_average 
v rec t(n-num_ loca l)=v(n)-l oca l average ; 
%So v rect is actualy acted from the lOls t sample . 
else 
v r ect( n-num l oca l ) =local average - v (n ) ; 
e nd 
e n d 
m=2*250 ; %m is the ord er of the l o wpass FIR digi tal filt er 
%Ge t t h e (m+l) coef ficients o f t h e lowpass FI R filte r 
B=firl(m , lO*f t /f s) %Set the c ut-off frequency o f t h e 
%l owpass filt e r to 10 times t h e 
%v ibration freque ncy . 
x=zeros(lengt h (B) ,1 ) ; 
for k = l:num-m- 1 
[x , y( k ) ] =arma(v rect (k ) , B ' , x , O, m) ; %This f unc ti o n i s 
%li s ted next i n t h e f o llowing. 
e nd 
p l ot( (501 :num- 50 1 ) , y(501 :num- 50 1 )) ; 
The following function is from [Schilling, 2000] 
function [ x , y] = arma (u , theta , x , n ,m ) 
~ -------------------------- ----- ---------------- -- -------- -
%Usage : [x , y] = arma (u , theta , x , n , m) 
%Descr i ption : Compute the output of an auto- regressive 
moving-average CARMA) model having the 
following transfer function : 
% 
% 
% 
%I nputs : 
% 
y { z) 
u ( z) 1 ' ~ ' 
u 
t heta 
theta(n+l) + . . . + theta(n+m+l)*zA( - m) 
theta(l)*z"'(-1) + .. . + c.heta( n)*z"' (- n) 
system input 
(n+m+l) by 1 vector o f sys~em 
parameters : 
[a1 , .. . , an , bO , .. . , bm] ' 
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.,_ 
., 
.-. 
0 
,, 
·s 
n 
[i. 
(n-<rtl} i.1y 1 vector r.::on·:aining 
s y s t E>r.> :' · a _ ~ : 
[-y,k-~ , . . . ,-y(k-n) , U('<.) , u ( k-
1) , . .. , d\1-: -m)] ' 
number ,f past ou tpu~s used (n >= 0) 
numbe; _,f past inputs used (m >= 0) 
~Output s : X (n+m+l) \ cimes 1 vecto~ con~aining 
upda~ed system sta~e with 
}-: (n-r.:.) = 0 . 
% ·y he system out put . 
%- - ------ - - ------------------- - --------- - - ---------------- -
~ Initialize 
c hkvec (theta , 2 , ' arma ' ) ; 
chkvec (x , 3,' arma ' ) ; 
m args (m , O, m, 4 , ' arma ' ) ; 
n = args (n , O, n , S , ' a r ma ' ) ; 
y 0 ; 
r = n+m+l; 
% Compute y 
x(n+l) u ; 
for i = 1 : r 
y = y + theta(i)*x(i) ; 
e nd 
% Update 
for i = r : - 1 : 2 
x(i) x(i-1) ; 
e nd 
if n > 0 
x(l) = - y ; 
e nd 
x(n+l) = 0 ; 
%- - ------------- - - -------- - -- - - - --------------------------
7.1.4 Thermal signal simulation and processing software 
The fo llowing Matlab routine is used in section 5.2.4. 
%- -- - - ---------- - ---------------------- -------- ------------
%Thermal signal simulation and processing : 
% Generate a sinusoidal hermal signal with a frequency 
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., c. he sarn~=- as · l1at o f he vibration tescinq ; 
* Miz · he t~e=~Al signal wi th 1 he readback ~ gnal frow the 
vibra ticn - ·;St.~ng ; 
Signal pr~ :,'~':=>inq to extrac._ the ·-her·mal s.:..y1.al from :_!·.e 
1.. t he n1i xe c~ ! t?d.(lback sigrtal under vibra iO!! _:o!'". rJi~i.ons 
·s ------------ ---- ------- ----- ------------------------------
clc ; 
clear ; 
fs=50* 1000000 ; :sampling frequency 
~load a5800H 50Ml9 p2g . dat ; %readback data 
~v_r(l : SOOOC, ~s800HSOM19p2g(l : 50000) ; 
fid=fopen ( ' a5800 HSOM19p2g . dat ', ' r ' ); 
v_r=fscanf(fid , ' %f ', 50000) ; 
ft =58 00; %Vibration frequency under testing 
%---------------------------------------------------------
iGenerate the · hermal signal with a frequen cy equal eo the 
~vibra tion frequency under tes ing . I . e . , a parameter of 
~ fs/ft=8620 1s ~sed in the following sinusoidal wave 
~gene rato r . A chase parameter is added s o t~a~ he wave has 
the same phase as t ha of the vibration (600 is used here ) . 
for i=1 : 50000 
v cos(i)=0.02*(1+cos((2*3 . 14/8620)*(i-600))); 
end 
*Miz he Lhermal signal wi t h he read back signal from the 
~vibrat i on test1ng . 
v=v r+v cos ' ; 
num=S OOOO ; 
tSi~nal proces~iny starts . 
plo:=(v) 
';,:;pause 
m=2*25 0 ; ~usi ng a 50 0- order FIR fil te r 
':;Generate the parameters of t he bandpass FIH filter 
B=fir1 (m , [200/fs 2*ft/fs]) 
%Fi ltering the mixed readback signal 
x=ze ros(length(B) , 1) ; 
for k = l : num-m-1 
[x , y(k) ] =a rma(v (k) ,B ', x , O, m) ; 
e nd 
%Plot the processed signal 
y1(1 : num- 2m) =y(m:num-m-l) ; 
plot (y1) 
%plot(y) 
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7.1.5 PWSO parameter estimation software 
The following Mathcad software is used in Section 5.2.3. 
7.1.5.1 Estimation using an isotropic (1, -1) recorded sequence 
//******************************************************************** 
Ill PWSO parameter estimation using an isotropic (1, -1) recorded sequence 
V******************************************************************** 
w = 1.0 //Here w represents PW 50 
Ah := 1.0 
t -- IO·w, 9·w .. IO·w 
//The transition response is 
I I h( t, w) --·---
w ( 2· t / 
2 
w 
//Generate an isotropic I, - l input series: 
b0 := 1 j := O .. tsoo 
//Obtain transition sequence of the above input series: 
a0 := I i := 1.. 1500 
·- (bi - bi- 1) 
a . . - -'------'-
1 2 
//a_i is the transition series read back from the disk. We divide by 2 to make the series 
//be l ,- 1 as well . 
/IT is the recording bit period. When simulating isolated read-back pulses, T should be 
//selected much larger than PW _50 (e.g., 20 ti mes PW _50). In that case, there will be no 
//inter-symbol interference in the readback signal. 
T := 20 
w := O.OST 
//Storage density (or bit density) is wiT. 
t := O,O.OST .. 4·T 
//Note: here the sample rate is 1/(0.0ST) 
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//Generate timing jitter and PW _ 50 variation noise 
j := 0 .. 1500 
.1tj := md(0 .25 T) - 0.125f 
L1wj := md(0.25 T) - O. I25r 
k = 50, - 49 .. 50 
I/ Theoretically, k should be from -infinite to +infinite, but because h(t-kT) will be 
//decreased to nearly zero when k> I OPW _50, so it is enough to choose k _min<-
//(lOPW _50+t_start) , and k _max>( 1 OPW _50+t_ end), where t_start and t_ end are 
//integers defined by the simulation range of t. 
liThe readback signal with all sorts of noises (including timing jitter and PW50 
variation) can be written as: 
z(t) :=I[ ak+SO·h[ t - k·T - (6.tk+so), w + (6.wk+so)]] + (md(O.I·A) - 0.05A) 
k 
//Note: In the above expression, h(t-kT) is associated with a_ k+50. We use this 
//expression because the subscript can not be negative. 
//Following is the PWSO parameter estimation. From the following simulation, we 
//found that when P=0.20, the estimation process is very quick; when P is smaller, the 
//convergence speed gets slow; when p is bigger, the estimation has overshoot so the 
//actual convergence speed is also getting slow. 
L := ll ·w 
k := 0, l.. 1500 
Pw := Pw0 +- 0.5-T 
p .... 0.20 
w +- HH 
k l ... 0 
for 1.:1 e 0 .. 1000 
'kl <- ' 1kl +- 0 
for me - L.. I. 
xl <- xl +a shift ·[-
1
- ·--
1
-l ol ol - kl - m+L Pw > 
kl I + _(2_·m)_-
(Pwkl)1 
'icl .... 'kl - \ I 
for 111 e - L .. L 
k l <- k l + I 
Pw 
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//The simulated readback signal is shown below: 
L0.202, 
0.2 
z( t) 
0 
L- 0.19.,-0.2 L._ __ ....J._ _ _j_ __ ___Ji_ __ ..L_ _ __:__j_ __ ___J ___ ..J.__ _ ___J 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
LO, 
k3 := 0 .. 1000 
PW50(k3) := PwkJ 
//The PW50 estimation process is shown below: 
L2.074, 
J r-------,.-------.-,------.-,------,-------, I 
---
PW50( k3) 
11- -
l L0.5, 0 L..-------~ 1 ______ __._1 ________ ....__1 ______ ....___ ____ ___, 
.40, 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 
LO, k3 3 J x10, 
//Ifthere is no noise in the readback signal, the PW50 estimation process is shown 
//below: 
2F=-----.,-------.,-------.,-------.-, -----. 
PW50(k3) I - -
L0.5, 0 '--- ----'' -------'I ___ __ I.__ _ __ __JI.___ _ __ __. 
0 200 400 600 800 I 000 
LO, k3 
7.1.5.2 Estimation using a random bits recorded sequence 
3 J xiO, 
~******************************************************************** 
Ill PWSO parameter estimation using a r andom bits recorded sequence 
~******************************************************************** 
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/ffhis software routine is the same as that listed in Section 5.2.3.2 except the input bit 
//sequence used for the estimation, which is a random bit sequence. Thus here we only 
//l ist the different parts of the routine. 
/ffhe following part is used to generate a Pseudorandom Binary Sequences (random 
//data bits) being written on the disk. Note the value selection of a I to a5. The 
//theoretical basis is: 
I/ x(k +I)= 
11 y (k) = (0 
a = Int- O 
xl0+- I 
x2o+- I 
x3o+- I 
x40+- I 
x5 .._ I 
0 
a I+- 0 
a2+- l 
a3+- 0 
a4+- 0 
aS<- I 
a, .. 
I 0 · ·· 
0 
0 ···0 
0 
for ji E 0 .. 1500 
an 
0 0 
0 0 x(k) 
0 
l)x(k) , y(k) is output. 
xi +-- if(\ jfi jfl jffa t-xl =a2·x2 0 l) =a3·x3 0 I) =a4·x4 0 t) =a5·x5 0 t) 
m + I \ \ \ m m' ' m' ' m ' ' m ' ' 
x2 <- xl 
m+ l m 
x3 +-- x2 
m+ l m 
x4 + 1,_ x3 m m 
x5 <-- x4 
m + l m 
b <- x5 
m + I m 
m+- m+ I 
a 
//Note: b_m is the written magnetic cells and a_m is the transition sequence. 
/ffhe PW50 estimation process is shown below: 
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.2.056, 
)~------~, ------~,--------,~------~, ----~ 
PW50(k3) 
If- -
,0.5, O L_ ______ ....... I ______ ___,I _______ .L.-1 ____ ....... 1______ ____, 
0 200 400 600 800 I 000 
k3 3 J xlO, 
//If there is no noise in the read back signal, the PW50 estimation process is shown 
//below: 
2~------~, ------~,------~, ------~, ------, 
PW50(k3) I - -
,0.5, 0 L,_ ______ L._I ______ L--1 ______ .1..__ I ______ _LI ______ ~ 
0 200 400 600 800 I 000 
k3 3 J x!O, 
7.1.5.3 Tracking property of the parameter estimation method 
This software routine is used to study the tracking property of the parameter estiation 
method. 
fi********************************************************************+ 
11 Estimation with varying PWSO parameter 
//******************************************************************** 
//The transition response is 
I I h(t , w) --·----
w (2·t)2 
1+--
2 
\V 
d - I 8 J 
dw h(t ,w)=[ w'(l + 4 :,) l + [w' (I+ 4 ~:) ' ] t 
//The following part is used to generate a Pseudorandom Binary Sequences (random 
//data bits) being written on the disk. Note that b m is the data bit sequence, 
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//a_m+ l=((J-2*b_m+l)- (J-2*b_m))/2 is the transition sequence (divided by 2 to make 
/lit a I , 0, -I series). 
a· - m ~ 0 
x~~ I 
x30 ~ I 
x40 ~ I 
x50 ~ I 
al ~ 0 
a2 ~I 
a3 ~ 0 
a4 ~o 
a5 ~ I 
for jl e 0 .. 20100 
xi 1 ~iflifliRiflaJ ·x l =a2·x2 ,O,t)=a3·x3 ,O, t)=a4·x4 ,O, t)=a5·x5 ,0,1) ~ 'l'l'l'l m m m m m 
x2 1 ~xi m+ m 
x3 1 ~ x2 m+ m 
x4 ~ x3 
m+l m 
x5 
1 
~ x4 
m+ m 
b I~ x5 
m+ m 
2 
m ~ m+ I 
a 
f(f is the recording bit/symbol period. When recording density wrr gets high, there will 
//be inter-symbol interference in the readback signal. 
T := 1.0 
w := 2.0T 
//Storage density (or bit density) is wrr. 
t := 0, O.OS T .. 40 T 
/!Note: here the sample rate is 1/(0.05T) 
//Generate timing jitter and PW _50 variation noise: 
j := 0 .. 20 100 
L\tj := md(0.2ST) - 0.125f 
L\wj := md(0.2ST) - 0.125f 
k =- 50,- 49 .. 50 
I/ Theoretically, k should be from -infinite to +infinite, but because h(t-kT) will be 
//decreased to nearly zero when k> 1 OPW _50, so it is enough to choose k _min<-
l42 
//(IOPW _50+t_stmi), and k_max>( JOPW _50+t_end), where t_start and t_end are 
//integers defined by the simulation range of t. 
/(fhe read back signal with all sorts of noises (including timing jitter and PW50 
variation) can be written as: 
z( t) := L[ ak+SO·h[ t - k-T- (t. tk+so) , w + (t.wk+so)]] + (md(0.025A) - 0.0 125) 
k 
//Note: In the above expression, h(t-kT) con·esponding to a_k+50. We use this 
//expression because the subscript can not be negative. 
w:= 2.0T 
L:= 11-w 
k:=0, 1 .. 20 100 
a_shift k := ak 
//In the following, the PWM50 parameter varies in sinusoidal wavefo rm at a frequency 
1/of O.OOOI *bit-rate (Hz). 
rw := Pw0 .- 2.0 T 
p <- 0.20 
kl <- 0 
k_sam ..._ I 
for k2 e 0 .. 20000 
rkl ..- rlkl +- 0 
for m e c-t i- kl·k_sam - 0.5) - L.. cc1~kl ·k_sam 0.5) ... L 
rlkl <- rlkl • ,_shiftm•l·r I I I l 1· lmd!002~ - 00 1 2~ ~ • I Osin[n 14159(m • LI- J [ 2·(k samk l - m • Alm oL.)] 
IQIJOO I • - -
[ ~ • 1 0•in[2-3.14159( m . l l ~ ~·~Jr 
'1<1<- ·~, +-0 
for m e ctil( kl ·k_sam - 0 5) - L. cti~k l ·k_sam - 0_5) + l 
' ~I +- ·~1 · a_sh•ftm• L[~ 1 2] kl 
1 
, (2·(k sam·kl - ml) 
(P~~~~~ 
<kl <- ' <I \1 
~·kl t I t- Pwll t P·ckl \d 11t1 t-- 0 
fur m e cctklt l k_sam - 0.5) - L cci-kl·k_sam - 0 .5) t L 
kl t- kl t I 
Pw 
7.1.5.4 PWSO estimation using readback signal of real hard disk drives 
a********************************************************************* 
11 T his is the mathcad software routine that is used to estimate the PWSO 
11 parameter from the readback signal of real hard disk drives. 
a******************************************************************** 
//"outest_50k_ l .pm" is a data fi le obtained by using the Lecroy oscilloscope from a 
//Quantum_ ProDrive LPS- 170M hard drive. The sample rate is 500MHz/s. 
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//In the estimation algorithm, the recording bit rate of the hard drive is used as the 
//sample rate. Timing is determined offline within the software routine .. 
A := READPIU{"outest_50k_ l.pm" ) 
A:= submatrix(A ,2, K,O, I) 
t := A ( t) 
V:= A <t> 
K :=last( I) 
//Part of the readback signal is shown below: 
k := 4500,4500 + I .. 7000 
.0.255937, 0·26 
0.255 
" k 0.25 
0.245 
.4500, .7000, 
//The following part of the readback signal will be used for the estimation of PW50. 
//Th.is is because the timing can be determined much easier, and this part of the signal 
//will be used repeatedly for the estimation. 
k := 4993.. 6557 
.0.255937,0·26 
" k 0.25 
A f1 11 11 
V V V V 
I 
h 
I 
' y y V. V v
1 ~ 'VA: AV A:~ 
.0.24 106~.14 '----L---L---..L--_ _L._ _ _L._ _ __,___ _ __._ _ __._ _ _, 
4800 5000 5200 5400 5600 5800 6000 6100 6400 6600 
.4993, k .6557, 
//From above, we can see that the recording bit-period is about (6557-4993)/34/2=23 
//times the sampling period of the oscilloscope, i.e. the bit-rate is f_b=500/23 MHz = 
//2 1.74 MHz 
//Get the average value ofthis part of signal: 
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v _average := v _average ~ 0.0 
for k2 E 4993 .. 6556 
v_average (- v_average + vk2 
v average 
v average ~ 
- 6557 - 4993 
v_average = 0.2491369853 
/ffhe following part is used to see how good the timing is. Note that the timing accuracy 
//can not be better than the sampling period of the ocsilloscope, i.e., 2 ns. 
a_p := for kl E 4993, 5016 .. 46000 
kl - 4993 k ~---
23 
a_pk ~ I if vk l - v_average > 0.002 
- I if vk l - v_average < 0.002 
0 otherwise 
a_p 
k := 0 .. 60 
A k ~ 
//From the above plot, it can be seen that the timing is pretty good. 
/ffherefore the same timing is used for the readback signal r_r in the following: 
r r := for kl E 4993,5016 .. 46000 
r r 
k ~ k! - 4993 
23 
/ffhe following r_amp is the average amplitude of the above part of the readback signal 
11 (66 transitions). 
r_amp := r_amp ~ 0.0 
for k I E 4993,4993 + 46 .. 6557 - 46 
r_amp ~ r_amp + (vk l+23 - vk1) 
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r_amp = 0.0064980758 6557- 46 - 4993 ----- =33 
46 
//The following r _p _average is the average value of the above timing sampled read back 
//signal (68 transitions). 
v_p_average := v_p_average ~ 0.0 
for kl E 4993,4993 + 23 .. 6557- 23 
v_p_average ~ v_p_average + vk l 
v_p_average ~ v_p average 
68 
v _p _average = 0 .249007220~ 
6557 - 23 - 4993 
-----=67 
23 
//The following is making periodical extension to the readback signal of the 68-
//transition sequence in order to be used in the PW50 estimation. 
r r ext := for k2 E 0 .. 99 
for kl E 4993,5016 .. 6557 - 23 
kl - 4993 
k ~ + 68·k2 
23 
r r ext 
r r ext 
//From the following plot, it can be seen that the above periodical extension action is 
//correct. Part of the extended read back signal is displayed below: 
k := 0, 1.. 2·68 - I 
,0.255937,0•26 I I I I I I I 
r_r_exlk0.25 18111 Nil 
,0.241437.() 24 ~. I I I I I I I I I I 
0 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 
,0, 
//From the above readback signal, the transition sequence has been known as the 
I /following: 
a l0 :=- I i := 0 .. 10000 
a l. 1 := -al. 1+ I 
140 
,135, 
//Note the value of parameter L should be selected big enough, usually L> 1 O*PW50. 
L := 20 
k := 0 .. 10000 
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// For the PW50 estimation algorithm to be performed, the amplitude of the isolated 
//readback signal needs to be known. This is a fixed value for a given hard disk dtive. 
//assemably. For the disk drive used in the experiment, this has been measured to be: 
r_amp := 0.0065 
/frhe PW50 estimation is performed below: 
Pw := Pw0 0.5-T 
p +- 0 5 
kl +- 0 
for k2 e 0 .. 2000 
ekl <- rll - "Id 
Pwkl + l +- Pwkl + ll ekl xdlkl +- 0 
for m e - L.. L 
kl +- k l + I 
Pw 
PW5(Xk3) := Pwk3 
//The PW50 estimation process and result are shown in the plot below: 
.0.80306 7 1943, 
0.8 
0.7 
PW50(k3) 
0.6 
0.5 
100 200 
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300 
k3 
400 500 600 
.600, 
7.1.6 Flying height control simulation software 
The fo llowing flying height control simulation software wri tten in Matlab is used in 
Section 5.4. 
~ ----------------------------------- - ------- ------------
~PID control of flying height (varialion) . 
%A PI compensator here i s used eo compensa~e the highpass 
%fi lter , and the compensa tion is designed to be not full to 
%ref l ect the robus ness of ~he controller . Another two lead 
%compensators are used to compensate t l1e second vibration 
%mode (the first mode is corrpensated by the PID 
%con troller) . 
%-------------------------------------------- - -------------
echo o ff 
c lc 
e lf 
echo on 
pause ~ Strike any key to con inue . 
% Assume the plant has two vibra~ion m~de , one from the 
% suspension arm, another f:om the slider ' s air bearing . 
% The third term is the highpass fil~er of the AEM . 
~ The transfer function of the plant now becomes : 
'1, bl b2 s 
~ H(s) = - ----------- ---- --------- ----- -----------
a1 2*0 . 017*95 0 ; b1 
num1 = b 1; 
d e nl = [ 1 a1 b1] ; 
H1 = tf( num1 , den1) ; 
902500 ; 
pause % Press any key to continue 
a 2 = 2* 0 . 058 *45000 ; b 2 = 2025000000 ; 
num2 = b2 ; 
d e n 2 = [1 a2 b 2] ; 
H2 = tf(num2 , den2) ; 
%Single pole of the highpass fil t er a 
%may be as large as 125000 
H3 = zpk(0 , -32500 0 , 1) 
s + a 
325000 , tolerance 
%We use a n inverse filter to ry to compensate this 
%highpas s filter , and assume we failed o make a full 
%compe nsation by using the following lag compensator : 
% s + 200000 
%compen sator Gl = ------------
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s 
G1 zpk(-200000 , 0 , 1) 
~A.Je use dl~':;:her t'l'l') lec:t....l compen sator~ : 
::.; ... b3 
.. 
V 
;·. G3 
s . 20 ... b3 
.s - b4 
b3 
b4 
G2 
0 . 5*45000 ; 
10*45000 ; 
zpk(-b3 , -SO*b3 , 1) ; :if 50 is c hanged to a bigger 
tvalue , t heoreticd~ly t he resu:~ 
~wculd be even be_ter . 
G3 = zpk(-b3 , -50*b3 , 1) ; 
H=H1*H2*H 3*G1*G2 *G3 ; 
~ K 1 
t-PID controller : PID=-- -(Tds + 1) (s + ---) 
s Ti 
%~e se: Ti = 20*Td 
~s=zp~( ' s ' ) ; ~his doesn ' : war~ for Ver5 . : , so has :o be 
changed as below : 
s=zpk(O , [] , 1); 
K=1 . 0 ; Td=O. OOOS ; Ti=20*Td ; 
PID=K/s *( Td*s+1 . 0)*(s+1 . 0/Ti) ; 
o loo p = H * PID; 
-Lets see how the trequency response has changed . 
:The open-loop ~esponse with the compensator is the sol~d 
~llne : 
bode ( H 1 ' -- ' I oloop , ' - ' ) 
pause * Press any key to continue . . . 
clc 
~Now let ' s ry the root locus again with our compensator 
rlocus(oloop) ; sgrid 1 set(gca , ' xlim ', [-10000 1] , ' ylim ', [ -
10000 , 10000]); 
pause ~;; Press any key and then choose a point on the plot 
[k 1 poles] = rlocfind(oloop) ; 
echo off 
fprint f ( '\n ' ) ; 
disp([ ' You c hose gain : ' 1 num2str(k) ]) , 
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fprintf{ ' \n ' ) ; 
disp{ ' Yielding closed-loop poles at :' ) 
echo on 
damp{poles) ; 
% Let ' s f -·qa the closed-l, •op sys1:ern so th;~: '.-J e ,:an analy:3e 
%t he desi.-Jn . 
k = 3 . 9591 * 100000 ; 
c1oop = f eedback{k*oloop,1 ) ; 
% These eiqer1val ues should match the ones you choose . 
% Closed l0op eigenvalues 
damp{c l oop ) 
pause % ?te5 s an y key to conL i n ue 
~Plot the c:osed-loop step response 
% step(c loo~J , to see any part of the step response , we use 
%the fo llcwi.ng instruction : 
s t e p{cloop , 0 : 0 . 0000 1: 0 . 03) ; 
pause t ?Less any key after Lhe plot ... 
clc 
%Let ' s now loo k at the r obustness of he control sys tem . 
%The most common classical robustness cri;:eria are the gain 
%ma rgin and phase margin . Use the function MARGIN o 
%comput e these margins . 
~ First f orm the unity- feedba ck open loop by connect ing our 
%designed system with the gain k selected in the above . 
%k = 3 . 9 591*10 0000 ; 
olk = k* o l o op ; 
%Comput e the gain margin Gm , phase margin Fm (in degrees) , 
~and the corresponding crossover frequenci~s Wcg and Wcp 
%(in radians/sec . ) : 
[Gm , Pm,Wcg , Wcp] = margin( ol k) ; 
Margins = [Gm Wcg Pm Wcp] 
% The gai~ margin in dB is : 
20* l og10(Gm) 
%Pl ot Bode plot with margins 
margi n { olk ) , 
pause % Press any key a f ter Lhe plot ... 
%Now we check the tracking property of the system . 
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~Plot dis ~rba~ce input curve ana pieza film actuate: 
~ou put curv<::: eo corr;~>are ::ne Gifterence (u.is is no_ 
..,. ecessary n·:.·..;l . 
f= l OOO ; 
t=0 : 0 . 001/f : 4/f ; r=sin(2*3 . 14159*f*t) ; 
[ y , tl ] =lsim (cloop , r , t) ; 
plot(t , r , tl , y) ; 
pause ; 
~Now , let ' s see ~he head-dis~ spacing output (or variation) 
tin response tc a sine wave dist..1rbance inptr in the 
~teadback servo control system . 
disturb_ sys = feedback(l , olk) ; 
~ For a lOOOH= disturbance signal : 
t =0:0 . 00 1 /f : 20/f ; r=sin(2*3 . 14159*f*t) ; 
[e , t l] =lsim(disturb_sys , r , t) ; 
~the error c1.trve is : 
plot(t , r , tl , e) ; 
echo on 
pause % Press any key to continue 
ft For a 200CHz d~scurbance signal : 
f=2000 ; 
t=0:0 . 001/f : 20/f ; r=sin(2*3 . 14159*f*t) ; 
[e , tl]=lsim(disturb_sys , r , t) ; 
·the error cur?e is : 
plot ( t , r , t 1 , e) ; 
echo on 
pause % Press any key Lo continue 
~ For a 5000Hz disturbance signal : 
f=SOOO ; 
t=0 : 0 . 001/f : 20/f ; r=sin(2*3 . 14159*f*t) ; 
[e , tl ] =lsim( disturb sys , r , t) ; 
~-the error c11rve ~s : 
plot (t , r , tl , e) ; 
echo on 
pause % Press any key to continue 
% For a 500Hz disturbance signal : 
f=SOO ; 
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t=0 : 0 . 001/f : 20/f ; r=sin(2* 3 . 14159*f*t ) ; 
[e , tl]=lsim(disturb_sys , r , t) ; 
:,::.hf::: er:cor --urve is : 
plot(t , r , tl , e) ; 
echo on 
pause % Press any key to continue ... 
% Please take down the va=ue of k : 
" "0 ~"Je have kncwn k=3 . 959: - :ooooo , 3 . 3264*:00000 , e~c . are 
o Y... 
c l c 
k = k 
o l k k* o l oop 
echo off 
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7.2 Readback Signals and Under Different Vibration 
Frequencies 
Figure 7- 1 shows the plotted readback signal under the fo llowing condition: the 
vibration frequency is I 0300Hz, the acceleration is 20g, the sampling frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7- 1 Readback signal under I 0300Hz vibration. 
Figure 7-2 shows the plotted readback signal under the fo llowing condition: the 
vibration frequency is 9800Hz, the acceleration is 23 .6g, the sampling frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-2 Readback signal under 9800Hz vibration 
Figure 7-3 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 8030Hz, the acceleration is 17.2g, the sampling frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-3 Readback signal under 8030Hz vibration 
Figure 7-4 shows the plotted readback signal under the fo llowing condition: the 
vibration frequency is 5800Hz, the acceleration is 19.2g, the sampling frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-4 Readback signal under 5800Hz vibration 
Figure 7-5 shows the plotted readback signal under the fo llowing condition: the 
vibration frequency is 5300Hz, the acceleration is 85.6g, the sample frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-5 Readback signal under 5300Hz vibration 
Figure 7-6 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 3900Hz, the acceleration is 9.2g, the sampling frequency is 
25MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-6 Readback signal under 3900Hz vibration 
Fi!,TUre 7-7 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition : the 
vibration fi·equency is 3440Hz, the acceleration is ll .6g, the sampling frequency is 
50MHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-7 Readback signal under 3440Hz vibration 
Figure 7-8 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 1300Hz, the acceleration is 19g, the sampling frequency is 
I OMHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-8 Readback signal under 1300Hz vibration 
Figure 7-9 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is I 180Hz, the acceleration is 6 1.2g, the sampling frequency is 
I OMHz, and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-9 Readback signal under 1180Hz vibration 
Figure 7- 10 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 523Hz, the acceleration is 5.3g, the sampling frequency is 5MHz, 
and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-10 Readback signal under 523Hz vibration 
Figure 7- 11 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 160Hz, the acceleration is 3 .4g, the sampling frequency is 1 MHz, 
and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7 -ll Read back signal under 160Hz vibration 
Figure 7-12 shows the plotted readback signal under the following condition: the 
vibration frequency is 45Hz, the acceleration is 3.9g, the sampling freq uency is 500kHz, 
and the number of samples is 50000. 
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Figure 7-12 Readback signal under 45Hz vibration 
By applying the same signal processing method described in section 5.2. 1 to the above 
readback signals, the extracted envelopes of the readback signals by using a 500-order 
lowpass FIR filter are plotted in the figures below from Figure 7- 13 to Figure 7-23. 
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Figure 7-13 Extracted envelope of the read back signal under I 0300Hz vibration 
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Figure 7- 14 Extracted envelope of the readback signal under 9800Hz vibration 
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Figure 7-15 Extracted envelope of the read back signal under 8030Hz vibration 
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Figure 7-16 Extracted envelope of the readback signal under 5800Hz vibration 
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Figure 7- 17 Extracted envelope of the readback signal under 3900Hz vibration 
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R.eal- ·rin1e Method to Measure I J~ad [)isk Spacing 
\fariation lJnder Vibration (~ onditions 
Ahnratf-TitNe n;·,ulback slanal dtt«-tlon mtthods U i! prt'-
srntcd fCtr 1'\'al-timt> head dltk S(ta~:lna uriatlon mtatUn.'Ut~l 
under •·ibratlon con.Jitiun\. Tbt propo4td .l'' 'll'r.n jlarllmttrr 
t.Jtimlltion ntrthod b not ITslrk-t~l by the iwlatt'd rratlback pub• 
d~n11l n>q·uiNm••nt 1111d, thut", can lw u~d for spadnl( 'ariation 
m~asul'\'ment In no.rmall~ opt'raltd hanl ditk drh~. ~puiaUy for 
lo\\·-frequt'Dey •·arillliuiU. Tht lhtrntal tlgnal dttretion mt(bod, 
on the other sld(!>, 11 mm"t' effedln '•r hlah·frequ<>nc~· ipadnl 
vari:dlon mi!IIIUR'mt'nl. Antjtlltudt drltdion l(iua a rou~th but 
dmplt· "a~· to stud~ lht· htoatl dhk 1p11rlna ch•nK?· TheoR'tlcal 
•nal~·sls and n~rimcntal r~ulb arr W\'t'fl to llhutmto tht 
• ITkth'f'D!S'f of tbt· mdhnd1. 
InJ.-x Terlfti-tl~lnaiK>iaht. banl dh1k drh'C), hr:ad di11k tpadng 
uri11t1on, rcnl-thnc mclnurcm~llt. •·ibration. 
I IN I IIDI)t!<:ilnN 
I N HARD dtsk dm cs. one. of the most crillcol and eH'ccti\""e parameters in im: rc<L~ins an.'.lll density i.~ tJ1c flying l ~>:.isht 
or spacing bctw~cn the n:ad-\\ rite head and the n:wrding disk 
medium. Smcc l'liJO. fl~ing height has bc..:n wdua:d fTom above 
I.W nm to under 20 nm for the h:ading-(.xlge pmducts of the 
magnetic reco rding industrY. Although it is very desirable to 
reduce the head-di sk ~1mcing or nymg h..:ight lo 111Cn.'ll.o;c the 
rccordmg arc:·ll d'-·nsliY, head tli.sk conl:lct is umbmablc during 
disk opcrnllon sincl: that \\ill dclcriomtc the tribological pcr-
fonnanc.: of tJ1c h .. '.ad disk intcrfdCe and its rcliahility In vibm-
IJon conditions. au bcanng reso nance will be pnlduccd m a hard 
disk dri\'c . ·n1is resonance" ill cause head d1sk Sl>aclll£ o r flying 
height fluctuarin n, which will mducc modulation nf the n:ad-
back signals due to the lt'flJCing loss Ill NO thul incrca..~cs !be 
bit-crmr-mrc of tJtc rcud channel. llwrefo n:, 1t 1s \ 'Cl)' impor-
tant and ncccssa•~· to make fl'<ll limc m.msurcmcnt of head disk 
spacing \·ariation in working dt!'Jt drt\C!I. This mc.asurumcnt \\ill 
be use<! hoth fo r anal ys•s of disk dri"-e opcrution frulurc rutd real 
time !lying tl'.:ight \ anat icm contml. Olltical intcrfcmmctl) ha<; 
been the major mc.ans fo r the charactcnzation of this 1mmmctcr 
llom;\•er. in opticalmleric mmetry, a quartz o r g lass disk is oflen 
USL'Cf in place of I he. real mag,nctic disk to mcao;urc the hcad-di.sk 
spacing Wbtle this t. .. •chniqu.: can be ca~ily used to mcasun: th..: 
O~ing height a t the head co~tponcniiL'\"CI , it is impos~blc to use 
11 directly to mc.a:surc th..: fl, ing h.:ight on a scaled drive "nhout 
any modification. 
In thi$ paper, thrcc me thods arc prc~nteod for l'(.:nl· limc mea-
surement of head dis k stmcing variation under vibration con-
ditions. The~ nil use rcodback . igrutl5 from hard disk dri\'C!\ to 
Manwcnpl "'""""'"' t.t.' 1i.1l~ll. ' ~""'J l.:l•c'Ullr) ~6. ~!NB 
(tiA.- auLiruu an: \\ill> lh.: C.::nlu' luc kc!<cur~:h 111 inlumurl.iun S&ltl!j,'l: l ech· 
nniO~l}· !JnoH,NII) of 1'1) rn:>ulll. i.k>l•IL U K c·m~d a.ll· l cl pi ~ lnuUihAc·.UI. 
Di!;ilal ury,..,, hknli l;.,r Ill ! Ill</ 11 t.l1003.!11436 1 
H!!. 1. lx rimt•• ., ,,, 1'1 r·:, 11.: rut"' " rihlr •• ~ •h<rng k >.:t ut ..t'" (-lri4Jo :S 
I ::; f liJ4' J. 
derive the thmg hetght variation 'llt~.o•ctical illtalysis and ex-
perimental n:sults arc prnvidcd to iHustrJtc the cffl..'cti,·c•tes.., of 
these mcthoJ.s 
11 . /'11'·,, PAito\M t:l m EsiiMMJuN M1.111uD 
A. f~lm and F~l·inJ.! 1/dght 
lklow is a rational dc rinttion oflhc rl'lat10mhip bct\H.~n the 
A ·ing he ight dumgc and tlu.· pulsl' "idth 'ariatiun 121 A read-
back signal is shtJ\\ n in Fig I, \\hich is suppnsctllu be n.'3d had 
front a series u i isolah.'Cf ttansitions \\ riucn on the disk. 
The shape l)fL1us \\O\>cfomt \\ ill 11\: chaructcnu.xl h · its pulse 
widd\ r Jr.r ai .r pi:rccnt (-U)IJ ~ .r S .j.. (()I)) o f the ~ 
to base-line amplitude llte pul~ k•ngth at .r pcn:cnt is ll:llrt:· 
scntcd b~ /' LJ \\ hid1 i.s the length of tltc pul~ pmjcctl~d along 
the track . For u disk rntatmg at a velocity ,•• with rc1;~t to the 
head. f'/.:r "" 1'1"~1 ~ Wullace (1 1 dcmonstrah:tlth.utlhe mag-
netic spacing Ins!' can be rcpr.:scnt.:d by a nonc;:msal (no phase 
sbi1l) lm' -pass filter. who~ cutoff frcqucnc~ dt-cn:a5L'S \\ ith in-
Cn;a'iing flying hcig)tt . For an incrt-.a~ ~.t in the fly ing height 
d this " Sfmcing loss filter .. ha.s u tmnsfcr function /lr'w'agiv''tl 
by 
where). is tl1c '' a\ .:kngth along the track of a sinusoidal signal 
at an angular fn:quen1.1 w. l bis filter is appliL-d to the rcadbad 
signal at fi~ing height rf to oiTiw nt the signal at fl~ ing height 
tl + J.il 
For rmlscJ: with Lor..::ntzian ~hape, which is usuoll r a dose 
approximation of the n.·<ldback signal shape. it is not diflicult 
to ca lculate what haJ1pcns to the pulse width f<, r vary m~; fl> i~ 
h..:ight A Lorcnlzwn rcadbacok pulse is gin:-n hy 
(21 
1.1 . 1 "'~ Klc.\ 1 - 11:\. llc "''~ 111• •I> I • l \ U \" Kl l lL\11 IH:>l. ~1 ' \t'l'-•i '• \R I \ lt ' ' 
\\h<.:l'l: ,~. ·, is rh.: Jl\:ak :unplirudc lis Fourier rr.msfom1 ~ ~ 
r~ .d"" } dOtrii ·~Jj <.:.'( , ,, _ ~-IJ TI r~,~::.! 1. <J l 
Fllt.:r·ing th..: Lor..: nlzllln pul.s.: ofCJ b, the sp:King lo!>.~ fi ller of 
(lt produc..:s an ourpur puis.: "ho!.c J'ouri..:r uans form .r; 1 ... •1 is 
..:qual io tf1c pmrluc4 t1f 1-Jw) and !I I..JI 
f·:. t ~·I"" frt l i)I/'1 1"-JJ t!.~ l• [-('•t~·. , I ~~i) ~·IJ. (·f) 
Tmnsfurming J·;Jf,...•l back to the umc domam £ 1\t:S our Lht: 
Wallacc spacing lo!'s 11.:is htcd pulse 
rlfQ J 
,-fl) I "" ' , (5 ) 
I + ( ~I )-
'PW[,: 
,.,.·hich nlso has u Lon:ntzian shape .. A l...orentziilll pulse is oh\'1-
ousl · shape inmrillfl t uuder lhc Wullace head lllt:dllllll spacing 
loss 
l11e pulse wuhh nl 113lf max.imum value 110\\ h-.'Com..:s 
l'll'~ "" 17)1" +2~ (6) ,, 
or 
From this, " " rond udc Lhal a J)Ulse width mea:;urt:mcnt yields 
an incn::mcntal mca:;uf'l:.ment of tl~·ing hcight 1l 
B. Rcai-Timf! l'orameft•r F.sfimatlun.fvr PU ~ 
A similar melhod as described in PI is used h..:n: . 11 is well 
known thntthe wrih.::fn:ad Jlroccss in d1gital magnetic reconJing 
is generally modclcd as 
.ilfJI = L ttAJA.J - J,i'l + nJ.t I (8) 
.. 
nhc n: tit C {- !. I f is d1.: input sequence ; HI is rhc efllxtiw 
channel impulse (orclibit) rcsponw. ·r is the s ·mbol period, :111d 
niJI is the additi\C llOIRC 14 1. 151 Equi\'alcntly. the 1\.'itdback 
signal can be writl!:n as 
. Ill = L ~JrtJ. - 1\TI + nJ.ll (9) 
"hen: hi. 1 is the step or rrw1Si1Jon response und ift· is tlu: rr.ui-
sition !iC(Jucncc ¥ivcn b · 
t;.~=a~ - (J,_J··-~:e (-:.?. 0 .. 2}. ctol 
The trnnsition response is gc:nemlly approximDLcd b)· a 
Lorcntzian function gi~<cn ~ 
' "-~ l ell11_l - Pll'w -----
l + (rit·ur 
( 11 ) 
For a gin;n head-disk asSt."111bly, At\ i. a constant, which mu.sl 
be known in order to use thi5 t:!.ilimaoon me ll10d. In reaJ npplt-
cation or in calibration pmcess. this constam can be dctennincd 
from isolated teadback stgnal pttl!ld In ~Jimulation, it c;w be se· 
lecLt'd as a reasonable value. and here we set it to I An L'qlli\ a-
lent discrete time m odd of the storage chrumcl can be obtained 
by passing the readback sisn&l thmugh a matcln:d·tHtcr and u 
symbol-rate sampler_ The schematic d il\gram of the resulting 
2 
lrdnl1U(v-. rc..s('"'1i4. ,., 
a rul-dal nu~ l"trl 'n, l 
disc.n:tc flmc. s\ stem is s.IJOI\-11 in F1g 2. "h.:1e the n-'l!dbad 
sruuph: r~ is gn·cn by Tl ~ !ft-+ H~. ))' , and llf. denote si~nal 
and noise 5<1111pks. respccti~<c-ly 
l b c problem now lx.-.c:~mo.:s chllflltcl id ·ntilic.ation A s in all 
chanud itkntificalion meihods, it is assumed rlKif linear super-
position bolus for the chilJlnullo be t:slrmull:d for a Lorc:;J~t.z;ian 
s1ep ruspon!>c. since the transition response is a fb nclion of on!~ 
one. pararn~Jtcr. rhe d u111ncl identification rt:clucc. to eslimation 
of the /'lr:-..~ panunctcr, which is just wh.ar we m:cd. We use 
tllt! a.pprOOi:h based on minimiz.in• lhc error b;:tm:cn 'Y'r and the 
rucdicted channel output T.t. . wiili respect to I he desired pamm-
cllmi. r1. is gnrcn by 
.I.. 
.r~, = I:: l~.t - "'1·1,•!1 = c·r n,. (1.2) 
where Lis a int(..'!.!t:r \\hich should bt: sd~:cted large enough so 
rlml 1'1 /_ 1 is sntaii enough to be nt.-glcclcJ.. /3& is a vccror of 
lcuglh 21. + I containing lrru1sition scqu.:nce, and C is a n~tor 
of leng th :lL+ I containins cslimutcd slcp rus.pons.: coeflicmril~ 
which is gin:.n In· 
l 
l1 lll I "" 1,11._ 1 1 + (~) 
( 13) 
With / 11 l'·n as rhe only par.unNcr to b.: ·stimatcd. rh;:o ermr 
function is dt:frnetl as 
., ,. ., 
•1 ""'rr ... - C lh,l-. ( ! 4) 
Takin~ the dcri\'ativc of the ~.:Xpcctution of th~: error fum:hon 
\\'ith CC!iipect top = PWa;. \\'C obtain 
iJL" " ac-r ucr 
·y'1J = - :.1 - lS,lh-J t;l + :2----:~/;·l!JtlJT)C. ( 15) (}I~ f}J! !.IJI 
l11is de riniiivc is equal to :zuo for rh optima l value of~~ To 
obtuin an expression for ndapbvc or on-line cS(i maLion of i 1, \\C 
drop the C:\.'pcclauon in ( 15} \\ hidtthcn ,· ic ld~ 
ut' .. ( . ·T ) If!; I "" - 2 . Dp lh ~ . ( 16) 
l11is expression rt:pn:senl.s the gmdient of the error functiOn 
11. ith rcsp<.x:t to p. To foliO\\ the reaJ (optm1al) \ alue of / '1 hn-
the \'lilue of fJ should bo.: ch•tnged in the opr.osile d•rcctio11 of t he 
sradionf accorchns IAJ I he foliO\\ iJ1g t:qu.alaon 
r>1.k+ n- r-4.kl + t1 C 0; n,} r. cr1> 
li! ~ I R,\ 1. \ t:lln :-.s t ~ L ·r w '.11 .'. 1 ·.1 11!:-. • • . n \ l l 1.SI Kl011 > 1 ·, • . ' ~- ••• • J . _.. ' ·.1. ;nu.• 
\I hen: 1 IS tile step s iz·.: Tit.: upd~1!c pmc..:s~ <lf I he 1 :t!ue t' con-
tilllll.'S mll'il i1 corth.:rgel> to the renl 1 alue 
11 is "dl kiiCm n !h:tl hc<td d1!'k spacm;1 r h;lllg..: c;m b..: cx-
prcs,;~ J h~· Walln.cc ~pucmg, lf~s cquuiHln as I ! I 
' J ,\ • l ;'! .!• 
• i -•J, , ~ --,- .. u -
1
_ , 
:..Tt ; l ili I ( 18} 
\\ hew /:) tlu I ;uH.I l-.) ,·11 me amplitudes of lht• n:adh~k s1gnnl 
at sp~ing of ffi) and d n:sp< .. "Cii\ cl~. ,j _,,j, dcnole~ 1h-.: spacing 
change, and>. is the n:adback hannmuc ~\<11 clcngth TilUs. the 
flying height vuriahon r;an be dctt;mtim .. 'd h\ mca~urin '• the llfll• 
plttude of the n::.atlb:~d. signal lx;furu ctnd ;~Her tk change 1t 
must lx:- stre~s.."''lthnt { 181 i.s nut accurate for nuxkm disk dri\'C!' 
~cause: of the :tssulllfll.i<m.s bei.ng made in it:; dcri1 at ion prOC'\1~~­
ll~~:: refon: this 111\.' thoJ c;:~n only be used to tJnalitntil ·.:h cmlunte 
the head disk spncing clumgc. 
IV. T ! !l .k l>-L\ 1 SnNAJ. Dlm·rno!'- Ml ! i!Oll 
lbt: thcnn~l sign;tl tlymg height ddcc~ion method \\·liS pro-
posed in n:ccnl > car.s fur ml':'l.'>un:ritcnl of disk topugrnphy or 
d nan1ic flying hci£hl bY n.sing re-ad back signal~ fmm a magnc-
toresistivc (MR) or giant \fR (OMR} h~'Ud in :1 h:mi disk tlrive 
(6]- 191. C:lmngc.s m llymg height or head-disk spJcmgmoJulate 
both tht~ t.•twclopc of the rcndback signal and iL<> JJKan value. Two 
nomenc-latures. magndtc spacing and thcm1uJ spacing. an.: used 
here to danfy the stutcmc·nt. although both mt' Wl the srun..: t1ting, 
flyin~ height. The L·nvdop.: rclatL•S to lh~ 1mgm:tic spaci.ng and 
the mean valut: is a function of thermal spocing TI1e rhe nnal 
spaciJtg signtil is the rcsul: of Joult• lt<.:aring. 11,hcn:h\' some ofthc 
thennal energy gcne mlcd in the MR head diss•lu tes into the air 
fi.lm OCI\\ccn U1.: hc;td and disk Chru1gcs in hclld tl,·in£, hc tgbt 
alter thc hcatlmnsf.:r ;md hence the tcmpcratun: and rx:sistmcc 
of t.ltc MR ht'a.d Ahm.ham fol has shm1 n that the MR head 
\Oitnge 1csultin.~ fmm 1herm:a.l spacing can b£ appmximatt.•d as 
( 19) 
when; r·~I.Hl.ll is the .MR Hlliage due to its tcmpemrurc, J is 
tim~.: , Ch, and <1 an.· constants that dq11:nd on Lh-.: geometry and 
thcmml pruperti~;s of the MR dcm~:nt a.ud adjacent :o;hiclds. , is 
the temperature codllcicn! of rL!.fiistante for the 1\.f'R material. 
I and H an: Ute MR curtclit ruid ck'-'ctrical n:sisiMc..: 1\.~pcc­
tivcly, and ri is t.l1c head 1lisk spacing. From ( 19). 11 is ~~n that 
l111l tl r ing ht·ight can be dde m1in.:,J frolti the n11.;asurcd them1a.l 
l>ig:nnl. One th ing n<X•ds w be nu t«< is that many disl.. drives use 
an :mn•mounh;J d ect ronic module- cin::uit ry (AEM) "hich is 
used to ampli~ t..ltc hc>~.J oulpul sign;~! and LL.~Udlh· includo:s n 
high pass 111tcr llu~ Hhcr ptrtvidcs n nt'Ccssfity oc coupling: for 
the n:ad clmnnd but also t11tcrs oul the low fn:::qucncr com11tl-
ncnts and distorts the Lhcnnal si gnu.! . This fi ltc.rcan b.! generally 
n:pn.';\icnlcd b) a first ordcr appmxunation as 
J... ~r: 
11\l•• Ji.") :;:: 1\. I f'!•-- (10 ) 1 
· ·' · """··• ·~ j !'I 
where 1\ . .A:J.::u is the gain of the AEM at recording frcqm:ncic.-s, 
and •l is ih~; cut-<)ff frtXJUCncy of the high fNlSS filter Alth(}ugb 
an invcnre filter can partly com'd this di.~tortion. it is impo$sibli; 
3 
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for ~omc l<m fn:qm:nC) compon-:nts to be rcstmcd compktt.:l~·. 
lltercforc in this ea~, th~ thennal d..:tc.cl1on mdh<'d 1s suiutblc 
only for the mC.lsuremcnl of spacing \·ari:tlion :1htm: a n:rt:ain 
ch311ging rnte 
V. EXI·ERIMENT/\1. RJ-~1 1 1. 1 ~ 
A. t"' l ~ l'aramclt·r l:~rflmmirm Mcllu.d 
A la~c m11nh..:r of simulations :m: mad~.: h> L'\'a lualc !his 
method. In thc simulaJion, we found th at th.: testing dall! 
sequence d{lCs not nccd to lx: n~stri<;.tt:d to r..tr.dom-likc l ']JC. 
aii•<Hll: data s~qucncc can produce the same gl)ud rcsul! il!i wdl. 
·n,e !>"l.alic 1~rfunnum.-e of this es,timall(m mdlnxl i~ ~rfcct. I he 
[ 11V:n cOm'urg<.-s l o its fixed rual value " ithin a fc\~ hundruJs 
o f symbol E~riuds hm c withuut stulic error (or "ith \ery srnull 
negligible CrTI,II') Evt~ll thou¥.-h hl'l!\ r uming JiUcr llOISC and 
signal noise: l ' XISI. lhc correct \'aluc nm shll be J~.:tcnnined 
quic.lly. Fig J g ive!: a rcsult 111 \\ hich the nmdom timing jincr 
noise is 0 .25 T (7' is ihc s mbol period) and lln: random signal 
noise is 0.015 A L \ i"' the ;unplitudt: of the isolatcd rt.'.!ldlmck 
signal). Now we enllu.atc the d ·nanllc pcrfomlam:c n f the 
method In the follm\ ing simultltion, a pscuJo-rundom binary 
sequence data llit' rcnJ back from a ham Jisl dn'.: ·with a 
bit-rate of 100 t\<lbis A 0 5 T rnnd.om timing jil!cr 1101~ and u 
0.05-A random s1gual noi~ aru added The is mnde changing in 
a 10-kJ fz sintL~OHlal l\'11\·C' fo ml . Thl1 On-Jim: O.:Slmlalion rcsul! 
is shown in f ig. 4 Frum lh1s n::sulL it~~ st"CII that the maximum 
C;!Jiimntion c.rror i-s JQ~ ., oflhc p;;l.lk Pit w chang~. rrunr further 
.simulaLiQn, we f;mm.llh~.: estimahon crror l)ccom"'s ln~cr when 
the /'ll"i'it dtangcs <tuickcr (1 c: ., 1ho: estimator can not follow the 
r\:al !~W:.v change pmpcrly) In fact, the dymunic bd~,·ior of 
the c&imator has close rdatimtship \1 11h l11c bil-rate ofthc disk 
drive . The high'tr the bit-rate, the quicker the c.hru1gc dial the 
estimator can well track and e!ilim.atc. lk' samplin!_,l rate Qftbc 
C'$fimator i$ the bit•ralc, ovcr-~pling is not u!;Cd. Howc.\·cr, 
11 <1.1 RL U - Il\ 11· :on Il l 11' I• .\ U l:>l1RJo lfL'J>UI!->k ~1' 1''"" '• 1~ 1 \ 11 • 
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we do bclicv.: tlnt m L'r-samplmg can improw lh~ ~sl u nuror · s 
purformoncc if it can be implemented in real :1pphca1im1 A!i 
for dtc selection l) f ~ll: p size 1~ m (17), it is dl<lSt:n a.'l 0 .95. 
Too 1\lllall valu~ of r n::;ults in u slow C()nwrgcnoc SJ~"-~ Too 
big valnc n:lluhs m .·stimution OVCI'!)hOOt, which nlso llll'llns u 
slow c.onvcrgcuc.: •p."':d To have an ideo of ho11 much spacing 
variation "ill lx n:~uhL'tl from u /llw chang.: . nu .:'\ample 
is gi,·cn h~rc As.nun.: the bit-rate of tl1e hard J1 sk dri1 c is 
lOO Mllz \\htch means n symbol period of'[' ""' l~y-o;: s, the 
radius at the hcad pt}'ittion is 35 mm, and !h.: disk sp::·ed is 
5400 r/m, the n according to (7), a change ofT "" l•r "" :; wiU 
rusult in a SJ'klc1ng uu1ati ()n of1J9 nm. 
B. Amplllucle lJdcl'/um ,\-1 tlwd 
Expcnmcnt!< nrc nude to t:\<B.IUJ.ilc the amplitude dell:ction 
method Thu '\p.:nm.:nt!< nrc carried out b) mounting a com-
mercial hard disk tlm • nn an clcctro~ 'DWnic shaker (this disk 
driw u~-s non-1\IR ht:ads thun:foru no tl1cmmJ ~1gnal is ob-
- rv.:d) Read buck s1gnals under vibraf:ion conditinns are srun-
pled and stor'--d h, digital S10t:lSC oscilloscop.: ;tnd post pro-
CCSS('tf f1g 5 sho\\ ~ I h.: rcadhad signaJ from thc hard disk 
dll\•c I hut 1. 'ihrated \t:r1 ic.all · at n fre<Jucnc~ of .'i .ll kllz b\ 
the shaker The samphng rat · of the oscilloscope ts sdl:ctcd as 
50 Ml lz (nflcr mc-,asurcmcnt we know tbe bit-r.uc of the hard 
d1sk dri\-c is. 12.8 Ml lz) Simple signal processing method i ~ 
us.:d to obtain th.: amplitmlc modubnjoo envelope Fust the 
ruadback s:igmtl tlat.t arc Jlrocesscd by local rueu 1110\ in£ '''-
crnge ro get a full -wn'c rectified signal, Uten fol lm''-~ b) a linear 
phase IOW·fXL'iS f'IR filter to set the envelope 111<.: CUt-ilA' frc-
qucnc · of llic low-pas!> filter s:J1ou ltl be selected high enough 
(e.g .. 10 times the u!iCful fn:quuncy) so thnt all th e: useful sig-
nal wtll be attcnuntcd b~ tlu: same filter _g;~in f'ig 6 shO\\S tbc 
an1pli tudc signal .:-.:lr.lclcd after llie ~ig_ml l proccssm1' The FIR 
ftlll'r us.xl is a 6 l·tap lo\\ -pass fi lter w1t11 cut-off frcqucng of 
58 kllz. If de.<;if\.'d, 1J1e foll01ving mCWlS can oc us.;d to obtam 
better qunlity amplitude envelope s:ignals: a) increase the sam-
pling rate of the oscilloscope: h) i01:reasc the taps of tlu.: FIR 
filt.c.r. As s.t.awd earlier. the amplitude dclootiun method n m onh· 
p101"ide a rough evaluation of spacing variation. Simple s1gn3! 
pr()OC!j. in!::\ sJtould be fuir enough. From Fig. 6. it can be seen 
lhntthe maximum E' .. ,., ... l(lj( E',.-.IrloJ i$ ':J/1:~ ;::;; J.i!l Since 
the disk !iJXX-d is 6()00 r/min, the radius at the head posuion is 
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35 mm, and th..: bit-rdl.c of th..: hard disk drive is 12 8 Mllz., 
from (I X) th..: maximum spacing \'anation can h.: c~tlcu l atcd ns 
lfiO nm 
C. 771crnutl . 'ixiwl /)ctcc'IWII Metlr<Jcl 
Smcc no hard d1!J. dri\t: with MR hcuds 1s cu~TCnth· Q\ ail-
ablc in ilic Lab for tw.: 'ihratiun expe riments, tin: followmg 
simulntiun m'-'thoo is uS.t-d to dt:monstrui.C thu thermal dch:t:Lion 
method A ~muso•dal thcnnal signa l is gener.He<i b~ llie com-
puter. which is then miwd with the n:adb.ac.k signal obtamcd 
from the vibrntion npc.:rimcn! in la•1! subscct im1 l11c rus.ultcd 
!\.'ad back Si&ual is shnwn in Fig. 7, which contain. OOU1 the smu-
soidaJ tbcmud signal component and tu1 amplitude modulation 
llu:, c.'\tnlc~ iun of !11.: amphtudc envclupc has bt:o..'fl discussud in 
la'>1 suhscrtion To get tllc thennaJ signal out of it, a hn~nr phase 
lnw-raJ s :Ol-tap FIR fi lter with cut-oH· frcquen<:y of 5& kHz is 
tL<ied to the combined 1\.-adhack signal (a 201-tap FIR fi lter can 
also dQ tl1c JOb" 1t11 a httlc bit hcavicr noist• obserwd) l11c cx-
tmch.'d tll.:rmnl signal is shown in Fig. 8, from which 11 can be 
scc.:n that the !ilgnal is succcssfu ll rcslorcd From ( 19), it can tx.~ 
scent hat the s1hl£ing changu nnd Uac thermal signa.l changu ba\c 
a lin(.'<lr rclnlionshi p Titc cmlSLalll fitctor bct\\ccnthc 1\\o needs 
to be cahbrnu:d hdore tl1c rL'!ClJ nppliatt.ion. Thcnnal detection 
method 1s very promising tbr rcal·Lim' ltt-.ad disk spacing vari-
ation dcloclion. "'hich can be used m the actin: flying height 
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Tim.'C rcadback signal d..:-tt.:-clion mclhods ar.: dtscusscd for 
real-time mea'lurcmcnl ufln:ad di.sk s1~cing Yariahon under\~ ­
hraticm condilion.s. Diffcrunl from oilier / '11 ~~ mc.asun:nu:nt 
methods, the prnpo5cd JJWU> parameter estimati()n method is 
not rustriotoo by the n.:~tm rumcnr of an irolatt:d fl!lld lxtcl.. pulse 
sj~nnl. TI1us, 11 can b.: used for reaJ-tililc s.p~1c.: ,;ui;tli o n mill!· 
~"Urutncot in nonnall~ opcmtcd ban! disk dm~..-s lien\.:\ er, this 
111ethod is more clrectil'c for low fn.'-quvncy sp.:u:ing \11rintion 
conditions. Titcm1al si_gnal dct.ec.tiun mt.:th<xl. on dtc other stdc, 
i$ moru cffilctivu for high fruq~ocr !>pacing ' tuiatimt measure· 
nu:nl lbt:rurorc. by combining th~.o'Sc two detection methods Lo-
gcLLtt:r. n spacing 'nriation dctt'Ciion method forth · " hole frc-
quenc~· range t-ould be constructc-tl which has the pot..:nlial of 
being used in the acti\'1.' n ·ing hcight control II UI Titc nmtlli-
tud de tcc.tinnmcrhod gi' cs a rough but simple \\:t\' to stud' the 
hc.ad disk spacing cluUl •.: 
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4.1 LUI.:nlr ~ lluucnil~ . tJ .. 111 JY->11. "u.L"!i ourflf!pmcoorhot..-.uc-uor.<t>< ,,,., .• 
lrn.>Cup) 1-J<Jm I'J9.l an.J IW7. h: llnr~cd 111 llu: lrlll,.roiO!.ll•lll SI"'"~"' <hul.lp. 
l l!\ l3run of 11 .. -.:tn.:aJ f.ng.urccnng. !.-bndiC>1IT Un11cnol~ . K . rc><.q rt·bull!; 
.t ~'~ ubratrOJr .:0111ml uf nncnl<!'>.."t.' l~mucal ~lmrlun:s In 1'7"1{ , I~< n'l<!l<'l.llo 
Ill<' l \CNif} .,f [horn:•uth. ()t'\1111.. l '.K . L.:cn.m:r. auJ !hen"" Sm1w L~c· 
lur..-r. Lll tlttt C~lll« lor R..:s.c11n:h"' lnfcrmniJwo Slm•c.- lcclu~'- \\hcoc 
hl' h.1i cmttU1ue.d hu r c:.~--a rch mlo nucroac:lua)OrJ . uuc~,:~'"lU<X·'. ;s;r.J upllt..a l 
ln~J u-ll'1..1 1l.!h:OR 
'fn"D«' Doum41)• I<"CCI\£0 l i t<! fl '< lk •rr<· 111 ck~ln.:cul <II!!JI'Io."<llil;! '"'"' 1lrc 
Urnh:ri<l~ o f Salfurd. 11 K . lllllT ..:~<::nl -.; or• o! .. "'-~"1'1<,-,.·~ If> I he d<clrlllll<> 
rnJlb11~. ou bolto m Eun•1r unJ t:rrllt-.14 lkt,•,-.cow;l lh~ M Se •uJ Ph IJ '"'M"':' 
lttll'nlhe U.m ·n 1<11\ u ( l"l~ lltutllh. llo:, t iiL l K. 111 IIJ7S ~rnl I'J!I'I. t<'"t"I.:CLHI~ 
lie '-'M iljljl<lultcJ 10 tl n· I•'<'IUIIng ~tAi) ollht Unr•>:r" l' oll'h rn.rulb no 1'17f •. 
\\-ht:tC h.t.~ B Jr.;)\\. P•irR:tpttl Lt.:dut'-.'l and \\lrt c ht~ ~c!ln:h mkrtSU u td t.u .. k ..lt1a 
r ..-.tons and m...-1op11..~ :i)>h.'ln> 
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l J~ad- Disk Spacing \ la riat ion Suppression via 
Active Fh· ing I !eight C\H1trol 
.. '- <..-
Abu'tat·t-A 001 cl actin n~ing h~l~ht t'Ontrol n1rthocl b 
propost>d fur the ' UJlprt'ulon of bcad-dhk SJiaclnJ! \'ll ri.atlon In 
hard clhk drhYI under l h O<'k Ill' \·lbratloo t'Ondition~ TIIf' tllUIIIall 
lllllal dttt•ctlon method h Ulltd for 1'1.'111-tilll t> dllrh Ill loo of thl" 
tpacinll , ·ulatlon 'iJ.!natl for fl'O'tlba~k controL D sll(n dcllli!J of thc 
teno t•ontrol ~)Stt:ru :ar~ Rln~·n. Simulation 1"\.':iUIU uc prm·lded to 
demorutute the t•fft't'lhl"OU1 toftht> nwtbod. 
lmkx 7lmfls-Pecdback cootrol, fl)ln~ ht>.JJ!III. h:ard d isk dri•·c, 
hud-dlfk SJtlldnJ!. 'lhtt:ln= 'arlatitiD suppn.~tlon. 
I I kODC I( 1 10N 
T liE need fm ~\ cr-grualcr !iiOmgc ~pacit} l13s •~suited in the dnto-stnragc rt."<XIrding densi ties of magnehc hard disk 
driu:s (HODs) gm\\ in• at a rate of about 6<1"·o e\<:1)' year in 
the rasl dcc,a(k In order tu supfX>It these du' d opmcnts, wmi\ 
has IICCn undcrul....:n in p&allel to 1mprnv • th..: hl'.1ds. mcdin.. 
c.hanncl and tJicctromc!i llowt.'\ er, one o f the most critical and 
l!ffucti1cc parnm..:lcr'!' in incn:a.sing an.'fll dcns.it~ is the flying 
htJight or spacing bet\\1.~n lhe read-write head and tiH: recording 
disk medium Since I QC)Q, flying height has bocn n.xluccd from 
abon: 140 nm to under 20 nm for the lt:ading...:dgc products of 
the magnetic n.-cording induSI.r) h is cxpcct.:d t11atthc head-disk 
spacing "ill r~uc..: from the current value of lQ.o .. JO nm to a 
level of 5.._J(J nm. as lh..: technology mm1:-s from the cumnt 
I 0 Ob.lnr an:al densilv to b..:yond 40 GbJin:! an::al densi t of 
commcrc:aaJ hard disk dm-es h · the. year _(J041 1l In such a low 
ll ing h ·iglll condition, itlx."'Omes even more importantiO kt:..:p 
i11e head~isk !'IXteing mriatiou as SJ11llll M lJOSsi blc during disk 
op;:mhon. llus is lx1:aust the n mg height lnrintion "ill cause 
modulalion of th..: rcadback signal du..: to the spacin • lo&~ 121. 
thus mcrcasing the bat -error-rule uf the read d1annel Es1x..ocially 
in shock and ,-ibrntaon comlillons, then: tS a high JlOSSihdi t~· of 
undesirable head-di ·k rontacL 11hich w11l deteriorate tJ1e tribo-
logicaJ pcrfommnc..: ofth..: head-disk interface and its n:liabilit · 
Thcn:fon:, acti1c fl~ ing he1ght control as highly desirable for 
suppres ion of this spacing variation . The n:.asou whr there an: 
so f..:' rusults ru1d publications in Lhis an:a i.'i probably because 
of tJu~ ditlicult of real-tame dcwction of the flring hc•ght. or 
flymg lu:ight \aritalion in a r..:nJ 01~rating hnrd dtsk dri\ Ono 
t' / al. im·c~;,t igatod tJu: active actuation :Uld control of n nunm-
tunzcd SLI!ll~•uion structure in liDOs to n.:ducc h<:ad-da!ik fnc-
tion/wcar and suppn.-ss induced ' ·ibrations [31. Ho\\..:.~-er, ·moc 
tlu~ di!;Jllaccment of the head suspension ann is US(.-d fort he fc .. -d-
1\tanu...:rrrlrtveald M:r\ '!:'!. 2'H' I "'"..00 A uj,'llil S. :!OC'Q 
11..., aOllK!f • .uc \\ allolh: t.:nl o ~ lo>r l<.:srurdt t n lnformallt•a ' oraliO kdo· 
nolo,!) .\ 1Uh1•tl~ o l Pt~utAJUih. l"h:lurt U.K . (o:-tn!lol \IIJqi tn hllll llin:oub, 
"-h •l flll j!ol) UlUUih.ac ui.. I<.L hil t> cri.»>O.pl ru.ac ui.). 
0.~181 ObJ~clldo.:nhricr lll. t llt<J IIM.2002.111J7?...0 
hg. I I ka.J a.wanbl\ 111 IIDI>s \\tlh buuJ~"\1 ptcN lohn un ,,,_, ~c of lho: 
1U:opcr....on b.1oon 
lo~ 2 11\onl' lt:a~hl \:lii41Ulo ~LIJli iC>!<I Oil mcdconl>m 
back coni m I ~•gnul. th..:ir im csiJgahon f.1JI~ mlo l11e ac.t.i1 ll \ i-
hrntion control of the suspension am1 1L,;;clf. not lhe corllml of 
htad-dask spa~:mg vuriation. 
In th i.<; 1""1Jle r. a n.:nl-timc aclii'C con trol method is Jli'OilOSL-.d 
lo sup[lrt' s I he fl\ in.~ height ot lt ad~i~k spl-ICing vu.riallon, in 
which I11C thcnnal si.g.nal dctcctian method is u~ for recal-timc 
fl~;ng hci~hl yariation sagnal d~:riuation Simulation n:suJts are 
presented lu d.:monstml..: tJac ..:Aecti\ nc:t>s of I he mctJ10d 
IL IU.AL-l) M}. Hl·All-DISK Si~Ci t<tr VAklAllUI\' DH H .: IION 
SIN(J 11 .Rf\.W . SttiNAt MJ lllllD 
l11C tit ·nnal s1gn.al flying height d~~ctron method \\BS 
llmpost:d in recent ~cars lt .. ,as intend..:d for the mcasurcm<.>tlt 
of disk topogrul>ll\ or d ·nanuc flying hci~ht b ' det'-~Ling 
and proce. sing the rcudback signaJ from a mlltlncto-rcs isti\c 
(MR) or giant MR tGMR) !tend 111 a hanl di.~ dri1•c (41-161. 
C'hnnge.<; in nymg height or hl'-IKI-<hsk spacin,g modulate both 
the cnycJopc of the n:adback sagal!ll and its meruJ value. To 
chmfy the !'tntcmcnt, we usu 1\\0 nom..:nclaturus: liu1gnctic 
spacin • and thcnnal spacins. although both of them mea11 
the flying hc1 •ht or head-disk spacing While the cn\'elope is 
related to the magm:tac :o;pacing, the mc~sn \'alu~ is a fuJJction of 
the thennal spacin~ l11c thermal spacin • sagn.al IS the result of 
Joule heating. \\ hcreb\ some of the thermal ..:Dl' fiD' generated 
in the 1\.IR head dissipates into the air film between th head 
00 I !J.l Sb tCS 17 00 ' 2\li..Q fhl:F. 
6 
r 
anti J1sl.. Chun:tt.~s in hci.ld tl ying he i~ht alter the h~ut transt::r 
;:md h ne· the ll:mp~ratun: and n:sist.ance C1f the \I R hcod 
Abmham 141 ha.s sllm\ n that thl· MR he-at! \llltngc n:sulting 
from the thermal !:pacing can bL· nppmx•matcd a-. 
\\ hc:n: •'"11\1. ~ 1 ,11 is the :\I'R \Oitage due to w tcmpaalun:, is 
Lin1c, Cc and • ' ;trc constan ts that depend oo the gcom ·tn and 
thenmll prop<:rtics uf l11c f\IR .:kmcnl nnd adp!ccn! sludds. 1! is 
the tcmpi!ralun: cod licient of resist:mcc li1r dw \IR mal.eriaJ, I 
and ll are the \ 1 R current and electrical n:sis!a.ncc. n:spectivcl~ . 
and r1 i5 the head-d ·~k spacing or n i ng height From l l), it 
can be noted that tht• 0Hng height c.an be dctcnnin.:d fm111 the 
mca<,med themwl signal llowcvcr, " c mul>l note thm most tlisk 
driH!S use ann-mounted electronic module circmln ( EM) In 
amplify the ht.';l.d output :-.ignal ami u~ually include J high· pas 
ftlter. l be filta proHd~s the ncccssul)· ac coupling for the read 
channel, but also distorts d1e thcnna.l signal. 1l1is tiller can be 
~cncr.lll r rcpn:!'Cnted b\" a firsl-nrdcr oppro: .. imutinn as 
llu:,,t. l ~ 1\._u: J-·~-
.~+ (J 
''hcrc I ... :.Lt:.\1 i~ thc grun of the AEM nt n.-cordmg frcquencu.:s 
and is the cur-otr frequency of thc lugh11ass fi lter ·n1c AE~I 
out pur tgnnl •s tint. UK' com"Oiutioo of ~t'\Ln, .. ,, :1nd the irnpul~ 
I'CS110115C of Ulc fi lter thnt is given bY 
1'-tt.:.'t l I ~ 
A'.tnt j ' ~(" , .,,,.11 - rl \ t T 1-u•!.\l >l ....,•rl)tl r . 1.~ 1 
_.,. 
Ill. RI:AI.-TtMI A CliVI F'J.YtMI Hr Wilt VAlU AtiON CoN 1 Rot 
ll1c udJUS:Imcnt of thc head susp.:us1on am1 WJI bt: accom-
ph!dlcd in a fC\\ ways m real npphcat ions We cnn c1thcr u~c cm-
b::dded pie7 ..od ocrric acluatoi'S 171 or bonded piew clcctric tilm~ 
10 d!CSlL~po.:n..~•on arm (31. If u [liczodcctric film is used. the fi lm 
IS hondL"tl to 0nt: side nfthc wsp::n..~•on am1 (beam) that is shm' u 
m Fig. I 
When a \'Oit.1gc · i~~ ap11li c.:d to 111(: p!Czo tilm. a stcadv•slat • 
Ji!<plac~.:>ment atlhe slidcr end " ill be pruduccd as 
\\ hero 1-.· is a cunsJ.auJ. In au opcmting ltDD wh re rh.· disk is ro-
tatiu~ at a c~nstanl speed. the displacement dyuamic~; ''ill bl' cl ·-
lclmincd bothonl) by the clumJctcristics oftbe ·lL~pcn..~ 1on arm 
(bcnm) :tod lhc aervdynarnics of the slider' s air bearing. As tb • 
respons..: of the piezo fi lm ttc tuator 1tself has a vc~ wid band-
\\idth, its d~'11amic DHx.lc can be m..-glec-ted hen: . ·nu:refon:. Jhc 
7 
dpmnue n:b110n~hi p h~l\\<.:cn rh.: voila!-!.: .tpphec In the pio .o 
film and the Jisplac..:m..:nt 1\!!>lllting can h.: simphficd re. 
• ,!! l--t 
•111.'1 - • . - 1 . .L il'l u.; ll 
-- -(/1. 1- \ , I •1 1 •1( fl 1 'J,•J .<;"' I :...f,...w~n + u.:;;., ... - _.,~~-~IJI'~ I ... :; .. 
(5) 
wh..:rc "".1\1• and ~- arc the natuml fre-quent:' :wd damping ratio of 
the susprus>on beam . w11, 1 and 41 an: the n.uurnJ frequency and 
dumping r.uic nf J.h.:: slidcr·s o.ir bco.nog and !\. is n cort.~lrult 
..1,..,, (a fe,, tt.:n!o Clf 1-ilohcrtz) til usu:tiiY much larger thwt ~',., 
(a fc,, kil oh.:rtz) In tht: cas.: that w.: onh mn u.lcr \ ibrutions 
bdm' on.: li lnh.:rtz., the model can be fu rtha sinq>lificd as 
...: · (6) 
_.. .101 
0 \\ , tht: th •ng he1ght 'w-iation !<l 1 ppn:s~iun mechanism can 
be shm' n "' rig 2. 
The blod d1agrnm o f the clo~-loop IXllllml ~·stem IS shown 
in f it; 3 ln the diugmm, 1/m is thc outpul \lJ the mcasurcmenl 
point, r/ 1 1s th.: displ:m!mcnl oulpu! of thc ptczo tilm actuator, d.:J 
is Lhe d1sk spmmng resulting hcad-d1sk spac1111;; or fl~ing height 
which can be ln.:at..:d a.s :1 constanl r!u i!> lh · 'ihmlion resulting 
head-disk spacing '' hose efl~x:t on the totul spacing is in~ ndt-d 
to bt: SIIIIPn:sscd h..: I\:, aud rr' is the !ntal hcnd-<hsl- S()l!Cillg.The 
smgle pole >f th..: 111nh-pa..~ fill ·r /J. II:.l.' l .. l IS usualh· ilround 
o""' .j;2.j1i4'1 ) TvptcaJ JX!.r.unc1crs for the ~ll!>pt:·n. ion and slidcr's 
air bearing arc giHm in the plant tran.~fcr funcJ.ion as 
' I ' '!U.lln l 
1. 1;;;; \ .. !1 J" ' ~ 1- • -~~~ .. - )) " (7) 
1l1c \ alucs of thc ccm~lillll pumm.:t.:n; }\ 1:11· 11.· 11. 1;. ru1d h' 
tlo not nc\.X.I Lob.: 1-ncm n at this stag.: . TI1..:' un: Lo bc cons1dercd 
ru1d compcnsat~..xt in the folio" mg controll.:r t.k>;SI~ll procedun:. 
llu: problem llO\\ IX.'cumes t.l1:signmg 11 'it:f\0 contro l ~ystc:m 
to suppn:s.~ Jhc e ffect of vibr.~ t ionaJ disltubant\!s on th.:: 
head-disk spacing. 'n1c fl~ ing h.:1ght vanutton suppression is 
now l'qnivnlcnt 111 a scwo contrOl S}SICm tracking n rcfcn:m:e 
\'arying mpul . 1g,nal. Obviously, the pu1110SC of ihi cnnlrolh:r 
dcsi3n is IO make the dosed-loop control snJcm hJs :t "idc 
hand\\ldth FC1r :t ;1-ood St.'nu wntml S\ ~tern, the fi1llc.m ins 
pcrfonnancc 1s usuall \' desi red a) good smtic performance 
which mc.an.s LCro or smaJI SLaJic em1r: b) go~~d tlyruumc 
pcrto nnanc..: "hich means fru;t response or '' itlc hand width 
but lo\\ m em1oot; c) gcl()d robustness wtuch means 'i) tern 
pctfonuwl(.:c 1!> ill\-ariru11 to or less ulft:eK"<i b\ IIJmmetcr 
varmtjons and djsturbrulc.:s f or this pmrtt cu lar problem here, 
fm•n the en.g.inc~·nng tl>Oint o f \ ie\\, an I.'~IS\ to be d1'Signcd 
nnd implemented cnm<enlional con tro ll r ''ill b.: practical and 
~uflic ient If \\ C us..: a proportioual· intl:gr.ll (PI) I.'Ompcnsator 
IQ C(11ll(K:l15lliC tht: h1gh-p:i. S filler fl. tEJJ I• '1, a IINJ>Or· 
tion:tl-inl<.1)rn1 -di tf.:n:ntial (PID) and 1\\ o l ·.ad CUIIIJ><:llS!llOI'll 
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to compcn.sntt: tho: h \O _ cond-ordt:r \-ibmtionnl modes (l f the 
plant, the unnsfcr function of th.., controlk'r bucom •s 
G' ·• 1 = -"'-+_~_J _.~_+_.: __ ._+_..:_a l\.-JIJJ}-'---=r.~~·-"_- _...:..i'-. 1• (X) 
.,.. !'!f 1"1 •'>+ PJ . .., 
We choose the pnr .. um:tcrs of tl1c above controller a!i .: 1 .-
m .:.::J - .:1 - :t.l J'lOO 1-~ - '" - 1 l:l~j t ~. "T:r = 
IJ. · ~ . 7: = f)J.JI :u1d h'tJJrl\'J •J t>l-\u:,d·' ""' 1 :..~ 1olc 
d!Bt \\ c intentional ly choose .: 1 as 200 000 in!>tcad of 325 000 
to make partial comp::nsation to ~,e th syst ·m · ~ robustness to 
pnrameter ' 11·intion ·n,e O(ll.m-loop frequency response of !he 
scn •o control system is gtvcu b) stmulation as !Jlm, n in Fi~ -1 
ll1c phase margm 1:; about 70" at the gam crus~' ·r froqu~ncv 
of 219 900 radls. To h lp understand the po:rfomuUlc~ of the 
. ·stem, th~: ste p rcspon. • ts gi~-cn in Ftg 5 
To \enfy ll~ !lying het •ht \Uriation supprcs'itOII ability of lhis 
~r' o contml s~·st~nL \\ e hm c made a large number of stmula-
tion experiments A ~rit'S of sinusoidal wm c: signals from lo" 
to high fn:quencics arc appJiod M the system ·. n:fercncedts.lur· 
brutoe input The n.'suhing head-di k spacing outputs or up-
pres..'itd spacing ' nnntions an: g.iwn from Ftg 6 to rtg 9 For 
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compmw n purp<lSC!i, t11c r ·fcrcncc dtslu rhaucc m put, ,:, 1s also 
•llustmted 
From Ftg 6 th ruugh Fig Q, it can be ~n that "id1 the ucll\1! 
tly ing heig_ht control in action. n 2UOO-Ilz ho:ad-disk spac111g 
oriation \\ill I'll! suppn:!iscd to about 17'',;, of Jh..: amJ>Iitude 
witlloul ac~in: cont rol lt tS apft'l~l tha t \'ariatiOILS \\ ilh fn:-
quo:ncit:S hm er lh<Ul 1000 llz "ill be bctr...:r suppn:sscd We h:.lH! 
found that in du~ fn:qucm."\ hand from SOOO I lz to 1Kl00 llz. the 
suplln:. sion n:!iults urc e\cn t'll!ttcr than tho ·c al lho: fn.'fjucnc~ 
of 200~ llz, which rcst.llt.s fmm the frequc.JK\ n:sponsc of the 
seno control s~ stem, gcncr..tll · speaking. Witl1 th.: mcrt:Jli<! of 
the \1lrintion frequcnC) , the uppression cfftx:l. \\ ill be gmduall ~ 
reduced, '' hich d ·pc nds on the band" idth of the s.:n u syslcm 
ll1c g(:)(.ld nc\\S is !hat largo: h\.'Jki-dtsk spacing 'anations 
usual!~- happen i11 the fn.x1ucncies t'll! lm\ 5000 llz P<lo ''hi eh 
are C3uscd bY the vtbrullnll-illduccd nlL'Chanic..'l l resonance 
Anothc;:r point \\C :;hould mak • is that in real upplicatJOns, the 
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